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Foreword

Transparency in Grey Literature
Grey Tech Approaches to High Tech Issues
At the onset of twenty-ten, Grey Literature emerged into the public arena after
more than a quarter century in the corridors of libraries and in workplaces and
meeting rooms of information practitioners and professionals. Grey Literature is
now a topic of news in the world media. Coverage in magazines and newspapers
e.g. Nature, New Scientist, The Economist, the Guardian, etc. carrying articles on
the IPCC use/misuse of grey literature is current and in-depth. For those following
these news threads, much of the publicity is less than complimentary. And, the
grey literature community has not been hesitant in their response via blogs,
listservs, distribution lists, etcetera.
GL12 provided the international grey literature community with an opportunity to
bundle its efforts in order to address issues that stand at the core of grey literature
and which have come under fire in the public media. One thing is certain, now that
grey literature has entered the mainstream press, it will not simply disappear. It is
now up to the corporate authors and publishers of grey literature as well as
organizations processing and distributing it in both print and electronic formats to
address misconceptions and unknowns about this field of information science. The
Twelfth International Conference on Grey Literature offered a global forum for
stakeholders in government, academics, business and industry to come together on
issues dealing with transparency in grey literature and the almost seamless
processes of research, authorship, publication, indexing, as well as uses and
applications to which it is exposed in knowledge based communities. Many of these
processes are the same faced by commercial publishing, where only the differences
lie in grey tech approaches to high tech issues.
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Towards a Prague Definition of Grey Literature
Joachim Schöpfel
Charles de Gaulle University Lille 3
Abstract
The most common definition of grey literature, the so-called ‘Luxembourg definition’, was discussed and
approved during the 3rd International Conference on Grey Literature in 1997. In 2004, at the 6th
International Conference on Grey literature in New York City, a postscript was added. The main
characteristic of this definition is its economic perspective on grey literature, based on business,
publishing and distribution models of the disappearing Gutenberg galaxy. With the changing research
environment and new channels of scientific communication, it becomes clear that grey literature needs a
new conceptual framework.
Research method: Our project applies a two-step-methodology: (1) A state of the art of terminology and
definitions of the last two decades, based on contributions to the GL conference series (1993-2008) and
on original articles published in The Grey Journal (2005-2010). (2) An exploratory survey with a sample
of scientists, publishing and LIS professionals to assess attitudes towards of the New York definition and
to gather elements for a new definition.
Results: Based on the state of the art and the survey data, we make a proposal for a new definition of
grey literature (“Prague definition”) with four new essential attributes: “Grey literature stands for
manifold document types produced on all levels of government, academics, business and industry in print
and electronic formats that are protected by intellectual property rights, of sufficient quality to be
collected and preserved by library holdings or institutional repositories, but not controlled by commercial
publishers i.e., where publishing is not the primary activity of the producing body.” The attributes and
challenges are discussed.

1. Introduction
The concept of grey literature is historical. Some decades ago the term grey literature did not exist as a
category although what is considered grey today was among the extant literature. When Butterworths
published the first edition of Charles P. Auger’s landmark work on grey literature in 1975, paradoxically
neither the summary nor the index mentioned this term. The book was just about reports literature
(Auger, 1975).
Despite the absence of a label, Auger described the nature of this “vast body of documents” in a way that
would later characterize grey literature, referring to its “continuing increasing quantity”, the “difficulty it
presents to the librarian”, its ambiguity between temporary character and durability, and its growing
impact on scientific production. He also pointed out the “number of advantages over other means of
dissemination, including greater speed, greater flexibility and the opportunity to go into considerable
detail if necessary”. For Auger, reports were a “half-published” communication medium with a “complex
interrelationship (to) scientific journals”.
The description sounds familiar. “Semi-published literature” is a connotation of grey literature (Keenan,
1996). But it reminds, too, that one can speak about reports without a generic concept. Auger promoted
the term of “grey literature” only in the 2nd edition of his book (Auger, 1989). Since then, the meaning of
“GL” remained a challenge to scientists and librarians. Does “GL” make sense? Is it necessary? Is it (still)
helpful for the study and processing of scientific literature? Or using a variation on the famous quote from
Dorothy L. Sayers, will it “run away (…) like cows if you look (it) in the face hard enough”?
There are several definitions of grey literature, the most common being the so-called “Luxembourg
definition,” which was discussed and approved during the Third International Conference on Grey
Literature in 1997: “[Grey literature is] that which is produced on all levels of government, academics,
business and industry in print and electronic formats, but which is not controlled by commercial
publishers.” In 2004, at the 6th conference in New York, a postscript was added for purposes of
clarification “...not controlled by commercial publishers, i.e., where publishing is not the primary activity
of the producing body” (see Schöpfel & Farace, 2010).
The Luxemburg definition accentuates the supply side of grey literature, e.g., its production and
publication both in print and electronic formats. It calls attention to the question of dissemination, the
difficulty to identify and access documents described as ephemeral, non-conventional or underground.
Material that “may not enter normal channels or systems of publication, distribution, bibliographic
control, or acquisition by booksellers or subscription agents” (U.S. Interagency Gray Literature Working
Group): this concept meets Mackenzie Owen’s observation that “grey does not imply any qualification
(but) is merely a characterization of the distribution mode” (1997).
11
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Now, Internet transforms the whole value chain of publishing. The Web offers new tools and channels for
producing, disseminating and assessing scientific literature. Author and reader, producer and consumer
change their information behaviour. We definitely left the Gutenberg era. So what about the definition of
grey literature? Is it still empirically sound?
Our study returns to the roots of grey literature and provides insight in past definitions and present
opinions. Based on a critical discussion of this evidence, a new definition (“Prague definition”) is
suggested that may stimulate future research and theoretical work on this “vast body of documents”.
2. Methodology
The study applies a two-step-methodology and combines a review of literature (state of the art) with an
empirical survey.
2.1. State of the art: content analysis of GL corpus
The state of the art focuses on conceptual studies and definitions of the last decades, e.g., contributions
to the GL conference series (1993-2008) and original articles published in The Grey Journal (2005-2010).
The corpus consists of 32 documents selected from 219 GL conference communications published on the
OpenSIGLE websitei (sampling = 15%), through a content analysis of titles, abstracts and full texts
(Fig. 1).

Conference GL1

GL2

GL3

GL4

GL5

GL6

GL7

GL8

GL9

GL10

Year

1993

1995

1997

1999

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Total nb

27

21

28

26

18

24

27

16

17

15

Selection

4

4

3

6

5

4

0

3

1

2

Figure 1: Corpus of GL communications

The selection criterion was substantial debate on (and not only recall of) definitions and concepts of grey
literature.
Some of these communications were also published in The Grey Journal (TGJ). For this reason and to
avoid double entries, the selection of TGJ articles was limited to original contributions. The selection
criterion (“substantial debate”) was the same as for the GL conferences.
Between 2005 and 2010, The Grey Journal published 101 articles referenced in the online RefDoc
databaseii. From these articles, we selected three original articles (not published in GL proceedings) with
substantial debate on grey literature (sampling= 3%) and added them to our GL corpus (Fig. 2).

Volume Vol 1 Vol 2 Vol 3 Vol 4 Vol 5
Year

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Selection

1

2

0

0

0

Figure 2: Corpus of TGJ articles

Taken together, the corpus for the state of the art is composed of 35 documents published between 1993
and 2008, corresponding to 11% of the papers in GL conference series and TGJ.
The content of each communication or article was indexed with main topics of GL definitions (production,
dissemination etc.) and traditional functions of scientific publishing (registration, preservation etc.).
2.2. Empirical evidence: online survey
A survey on grey literature adds qualitative and exploratory data to this state of the art, especially
attitudes towards the New York definition and elements for a new definition.
The survey was carried out in October 2010. The questionnaire was made available onlineiii. The survey
population included 1390 information specialists and scientists from GreyNet’s distribution list. Promotion
was also done on Twitter and through the social networks LinkedIn, Viadeo and Facebook.
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The questionnaire contains eight questions on functions, elements of the current definition, statements
and prognostics on grey literature (see annexe B). Only one part of the results is analysed and discussed
here.
3. Results
3.1. Content analysis of papers on grey literature
“Grey literature is difficult to define” (Wood & Smith, 1993). Studies on grey literature often begin by
trying to help understand grey literature, review literature and sometimes even suggest a new definition.
Our corpus contains at least four contributions that provide deeper insight in terminology and
conceptualisation of grey literature (Di Cesare & Sala, 1995; McDermott, 1995; Gokhale, 1997; Nahotko,
2007).
In the aftermath of the 1997 conference, most authors cite the Luxemburg definition as reference
although it was never meant to be a final definition but rather to instigate and promote research. More
recent studies add the New York postscript while the earlier US Interagency Working Group definition
appears to be more or less elapsed.
3.1.1. Essential attributes of the definition of grey literature
Which are the main features mentioned in the sample corpus? Two-thirds of the studies insist on
dissemination as the central characteristic of grey literature, e.g. the unconventional or unusual mode
of distribution through non-commercial channels (see Figure 3).

production
80%
60%
others

dissemination

40%
20%
0%

acquisition

typology

quality

Figure 3: Main topics of GL definitions in corpus

These authors link grey literature and the information market. For instance, Owen (1997) defines grey
literature “loosely (…) as information distributed directly by its creator”. Gelfand (1999) underlines its
“alternative way of distribution”, and Boekhorst et al. (2004) stress the “dichotomy grey vs. commercial”
as a “cognitive tool” for understanding this kind of scientific literature.
Sometimes, another attribute is added: the fact that grey documents are most often disseminated in
limited (small) numbers (Aceti et al., 1999; Nahotko, 2007).
Closely related to this economic definition are papers that focus on the supply side (production). For
instance, de Blaaij (2003) considers grey literature as “information (largely) produced in the public
domain and financed with public money”. Ten years earlier, Chillag (1993) distinguished between
publications and documents: “In theory, and generally speaking, the former are not grey literature at
all”. Following Chillag, reports become “white” when collected and sold; he considered documents with
different versions, working papers, documents that do not pass through any registry system as “black
hole material”. At the same time, Cotter & Carroll (1993) stated that grey literature is “not published by
established (commercial) publishers”, anticipating the Luxemburg and New York definition.
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About 40% studies adopt a typological approach. In such a definition the operative issue is which type
of document belongs to grey literature, which doesn’t? Librarians mostly agree that theses and
dissertations, conference proceedings, reports and working papers are grey. But what about patents and
preprints, blogs, datasets, and tweets? Grey literature “embraces such things as non-conventional
literature, archival material, fugitive material, non-book material and unpublished documents” (Kufa,
1993). Luzi (1995), Luzi et al. (2003) and Ranger (2004) worked on new forms of scientific information,
such as electronic conferences, protocols, websites or digital datasets. Stock & Schöpfel (2008) evaluated
the presence of more traditional items – theses, reports, working papers etc. – in open archives. Sulouff
et al. (2005) provide a cross-disciplinary comparison of different types of grey literature associated with
academic departments and disciplines, derived from survey data.
The specific mode and problem of acquisition have been used as a conceptual feature of GL by one third
of the studies. McDermott (1995): “You know you have grey literature when you can’t place a standing
order for it”. Nahotko (2007) expresses the prevailing opinion: “They are difficult to acquire in libraries”.
Does Internet change the situation? Following Natarajan (2006), it doesn’t: “GL, also known as the grey
or hidden web, the information that is not searchable or accessible through conventional search engines
or subject directories”.
Fewer authors raise the question of quality, and they do so in a controversial way. Erwin (2006)
observes, “quality (of grey literature) continues to be suspect even among researchers” and is not
surprised that “because of the range of quality in grey literature (…) grey literature continues to be
absent from most formal academic collection development policies”. In contrast, Wessels (1997) argues
that “much grey literature is published by prestigious organizations whose names are a guarantee for
quality” and puts forward its uniquenessiv.
In the margins of GL definitions, we find some interesting observations that may be helpful for future
research:
Intellectual property: Following de Blaiij (1999), grey literature may improve “the sharing of
information in the public domain” because its legal status is different from commercial publishing. Cornish
(1999) asks for “some easily recognised system internationally (…) to make it clear to users (…) what the
owner of copyright in grey literature is willing to permit without seeking permission”. Pavlov (2003)
describes “(how) to introduce the scientific results documented in grey literature into the legal space of
intellectual property and to monitor the processes of their commercialization and rights transfer”.
Current Research Information Systems: Jeffery & Asserson (2006) suggest a definition of grey
literature as intelligent and hyperactive “grey objects” in a CRIS environment – “they get a life” through
metadata and associated document management software.
Open source: Crowe & Davidson (2008) place grey literature into the intersection “of open source and
intelligence” and describe the way how information that is openly available and is lawfully obtained may
become classified and become a source of intelligence.
3.1.2. Functions of grey literature
Authors like Nahotko (2007) provide a rich and detailed description of different kinds of grey literature.
But why does grey literature exist?
Only a small number of studies deal with the question of which sort of needs GL does or should satisfy.
We indexed the corpus following Oldenburg’s historical description of a scientific journal’s main functions.
The result is not really surprising (Figure 4).
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50%
40%
30%
others

20%

records

10%
0%

dissemination

quality

Figure 4: Main functions of GL in corpus

Most of the papers addressing functional aspects of GL highlight its role for dissemination of
information, research results, etc. Obviously, other traditional functions of scientific publishing are
considered as less important, e.g., registration to establish ownership and priority and to clearly datestamp the work, archiving to provide a permanent record of the work, or certification to have the quality
of the research acknowledged by others, through peer review etc.
Kufa (1993) identified an interesting specific role for grey literature in African countries insofar as it may
be more relevant to local needs and conditionsv. Following Kufa, non-commercial publishing may be
useful to communicate and access locally produced materials that are not published elsewhere.
3.2. Survey results
The questionnaire was completed by 108 information specialists (70%), scientists and/or scholars (24%),
students and others (6%) corresponding to a total average response rate of 7,8%. 97 individuals
completed the whole questionnaire.
3.2.1. Attitudes towards the current definition
What do experts think about the current definition of grey literature, e.g., the New York definition? Is it
still useful or not? Should it be revised? The questionnaire suggested some current opinions expressed in
papers or conferences. The answer may seem paradoxical (Figure 5).
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T he N e w Y o rk d e finitio n o f g re y lite ra ture ...
100
90
80
70

Strongly agree

60
50

Agree

40

Disagree

30

Strongly disagree

Unminded

20
10
0
remains
useful

needs
revision

is precise

doesn't fit with
new
technologies

remains
relevant

Figure 5: Opinions on the current NY definition

The overall sentiment on the New York definition seems positive. More than 60% responses say that it
remains useful and relevant. However, only one third of the people believe that the current definition is
precise and fits with new technologies, and only 11% think that it doesn’t need revision. Taken together,
the common attitude looks like “revision yes, but not abandonment of the current definition” – e.g.,
continuity and change but not desertion.

3.2.2. Elements for a revised definition
Asked for their opinion on the essential attributes found in papers and described above, people answered
in an astonishing but consistent way (Figure 6).

W he n d e fining g re y lite ra ture , I think tha t the fo llo wing a s p e c t is ...
120
100
80

very important
important

60

unminded
not so important
not important at all

40
20
0
production

dissemination

typology

quality

acquisition

Figure 6: Opinions on essential attributes of a GL definition
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Obviously, all suggested items are evaluated as more or less important, and there is no attribute
considered as not important. Again, this seems consistent with the overall sentiment on the New York
definition – “continuity, not rupture”.
Still, a comparison between the items reveals significant differences (Figure 7).

important

not
important

Dissemination

81%

3%

Production

66%

10%

Quality

56%

15%

Acquisition

53%

20%

Typology

37%

23%

Figure 7: Ranking of opinions on essential attributes of grey literature

The key attribute of grey literature is, at least in this sample, without any doubt the specific mode of
dissemination, followed by production. Still important but on a lower level are features related to quality
issues and (difficulties of) acquisition.
The real surprise is that the typological approach seems no longer an appropriate way of defining grey
literature: only 37% rated “typology” as important or very important for the future definition of GL, while
23% think the contrary.
Figure 8 reveals the difference with the content analysis described above in the state of the art (see
Figure 3).

production
80%
60%
others

dissemination

40%
20%

Survey

0%

Content analysis

acquisition

typology

quality

Figure 8: Main topics of GL definitions in corpus (content analysis) and survey

Figure 8 shows clearly that the economic approach to grey literature still prevails, e.g., professionals,
scientists and scholars highlight dissemination and production as essential attributes when defining grey
literature. But the results reveal, too, that for more than the half of respondents quality and acquisition
issues should be taken into consideration for a revision.
3.2.3. Perceived functions
The survey data are not fundamentally different from the content analysis. Again, nearly 80% emphasize
“dissemination” as the main function of grey literature (Figure 9).
17
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others
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20,0%
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dissemination

quality

Figure 9: Main functions of GL in survey

The importance of this function is confirmed by open comments like the following:
To provide information regarding specific activities to funding agencies.
Provide data/information for research - Research projects of the organisation.
To create awareness and open access to material that has previously been inaccessible.
Be aware prior to article or book publication new trends, new discoveries etc.
To present the results of work conducted and document it in written form.

Yet, other functions of academic publishing are pointed out, in particular “archiving” to provide a
permanent record of the work (46%) and to a lesser extent, registration to establish ownership and
priority (31%).
In comparison, the acknowledgment of quality (certification) seems less important (22%) even if grey
literature may play a specific role, such as serving for validation at the end of a research project.
3.2.4. A world without grey literature?
“Can you imagine a world without grey literature?” To this question, most respondents (87%) answered
with “No”. Why? Because grey literature is everywhere, because it is important for research, because it
contains valuable information, because it is “non-mainstream” and part of freedom of information
production and dispersal, because of the evolution of technology and communication, but also because
grey literature corresponds to specific needs. Some citations:







The frontier of research is grey. The historical record is white.
Processes of publishing are becoming more and more unofficial.
Information is the prerequisite for the development. Grey literature is the first information.
Because grey literature is the most rapid way to disseminate information.
It is an established method for the production and dissemination of information.
If a standard, commercial publication can be compared to a "main course" then grey literature accounts for
the appetizer, dessert and setting...

Again, these answers enumerate the main attributes and functions of grey literature. One respondent
replied by asking:
 Can you imagine a world with only white literature?

For this expert, a world with only one form of information and one mode of communication – the
commercial one – is neither imaginable nor desirable. The potential of grey literature for information,
culture and freedom is mentioned by another respondent:
 To make this world a better place we need at least ten more Wikileaks and addition to that quality control.

18
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I am not sure if Wikileaks is a good example for grey literature but it is worthy of note that this last
argument relates free and not-for-profit information to quality, e.g., introduces a condition we already
mentioned above.
4. Discussion
A good definition should specify the necessary and sufficient conditions for an item being part of grey
literature. It should offer an if-and-only-if condition for when an item satisfies the definition.
Survey and state of the art indicate that the current definition of grey literature is considered as useful
and relevant. It seems globally accepted as a kind of benchmark, reporting actual usage and meaning
within the community of grey literature.
So why at the same time our study reveals, too, a general conviction that this definition needs revision
and that there are some problems waiting for solution?
The reason is that the definition suffers from some more or less obvious fallacies. We shall describe these
problems briefly and then discuss some aspects that might be valuable as essential attributes for a
revised definition of grey literature.
4.1. Fallacies of the New York definition
The comparison of papers and survey results points out four problems with the current definition.
The New York definition is over-broad. It does not allow for a clear distinction between grey
literature and other “objects”, and it applies to items that are not part of the extension of the definition.
Too many papers based on the common definition fail to differentiate between grey and other literature
and/or include “stuff” that may be grey but clearly is NOT literature.vi
The New York definition lacks essential attributes of grey literature. The current definition
highlights the specific economic aspect of grey literature: the mode of dissemination and production. It
fails, however, to introduce other attributes that, since Auger’s study in 1975, have been essential to the
understanding of grey literature, such as the character of document, intellectual property, quality,
collection, preservation, etc.
The New York definition bears a risk of circularity. This means that it partially assumes a prior
understanding of what grey literature is. For instance, how is it possible to define the meaning of “where
publishing is not the primary activity of the producing body”? Simply spoken, the New York definition
allows for interpretations such as “grey is that which is not white (nor black)”vii. This circularity may be
useful for community cohesion and acceptance but not for furthering understanding.
The New York definition also bears a risk of obscurity. It allows for interpretations using ambiguous
terms such as fugitive, ephemeral etc. and/or for definitions by negative or excluding concepts. An
example from the survey:
Grey literature is the ABSENCE of key elements, such as occurrence in mainstream literature. Grey
literature is hard to find, hard to classify, hard to collect, etc. It occurs in fringe areas (small journals,
isolated repositories, unusual formats).

To resume: obviously, the New York definition was (and remains) helpful for an economical
understanding of production and dissemination of grey literature but is of limited utility in light of new
technology and usage because it doesn’t distinguish between online published grey literature and other,
non-commercial material.
Based on results from survey and content analysis, we shall try in the following section to identify some
“hot topics” that may or should be added as essential attributes to the definition.
4.2. Grey literature as a medium in context: intellectual property
Since the introduction of the concept of grey literature, the question of typology has troubled the grey
community. The emergence of the Internet complicated the problem even more.
Strictly applying the New York definition which is centered on production and dissemination, most of the
Web material could be described as grey – published in limited number (or unique), badly controlled,
non-commercial (or not-for-profit) dissemination. Now, is this realistic, especially given that in some
ways the Internet makes material more widely accessible than material printed by publishing houses?
Are digital objects grey, such as datasets, emails, technical copies, wikis, blogs, tweets or even
Websitesviii, etc., or are they even literature?
Some respondents to our survey argued in favour of a large, all-embracing concept:
“Defining grey literature as the 'opposite' to commercial publishing is wrong. (That is, if commercial publishing
means publishing for a profit). It is wrong because many non-profit organisations publish on exactly the same
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basis as commercial publishers (e.g. American Chemical Society) - and their publications are not grey. To my
mind, grey literature is all scholarly work that is published without a formal peer-review (or equivalent)
process outside the traditional journal and book channels. Therefore, grey literature includes data outputs,
analytical tools, software as well as the more usual 'classic' pre-print or working paper outputs.”

It is doubtful whether data outputs, analytical tools or software should or can be regarded as “scholarly
work” in terms of literature. Perhaps we should consider the question from another perspective. In the
post-Gutenberg era, the French interdisciplinary network RTP-DOC elaborated a 3D-theory describing
digital documents as sign (content), form (structure) and medium (context) (Pédauque, 2003). According
to the RTP-DOC approach, the former print-related criteria and attributes can’t be transposed to digital
objects.
To define grey literature (only) as a specific content or structure (e.g., type of document) seems
impossible and will fail. Obviously it is a value on the third dimension, medium, and should be defined in
its context, linked to attitudes, understanding and awareness, social norms, and in relation with users,
usage and procedures.
So first, the concept of grey literature should be limited to the specific meaning of literature, not as a
content or structure/type, but derived from its social or legal nature: A digital object is grey literature if
and only if it is an item protected by intellectual property rights. In other words, grey literature implies
authorship and a character of works of the mind.
The author’s rights (or copyrights) may be held by the producing body and/or by the author(s) but in no
case by a commercial vendor. Recently, Kansa et al. (2010) raised the question of licensing. This may be
an adequate answer for grey items disseminated on the Web by their producers and/or authors but is in
no case a sufficient condition to define grey literature.
In contrast, a functional definition may not be beneficial. Our results indicate that grey literature does not
fulfill functions dissimilar from serials or books sold by vendors but rather focuses on a more limited
variety especially when it comes to dissemination and preservation. As an attribute, this is not enough to
differentiate grey items from others.

4.3. From typology to quality
Some authors tend to define grey literature through a list of different types of documents. Such an
extensional or denotative definition of grey literature is condemned, for at least two reasons: (a) there
are too many different categories of grey literature, especially in digital format, and (b) a definition can’t
keep up with new types and formats; and the same type of document can be grey as well as white, at
different moments of its life-cycle and depending on the context.
For instance, are PhD theses grey? Are they always grey? Are Master theses grey? What about
undergraduate dissertations? What is the difference? Some reports are sold through conventional sales
and distribution channels, and some grey items are reports. What makes some reports turn grey?
Our explanation is quality and scientific and/or technical value. Alongside with dissemination and
intellectual property, it helps to distinguish grey from other “dark grey” items without interest for
research and scholarship. In fact, while dissemination and production are attributes essential to fix the
line between commercial (white) and grey items, intellectual property and quality are useful on the
“darker side” of grey literature, for instance to make a clear distinction between undergraduate work and
Master or PhD theses, or between a working paper and a manuscript in a preliminary draft version.
Quality means quality assurance and control and intrinsic scientific value. A recent synthesis on reports
states that “it is (…) a misconception that grey literature is not peer reviewed (…) reports often proceed
through several levels of internal and agency review before final printing” (Seymour, 2010). The 2005
initiative GLISCix or “Nancy group” was expected to establish a label of quality to reports. Other grey
items such as theses, dissertations or communications undergo procedures of labelling and/or validation
that guarantee a minimum quality level. Our own surveys on grey literature in France and Belgium reveal
up to 60% items with some kind of quality control.
Quality becomes a central question of grey literature. In our survey, more than 50% of the respondents
consider quality as essential when defining grey literature. Farace (2010) compares peer-review
procedures of grey literature to serials. In terms of quality management, some procedures are rather
designed to detect non-quality (for instance, assessment and examination of PhD theses) while others
are supposed to prevent from non-conforming or non-acceptable quality levels (like the GLISC
guidelines).
All the same, quality is not an absolute, stand-alone value but linked to standards, usage or specific
purpose, and it is based upon a customer's evaluation and/or experience. This leads us to the next and
last essential attribute of grey literature.
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4.4. Grey literature without library?
Who is the customer of grey literature? Net users most often are not aware of special categories of items
and dissemination channels. Their problem is access, not production, distribution or collection.
Unpublished or semi-published documents mean little to them. They rarely bother with grey or white
documents yet they don’t like “black hole literature”, material they cannot get.
In fact, the real customer of grey literature, since the invention of the concept, is and always has been
the librarian, the LIS professional who tries to collect it. This is a striking point when going through the
papers written on grey literature in the last two decades. “Searching and accessing the grey literature (…)
have always been a great challenge for librarians and documentalists” (Natarajan, 2006)x. This is a
problem not for scientists, students or other patrons but for LIS professionals – this is the point.
In other words, would the problem with grey literature persist if librarians would stop trying to collect it?
Would a working paper be grey if nobody cares for it? A preprint sent by its author to a colleague, is it
grey? Without a doubt, this seems a bad question. A better question would be: would a library consider
this specific item as worthwhile for collection, because of its quality, scientific value, uniqueness or
heritage character? Alternatively, does a document become labelled as grey because it is produced or
validated by an institution?
This means that the definition of grey literature is intimately conditioned by the fact that it is an object of
collection and acquisition. A document becomes grey not only because it is a work of the mind and not
sold by a vendor but insofar someone – an institution, a library, an information service, a professional –
shows interest to get it. It becomes grey because it purports to have (or is imbued by the librarian or
scientific or preservation community to have) quality, scientific value, uniqueness or heritage character
and while it is being collected so it can be accessed or referenced in the future the “grey” label
acknowledges that the document is unique with respect to one or a series of other issues, such as
dissemination, production and so on.
This helps us to clarify two aspects. First, “collection” does not mean “storage”. It stands for selection
and acquisition policy, is dynamic, usage-oriented and linked to cultural goals or community needs. A
“difficult-to-get” item becomes grey when it is considered useful (or thought to be useful in the future)
for a scientist, a research team, a laboratory, an institution or a community.
Second, grey literature is not hidden or classified but open source material. Items that can’t be collected
are not grey. Again, the crucial point is not hiding or classifying but collection and making available for
the future.
Today, institutional repositories have started to take over some of the traditional roles of library holdings.
In terms of function, they bear some equivalency with grey literature itself, as their main role consists in
dissemination and, to a lesser extent, preservation. This may explain the growing interest of the grey
literature community for this special type of open archivesxi. A new definition should or could mention
this.
“Can you imagine a world without grey literature?” This is one question of the survey (see above). Most
experts cannot. Now, can you imagine grey literature without LIS professionals? The challenge of grey
literature is a challenge of (inter)mediation. There is no stand-alone grey literature. Grey lies in the eye
of the beholder. It is a medium.
5. Conclusion
The current definition of grey literature – the New York definition – remains helpful and should not be
replaced but adapted to the changing environment.
As we showed above, the typological approach doesn’t provide an exhaustive and explicit list of items.
The economic approach of the New York definition, on the other hand, is intensional and specifies the
necessary condition for a document being part of the grey literature. But the same definition is not
sufficient in the context of Internet publishing, and we need to designate more essential attributes to
clearly differentiate grey from other items.
Our proposal is to add four attributes to the New York definition:
1.

Document character of grey literature (concept of RTP-DOC).

2.

Legal nature of works of the mind, e.g., protection by intellectual property.

3.

A minimum quality level (peer review, label, validation).

4.

The link to (inter)mediation, e.g. the interest of grey items for collection (and not for the enduser).
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Our proposal for a new definition (“Prague definition”) of grey literature is as follows:
“Grey literature stands for manifold document types produced on all levels of government, academics,
business and industry in print and electronic formats that are protected by intellectual property rights,
of sufficient quality to be collected and preserved by library holdings or institutional repositories, but
not controlled by commercial publishers i.e., where publishing is not the primary activity of the
producing body.”
Grey literature includes all kind of quality or seminal documentary material a library would like to collect
but can’t easily because of non-conventional distribution channels. It is not (only) a question of
production and dissemination but (also) of quality and collection. Without (inter)mediation by libraries, no
grey literature. It is a case for LIS professionals, a challenge that brings together the communities of
grey literature and special collections.
A couple of years ago, the main problem with grey literature appeared to be economics. Simpson (1995)
observed, “peripheral materials, including grey literature, expand unabated. Libraries having difficulty
collecting traditional materials have little hope of acquiring the periphery.”
Today, due to the overwhelming success of Web publishing and access to documents the focus has
shifted to quality, intellectual property and (inter)mediation. Without a revision that includes the
mentioned attributes, the current definition risks being increasingly unable to differentiate grey from
other documents.
Our proposal for a revised “Prague definition” brings together the former economic approach with new
attributes. The next step should be to check this definition against common usage in libraries and
different types of grey and other documents. Once done, the value of the definition can be evaluated on
the basis of the answers to the following two questions:
1.

Does this new definition include all kind of documents usually considered by LIS professionals
as grey literature, including today’s difficult-to-process and hard-to-collect items?

2.

Does it lead to further differentiation or better understanding of how grey literature may be
distinguished from other forms of literature?

Doing so, special attention should be paid to three challenges facing us at the initiation of the 21st
century.
(1) The development of institutional repositories by publishing organizations as a complementary and
sometimes concurrent service to tradition library holdings; and the place and processing of grey literature
in theses archives.
(2) The tendency of disintermediation in the traditional value chain of scientific and technical information.
The “risk” of grey literature is not web-based technology but the somehow fading role of libraries and
information professionals as intermediaries between authors, publishing bodies and the end-user. And tell
the reader why this is important other than job preservation.
(3) The so-called Fourth Paradigmxii, e.g. data-intensive science and the access to datasets that together
generate a trend to transform and/or marginalise literature (documents).
With reference to grey literature, replies to our survey stated “(…) it is important for knowledge” and “it
is a question of freedom” or “non-mainstream publishing”. The future will show if our concept of grey
literature remains “ephemeral” and if it contributes to better understanding and processing of this special
part of scientific and technical information.
Acknowledgement. My sincere thanks to all the colleagues who have contributed to the state of the art
and the survey, especially to Dominic Farace, Leonid P. Pavlov, Deni J. Seymour and Hélène Prost for
helpful advice and proofreading.
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Annexe B - Survey
During previous conferences in the GL-Series, several authors have raised questions concerning the (re)definition of
the term grey literature. In this exploratory survey, an effort is made to assess attitudes towards the currently held
definition and to gather elements that may lead to a redefinition of the term grey literature.
This online survey will take about ten minutes of your time to complete. Your response is greatly appreciated.
Dr. Joachim Schöpfel
Head, Department of Information Sciences
University of Lille 3, France
1. What is/are the main function(s) of grey literature?
•
Registration (to establish ownership and priority and to clearly date-stamp the work)
•
Certification (to have the quality of the research acknowledged)
•
Dissemination (to let the public know about the work)
•
Archiving (to provide a permanent record of the work)
•
Other (please specify)
2. The 2004 amended definition of the term grey literature reads as follows:
“Information produced and distributed on all levels of government, academics, business and industry in electronic and
print formats not controlled by commercial publishers i.e. where publishing is not the primary activity of the producing
body”.
What do you think about this definition?
The current definition of grey literature
•
remains useful
•
needs revision
•
is precise
•
doesn't fit with new technologies
•
remains relevant
Strongly agree/Agree/Disagree/No Comment
3. In the past, definitions of grey literature stressed one or more aspects, e.g. editing or producing grey
literature, dissemination, different types of grey literature, etc. What do you think about these aspects?
Are they important or not?
When defining grey literature, I think that the following aspect is...
•
production
•
dissemination
•
typology (document type)
•
quality
•
acquisition
Very important/Important/Not so important/Not at all important/No comment
•
other (please specify)
4. What do you think about the following statements?
•
Grey does not imply any qualification.
•
The Web 2.0 can be considered as grey.
•
Grey is merely a characterization of the distribution mode.
•
Grey is linked to open access.
•
Raw data are part of grey literature.
Strongly agree/Agree/Disagree/Strongly disagree/No Comment
5. Do you agree with the following statements?
Grey literature will continue to play a significant role alongside commercial publishing.
The borderline between “grey” and “white” (commercial) literature will become increasingly indistinct.
The proportion of “grey” documents published on the Web will continue to increase.
The Internet will encourage a greater diversity in the types of “grey” resources available.
Bibliographic control of grey literature will remain problematic.
Open archives will offer more appropriate services and functions for at least some segments of grey literature.
Some organizations will develop tools and services to aid in the efficient exploitation of grey resources on the Web.
Searching and collecting grey literature will become as straightforward as it is for journals and books.
New tools for collecting, depositing, and archiving will make GL less ephemeral and volatile than in the past.
6. Can you imagine your world without grey literature?
7. In the field of grey literature, which question most interests you?
8. You are a...
Scientist
Scholar
Information professional
Student
Other:
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Endnotes:
i

http://opensigle.inist.fr/handle/10068/697753
http://www.refdoc.fr
iii
On the platform http://fr.surveymonkey.com/
iv
The controversy about quality is reminiscent of the more recent IPCC Amazongate debate. See for instance,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/georgemonbiot/2010/jul/02/ipcc-amazongate-george-monbiot
v
Concerning relevance of GL for local or regional community, see our recent study on academic publishing in Belgium
(Schöpfel, 2008).
vi
With the words of one respondent of our survey: “Keeping our focus. Now that GL has become 'sexy' - people
expand the boundaries beyond what makes sense. Raw data is not GL. Ephemera is not GL. The entire Web is not GL.
I think losing the focus and overexpanding runs the risk of losing credibility when making the arguments for the value
of GL - especially in the sciences, when up against the elitism of more formal publication (…)”
vii
“Grey literature can only be defined in its relation to formally published or ‘white’ literature (…)” (Artus, 2003). But
then, what is white, and where does it begin?
viii
The British Library starts to archive snapshot copies of selected Websites.
ix
http://www.glisc.info
x
Italics added by JS
xi
See the recent study of Luzi (2010).
xii
See Hey at al. (2009).
ii
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A Terminology Based Re-Definition of Grey Literature
Claudia Marzi, Gabriella Pardelli, and Manuela Sassi
Institute for Computational Linguistics “Antonio Zampolli”,
CNR, National Research Council, Italy
Abstract
The conventionally accepted definition of Grey Literature, as Information produced and distributed by
non-commercial publishing, does not take into consideration either the increasing availability of forms of
grey knowledge, or the growing importance of computer-based encoding and management as the
standard mode of creating and developing grey literature.
Semi-automated terminological analysis of almost twenty years of terminological creativity in the
proceedings of eleven GL International Conferences offers the opportunity to pave the way to a bottomup redefinition of Grey Literature stemming from attested terminological creativity and lexical innovation.
In this paper, we focus on a set of automatically-acquired terms obtained by subjecting our reference
Corpus to a number of pre-processing steps of automated text analysis, such as concordances, frequency
lists and lexical association scores. Acquired terms allow us to throw in sharp relief developing trends and
important shifts of emphasis in the current understanding of the notion of Grey Literature.
Theme: Redefining Grey Literature – Proof of Concept – Research Process
Keywords: Grey Literature definition, GL Conference corpus, Terminology extraction

1. Introduction
1.1 Grey Literature definition
The Luxembourg Convention on Grey Literature held in 1997 offered the following definition of Grey
Literature (expanded in New York, 2004): “Information produced and distributed on all levels of
government, academics, business and industry in electronic and print formats not controlled by
commercial publishing, i.e. where publishing is not the primary activity of the producing body”.
The questions that immediately arise are the following: is this definition still valuable? Is it so far
completely satisfactory? Or does it rather need important modifications?
And what about other conventionally accepted definitions and descriptions?
In considering the evolution of the role and definition of Grey Literature, Augur (1989) started from the
beginning of the 20th century, where the notion of GL had been, for many years, coextensive with that of
report literature: documents evolving out form research and development activities, particularly in the
aircraft and aeronautics industries, were a very important means of communicating the results of
research testing. In particular, World War Two had the greatest impact on report literature, transforming
it into a major vehicle of communication. By the 1970s GL became the recognized medium for
dissemination and promotion for many organizations and was considered an important reading
throughout the world, though not easy to find. By the 1980s other scientific domains such as Social
Sciences, Economics and the Humanities were included in the wide range of research reports, discussion
and policy documents, working and conferences papers, etc. A huge increase in quantity as well as the
advantageous effect of the flexibility and speed, however, didn’t completely obscure problems of
identification and acquisition; given the nature of this kind of literature, many categories contained
security restrictions. In the 1990s GL attained its importance as an independent medium of
communication because of an initial need for security of confidentiality classifications which prevented
documents from being published in a conventional manner.
Hirtle (1991) gave a definition of GL as “the quasi-printed reports, unpublished but circulated papers,
unpublished proceedings of conferences, printed programs from conferences, and the other non-unique
material which seems to constitute the bulk of our modern manuscript collections”.
IGLWG (Interagency Gray Literature Working Group) defined in 1995 GL as “open source material that
usually is available through specialized channels and may not enter normal channels or systems of
publication, distribution, bibliographical control, or acquisition by booksellers or subscription agents”.
Debachere (1995) described GL as “a range of materials that cannot be found easily through
conventionally channels [..] but which is frequently original and usually recent”.
Actually, quoting Wikipedia “Grey Literature is a term used [..] to refer to a body of materials that cannot
be found easily through conventional channels such as publishers [..]”.
All these descriptions of Grey Literature are phrased negatively; often GL is defined by contrast to other
things. In other words, we notice that particular emphasis is laid on what GL is not, rather than on what
it is.
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To sum up, all these definitions and descriptions of Grey Literature do not take into account those aspects
that, in our view, are most strongly associated with the increasing availability and accessibility of GL
materials, and the growing importance of computer-based encoding as the standard medium of creating
and developing GL.
Our general idea is that a domain-specific document repository offers the possibility to pave the way to a
bottom-up redefinition of Grey Literature stemming from attested terminological creativity and lexical
innovation.
We intend to inquire and monitor terminological creativity over almost twenty years of technical and
scientific work in the frame of the International Conference on Grey Literature, and to ground suggestions
for a re-definition on those terms that appear to be consensually shared by the various disciplinary subfields.
1.2 Reference corpus
The empirical basis of our work is represented by the Corpus of GreyText Inhouse Archive, available on
http://www.greynet.org/opensiglerepository.html consisting of titles, themes, keywords and full
abstracts, for a total amount of around ninety thousand tokens (containing around seventy thousand
word tokens).
Although comparatively small, the corpus suits the purposes of our present investigation quite nicely.
First, it is fairly well structured, allowing selective search of relevant terms in a context-sensitive way.
Moreover, it contains highly informative text excerpts, as titles and abstracts are, conveying document
contents in a quintessential way. The traditional haystack problem in information extraction from
unstructured materials is here considerably reduced, as all texts belonging to the corpus are
characterized by a high density of mostly salient terms. Thirdly, the corpus presents a longitudinal
selection of documents ranging over several years of intensive research in GL. This will allow a
terminological trend analysis in a diachronic perspective.
2. Methodology
2.1 Research rationale
Our general idea is that an interesting re-definition of GL can be based upon careful examination of the
longitudinal trend of almost twenty years of terminological creativity in the proceedings of the eleven GL
international Conferences, by focussing on a set of automatically-acquired terms (both single-word and
multi-word terms) obtained by subjecting our reference Corpus to a number of pre-processing steps of
automated text analysis, such as concordances, frequency lists and lexical association scores (e.g. Mutual
Information on word pairs).
Although knowledge-poor, bag-of-words approaches to text mining have proved to perform effectively in
traditional tasks such as document classification and indexing, intelligent access to the contents of a
document repository requires going beyond the over-simplistic notion of a text as an unordered collection
of loose word tokens. Automated identification of the most relevant terms in a domain-specific document
repository represents an important step in this direction. It is commonly assumed that salient domainspecific concepts and relations are conveyed in text through statistically significant terms, whether they
are simple words like computer and web, or structurally more complex word sequences like computer
science and world wide web. This requires that a raw text is preliminarily marked up at different levels of
linguistic analysis, ranging from tokenization and part-of-speech tagging, to chunking and dependency
analysis. Relevant terminological units are then tracked down by projecting abstract morpho-syntactic
patterns such as “NP PP” (i.e. “find a syntactic structure made up out of a Noun Phrase immediately
followed by a Prepositional Phrase) onto linguistically annotated texts. All text strings that fit into the
targeted morpho-syntactic pattern (e.g. networks of institutional repositories) are then filtered out
through a further step of statistical post-processing, to assess their potential for termhood.
Filtering methods considerably vary in the literature, ranging from raw frequency lists and traditional
Information Retrieval measures such as TF-IDF (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999), to more
sophisticated indices like the C/NC-value (Frantzi et al., 2000) or lexical association functions such as
“log likelihood” and “point-wise mutual information” (Manning & Schütze, 1999). The result of this
filtering step is a list of relevant term candidates, possibly to be validated by a domain expert but already
usable for advanced content indexing.
In fact, more can be done on the way to understanding their content and the role they play in a
document repository. With a view to meeting these further goals, we need to take into account the
particular context where terms occur, the network of textual relations they entertain with other words
and the semantic roles they play. Such a finer-grained analysis can be carried out in many ways: i)
manually, through inspection/classification of a relevant list of concordances of the terms of interest, ii)
semi-automatically, by automatically clustering words that occur in the same contexts (Lenci et al.,
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2006), and then having experts classify the resulting clusters; iii) fully-automatically, by clustering words
and then discovering their semantic relations by using machine learning techniques (Mitchell, 1995).
For the present purposes, a context-sensitive analysis of relevant terms (domain specific word forms)
was carried out through manual inspection of relevant list of concordances and frequency (step i above),
since the other approaches require availability of a considerably larger amount of textual data.
Nonetheless, we believe that our preliminary analysis illustrates the potential of the corpus-based
approach to domain definition we propose here.
2.2 Data extraction
We started from a single-word frequency list, acquired automatically from around 90,000 tokens. Items
in the list, that contains words that occur more than 9 times (an empirical threshold corresponding to
0.01% of the total size of our reference corpus), were ranked by decreasing frequency values to bring the
most relevant terms to the top, as shown below.
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Frequency distributions were then aggregated by putting in the same frequency class quasi-synonyms or
semantically closely related terms (e.g. internet, web and www). This post-processing step allowed us to
assess how often a concept, or ontological entity, was used in the corpus.
The analysis has been centred on those concepts which appear innovative with respect to the traditional
definitions of Grey Literature reported above. Accordingly, core notions such as information and
documents, which figure prominently in our list, although undoubtedly relevant to a proper
characterization of GL, are taken to be too well established to deserve further analysis. Here, we rather
intend to focus on highly salient concepts that appear to be shared by various disciplinary sub-fields, and
mark, in our view, important steps in the evolution of current understanding of GL. In particular, we
selected three such notions: digital/electronici, access and web. Their aggregated frequency distributions
are shown in the diagram below:

As a further step in our analysis, we considered lexical association scores between salient terms (e.g.
mutual information on word pairs), focussing on terminological usages that are closely related to the
ontological entities already mentioned above.
The typical collocates of access are: easy, electronic, facilitate, full, grey, information, internet, journals,
literature, materials, movement, multicultural, open, public, repository, research, scientific.
Digital combines with document, grey, library, literature, network, object, project, repository, system,
technology, theses.
Electronic keeps company with format, grey, information, journal, literature, network, paper, publication,
report, resource, technical, theses.
Reference to the notion of web is typically accompanied by access, database, grey, information, network,
literature, science.
Finally, particular emphasis should be placed, in our view, on the use of knowledge coupled with base,
exchange, generation, infrastructure, management, scientific, service, share, society, and, especially,
information.
3. Results
Term aggregation by conceptual unity and manual inspection of the most recurrent contexts of use of
selected terms shed considerable light on both established and innovative notions. The steadily increasing
occurrence of the attribute digital/electronic bears witness to the growing importance of computer-based
encoding as the standard medium of GL. Here, availability in digital format appears to be the outcome of
an integrated system of software tools for efficient, possibly metadata-oriented document production and
management, and an essential prerequisite to ubiquitous dissemination and ready accessibility.
The noun access (defining the process of accessing text documents), is seen in the company of adjectives
like easy, full and open. The usage underlines important conceptual innovations in the way GL material is
distributed and eventually used; e.g. open access focuses on the free accessibility and reusability of
digital contents. Coupled with information, document and repository, access appears to point to a
conception of world-wide available, structured digital contents, offering the combined advantage of
ubiquitous accessibility and quality control under authoritative document management. As Farace (2006)
puts it, “open access to information is the key to knowledge, both in its generation and transfer”. The
management of valued resources in a global environment is in fact conducive to the extraction and
combination of targeted information and, eventually, to the generation of innovative knowledge. This
perspective lays emphasis on the increasing importance of information management systems for GL, and
casts doubts on those definitions of Grey Literature as “a mere characterization of the distribution mode”
(as already pointed out by Mackenzie Owen, 1997).
Finally, systematic reference to the notion of web throws in relief the huge importance of the World Wide
Web as the standard means of disseminating GL, and the role of networking communities, acting at the
same time as providers and users of GL material in a highly distributed, collaborative scenario.
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4. Concluding remarks
Grey Literature defines an innovative approach and methodology for a wide information dissemination
and exchange, by offering the web-based sharing facilities and distributed access to openly available
scientific and technical document repositories, possibly under authoritative content management.
An updated re-definition of GL should take into consideration the key notions of digital medium, webbased distribution channels, information access policy and access and management tools for GL. By
bringing these innovative elements into the picture, we are in a position to do justice to recent
developments in the evolution of GL, where traditional core notions such as information, distributed
access and electronic/digital format appear to acquire novel, cooperative and interactive undertones,
coupling the advantages of flexibility, speed and quantity, with the further bonus of ubiquitous
accessibility and content quality control in a global cooperative environment. In fact, by blurring the
traditional divide between providers and users of document repositories, GL not only defines a policy for
distribution and access of information, but does promote new, creative modes of production and use of
innovative knowledge.
At its core, Grey Literature is about producing and distributing the seeds of new knowledge.
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interchangeably with digital to characterize a document and/or its content; therefore we are considering both of them.
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Peering through the Review Process:
Towards Transparency in Grey Literature
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Abstract
Now that grey literature is readily catalogued, referenced, cited, and openly accessible to subject based
communities as well as net users, the claims that grey literature is unpublished or non-published have
sufficiently been put to rest. However, now that grey literature has met these former challenges and
entered mainstream publishing, it requires in the spirit of science to have a system in place for the
quality control of its content. This new challenge has recently been spurred by the IPCC affaire involving
the use/misuse of grey literature and is now almost a daily topic in the world media. The purpose of this
study will be to explore the degree to which grey literature is reviewed and to compare similarities and
differences with formal peer review carried out in various degrees by commercial publishers. This study
will further distinguish the review process implemented by grey publishers from that of mavericks and
vanity press, where personal opinion and pure speculation run rampant. This study looks at the body of
literature on peer review and its relatedness to grey literature. Key concepts and elements in peer review
form the framework for a comparative analysis, and these are examined in light of guidelines on peer
review submitted by publishers. In addition, alternative models for peer review found during the course
of study are compared for their relevance to grey literature.
Keywords: Peer Review, Grey Literature, Publisher

1. Introduction
If you’ve already read the abstract, you’re aware that I begin this study with a basic assumption - being
that grey literature is readily catalogued, referenced, cited, and openly accessible to subject based
communities as well as net users. And, that the claims that grey literature is unpublished or nonpublished have sufficiently been put to rest. With this aside, I proceed to the topic at hand, that being a
look at peer review as it is applies to grey literature. I think that it should not go unsaid that I was
somewhat hesitant to even use the term “peer review” at the start as seen in the very formulation of the
title of my presentation, where I refer instead to the review process. Only during the course of the study,
do I feel more inclined to use the term peer review.
The grey literature community has systematically addressed earlier challenges and in doing so has
entered mainstream publishing. The grey literature community’s response to a general survey [Boekhorst
et al., 2005] reveals that a majority of the respondents are of the opinion that grey literature is always
subject to a review process and that the content of commercially published literature is not superior to
grey literature. However five years on, in the spirit of science, and faced with the recent challenge
spurred by the IPCC affaire [Clover, 2010] in which the use/misuse of grey literature has become a daily
topic in the world media it now becomes necessary to examine the grey literature community’s position
on peer review.
Peer review could be seen as the last citadel where commercial publishers have the opportunity to
discredit grey literature instead of coming to terms with it. However from the media perspective, the
battlefront appears not to be between grey and commercial publishers but from another affront – that
being the black literature, what Carrington [2010] describes as the blogoshpere and what Cohen [2010]
refers to as the ‘know-nothings’. With the IPCC affair, the blogs and tweets of this world have turned
their attacks from commercial to grey publishers. And over the past year of reading such comments and
remarks, I view it simply as the lack in understanding what grey literature is and is not.
Carrington [2010, p. 2] and others have identified the beginning of a revolution in the way science is
being done. For them, change must come or the trust that the public places in it will be jeopardized. The
credibility of science then is at stake. And, this sentiment holds true as well in the field of grey literature.
Hence, the premise that commercial and particularly journal articles are peer reviewed deserves a closer
look. Bornmann and Daniel [2009, p. 11] state that “What constitutes a refereed journal, varies from
journal to journal.” For them, the peer review process itself is more or less a black box and much more
research on the black box of peer review is needed. Following then this line of argument - that it is
inaccurate to assume that a formal peer-review process is followed by all commercial publishers - is it
then just as inaccurate to equate the corpus of grey literature as being non-peer reviewed?
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2. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is neither to argue nor defend any one position, but rather to draw comparisons
from both the commercial and grey publishers and suggest guidelines for the latter. Guidelines that would
be commensurate to the resources and knowledge based communities in which grey literature is
produced and used. Now that grey literature has entered the wider, public media, net citizens must come
to understand in clear terms what it is; and its value must be made transparent for its further uses and
applications.
Significant strides over the past two decades dealing with the challenges of bibliographic control,
collection development, archiving, preservation, and open access have contributed to the increased use
and application of grey literature. However today, the new challenge is to address its quality control,
which is the purpose of this study. One may or may not agree with Carrington when he says that
mainstream journalism took the climate change report out of perspective; however, in so doing it brought
grey literature into the mainstream press – something that the grey literature community itself could not
have done in such a warp tempo and to which we as an S&T community are forever grateful.

3. Method of Approach
The method applied here perhaps best fits the term explorative study, one that relies on a mix of
methods involving literature review and comparative analysis. Metaphorically speaking, in an explorative
study, a researcher anticipates being at the top of a stairwell at the close of ones study; however more
than often, during the course of the study the researcher begins to take steps up as well as downward
and by the study’s close, the step on which the research ends forms the baseline for the beginning of a
more formal research. This metaphor is characteristic of my expedition into the review process carried
out by grey publishers.

4. Literature Review - Sourcing and Referencing
Some 15 references on peer review were found in GreyNet’s Collection of Conference Papers in the
OpenSIGLE Repository. Only three of which went beyond mention of the term in relation to grey
literature. This was research carried out by Bertrum MacDonald [2004], where in his GL5 conference
paper he recommends that an outline of the peer review process appear in each published report; in the
GL7 conference paper by Marcus Banks [2006] where he touches on the waning primacy of peer review;
and in the GL7 conference paper by Markus Weber [2006] in which he discusses a specific quality
assessment system carried out at the Swiss Federal Office of Public Health - an area to which he returns
in a chapter published in 2010.
In my literature search, I even came across GreyNet’s early use of the PEER Module - Public Enterprise in
Editing and Review - [Farace, 1994] implemented from 1993-2000. However this module was specifically
used in compiling and editing publications and did not actually address the review process - different
from the aim of this current study.
Further, a number of search engines and alert services were used to gain access to the available body of
literature on peer review, which is staggering. Content from some 30 referenced sources were in various
degrees used. Half of which were significantly relied upon.
Early in the literature review it became evident that the term peer review itself had many different uses.
While this study is specific to publishing, the term is also applied to grant reviews, hospital review for
cardiac procedures, drug tests, etc. In its narrowest context related to publishing and dating back to the
17th Century, peer review dealt with journal and journal articles. However, it also became clear in this
study involving grey literature that a multitude of document types and a wide range of stakeholders
would have to be considered in order to achieve transparency in the review process. Nevertheless,
journal and journal articles provide a tangent in the comparison of peer review carried out by commercial
and grey publishers. This is in part based on the results of a citation analysis carried out by Schöpfel et
al. [2004], establishing that journal and journal articles are not only types of grey literature, but that
these document types are increasing in use and application compared to reports, and other traditional
grey literature documents.
In every literature review, a researcher hopes to find that one star publication, which provides a state of
the art on the topic under investigation. Fortunately, that first star publication came early in my study –
the title of which is “Peer Review and the Acceptance of New Scientific Ideas: A Discussion paper from a
Working Party on equipping the public with an understanding of peer review” published by Sense about
Science [2004]. Interesting enough, this fifty page paper completely circumvents the term ‘grey
literature’, perhaps due to the fact that the study was heavily sponsored by commercial publishers such
as Elsevier and Blackwell? Or, because the term grey literature had not yet appeared in Miriam Webster’s
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Dictionary
[2005]
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gray%20literature,
Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gray_literature, or in the Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences
[2009] http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~content=t917508581.
Later on in the literature search, two other articles proved of special interest to this study because of
their consideration of alternative models for peer review. These will be discussed later on in this paper.

5. Literature Review - Mining for Key Terms
Nearly 100 terms were derived from the literature on peer review. Some are very specific, others
general, and others appear to have been newly coined. I refer to this phase in the review of the literature
as mining for key terms. An endeavour which began simultaneous with the full-text reading. This
approach seeks to establish a common vocabulary of terms in order to better understand the topic under
investigation. The terms identified were then alphabetically indexed with scope notes when applicable,
and page numbers and/or links to the actual sources. Well after this index had been drafted, I came
across an article in Nature.com in which the IAC recommended that in order “to restore some of the
IPCC's lost credibility, … consistent terminology be used, especially when taken from 'grey literature' that
has not been peer reviewed.” The dependent clause in this statement clearly insinuates that not all grey
literature is peer reviewed, which then allows for the clause to be restated to read that the whole of grey
literature cannot be treated as non-peer reviewed.

6. Literature Review - Classification of Terms
In the final phase of the literature review, the key terms entered in the index were then classified into
five main categories. These categories deal with
1.

The criteria (functions) of peer review, including such terms as Validity, Significance,
Originality, etc.

2.

The roles (stakeholders) in the peer review process, including such terms as Editor, Reviewer,
Publisher, etc.

3.

The attributes (characteristics) of peer review, including such terms as Anonymous, Formal,
Evidence based, etc.

4.

The process (steps) in the review of publications, including such terms as
Pre-screening, Gate keeping, Rejection, etc.

5.

And, the results (impact) that peer review has on publications, including such terms as
Plagiarism, Tenure, Sales increase, etc.

This attempt at classification not only allowed for bringing order into the vocabulary surrounding peer
review, but also enabled a selection of terms from the index that best serve in the comparative analysis,
which follows.

7. Comparative Analysis across Publishing Channels
The claim [Sense about Science, 2005] that unpublished research is no help to anyone is certainly
supported by grey publishers. Having compiled a vocabulary of terms from the literature on peer review
and having classified the terms into categories, we can now begin to compare their intended use and
relationship within and across commercial and grey publishing. It is not my purpose here to establish a
one-on-one relationship of terms, but instead to gain a better understanding of peer review in these two
channels of publishing by focussing on five basic categories of terms related to peer review.
Peer review is a procedure, which is applied by thousands of commercial publishers worldwide. It is safe
to assume that the actual procedure applied in and among these publishers is not identical or consistent.
Chang and Aernoundts [2010, p.4] state that “The actual peer review processes can differ in practice” …
“some journals focus on the significance while others more on the methodology”. It is perhaps even safe
to assume that a comparison of peer review by journals would be spread on a continuum from strict to
semi-controlled. Chang and Aernoundts [2010, p.4] go on to say that “Getting all the different journals to
agree to apply the same standards and criteria is likely going to be difficult, if not impossible”. All the
more for grey publishers. Perhaps grey literature can be understood as publications that remain in the
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review process, where they have been ratified rather than validated. Peer review in commercial
publishing is a stamp of approval; while in grey literature it is part of scholarly communication.
It is unacceptable to label grey literature as inferior without reservation and consideration to the
organizations who produce, publish and thereby ratify it. In grey literature, while the terms editor,
reviewer, publisher, etc. may not always be expressly named as such their imprint on the publication is
indelible.
For Cohen [2010, p.2] anonymity can help prevent personal bias, but it can also make reviewers less
accountable. The reviewer or referee in grey literature need not be anonymous. They would be more
willing to have their name published in the work they review. They like in journal publishing [Peer Review
Survey 2009] consider their work of reviewing as a contribution to the community to which they belong.
The ‘review process’ in grey literature is a broader more informal term, because of its coverage of
numerous and diverse document types, where authors and corporate authors open their works-inprogress to subject based communities. Grey literature cannot be confused with untested opinions and
speculation, but is based on empirical fact and findings and the producers are prepared to explain the
standard of evidence on which they are based. In another peer review survey carried out by the
Academy of Learned Societies for the Social Sciences [ALPSP 2000, p.3], when the respondent was asked
“does your review process differ for different types of articles” the answers were 61 (32%) affirmative
and 128 (68%) negative. I would venture to say that for grey literature this ratio would be just the
opposite.
Grey literature has significantly contributed to the open access movement and as such has bolstered the
public’s trust in science. Grey literature lends itself to scientific and scholarly communities, because it’s
review process is self-correcting. In each stage along the way it is improved. Editorial ‘pre-screening’
does not only take place for journals but for much of grey literature. Peer review in commercial
publishing takes place prior to publication; while in the grey circuit, it is seen as an integral part of the
publishing process.
At times, commercial publishers are faced with the dilemma of disclosure or withholding Information,
where they have to consider the damage of bad news or the promotional opportunities of good news.
Grey publishers venture to publish negative results, which commercial publishing may consider necessary
to screen. Grey publishers expose such results neither in a tabloid fashion nor in furore but in the spirit of
science. Grey publishers would no doubt side with Rehmeyer [2010], when she writes that a negative
answer would likely give a fundamentally deeper understanding of the nature of a subject area. In the
discussion paper by the working party Sense about Science [2004, p. v] it is explicitly recommended that
if companies are immediately obliged to report R&D results and cannot peer review their publications,
they should at least produce a ‘best practice guide’. Something that grey publishers would do well to
consider.

8. Comparative Analysis - Publisher Guidelines
In June of 2010 the first contact was made with grey and commercial publishers requesting a copy of
their “peer review guidelines”. For Grey publishers, GreyNet’s Distribution List was used and the Questia
List http://www.questia.com/aboutQuestia/partnersPub.html was used in contacting commercial
publishers. In September, after the summer holidays, a reminder was sent out.
It was expected that if grey publishers had a set of guidelines, they would be apt to respond. However,
on the other hand, it was uncertain whether commercial publishers would respond to such a request. In
order to adjudge the predisposition of commercial publishers to the request for their peer review
guidelines, three were phoned in advance to inquire if they would be willing to do so? Two were willing
and did so, and the third stated that peer review was clear and needed no further explanation for their
reviewers.
The overall response from both the commercial as well as grey publishers was minimal. Three
respondents from GreyNet’s Distribution List of over 1000 email addresses and four responses from 30
out of 200 publishers on the Questia List were received. The guidelines that were received varied from
extremely detailed to more or less a checklist of items incorporated in a standard form letter. Hence,
results are inconclusive. Nevertheless, I would like to mention a few things that stood out in the brief
analysis - namely, commercial publishers mention in their guidelines the amount they remunerate
reviewers; there is always the question to reviewers as to the readership or market for the manuscript;
and those commercial publishers, who submitted their guidelines voiced an express interest in receiving
the results of this study. I would even venture to guess that without the initial phone calls, there may
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not have been a response from commercial publishers. A factor that would have reckoned with in a more
formal research on peer review.
In mid-October, an IPCC Task Group published Notes on the Review of IPCC Processes and Procedures
[Stocker, 2010], where the use of grey literature is clarified. Since the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change’s guidelines for peer review is what spurred my study in the first place, I chose to include
it in this section on Publisher Guidelines. Citing from the IPCC Task Group’s Review, we read that “Much
of science today relies on grey literature, and in fact some fields or areas of science must rely on grey
literature; however, its [the IPCC] review process and rules on how grey literature is used should become
more transparent”. Interestingly enough, the Czech Delegation in the IPCC Task Group would rather ban
all grey literature from IPCC publications, even when brought to their attention by other country
delegates that among grey literature includes reports created at the government level sent through the
legislative process, which is therefore "peer-reviewed" by individual Parliaments. Sources that may often
be more valuable than an article that is published in a journal on a commercial basis.
From my brief analysis, I came to understand that for an explorative research of this nature, a distinction
should have been made between the request for guidelines as opposed to a check list issued to reviewers
- where the latter should have taken precedence. In the ALPSP survey [2000, p. 6], when asked if
referees are provided with a checklist with which to carry out their peer review, 153 (78%) responded
affirmative and 44 (22%) negative.

9. Comparative Analysis - Models for Peer Review
During the course of study, a change in direction took place. Instead of including self-publishing
alongside commercial and grey publishing in the comparative analysis, the focus of attention turned to
alternative models of peer review in comparison with the traditional journal model. Two alternative
models were discovered. The first, in an article by Patricia Cohen [2010] dealing with an Open Peer
Review Model and the second in an article by Chang and Aernoudts [2010] discussing their proposed
peer-to-peer review model. In both articles no explicit mention of the term grey literature appears.
Open Peer Review Model
For Cohen [2010] the traditional (peer review) process is not so much a gold standard but an effective
accommodation to the needs of the field. It represents a settlement for the particular moment, not a
perfect ideal.” She continues in her discourse by saying that “the goal is not necessarily to replace peer
review but to use other more open methods as well.”
Cohen draws on the term open as opposed to insular, the latter meaning remote or inaccessible - what
Bornmann and Daniel [2009] might refer to as part of that black box in commercial publishing. Cohen
further introduces the term crowd sourcing related to new stakeholders in an open-peer review model.
She also draws attention to the fact “many professors are wary of turning peer review into an American
Idol-like competition … worrying that … know-nothings would predominate.” And to offset such a
suspicion, Cohen explains how open models could count toward academic tenure, and refers to one such
case in the Shakespeare Quarterly experiment. Cohen further touches on other scholarly values in an
open model besides quality control – these include generating discussion, improving works-in-progress,
and sharing information rapidly.
Peer-to-Peer Review Model
Another alternative to traditional peer review is the peer-to-peer review model introduced by Chang and
Aernoudts [2010]. Their study arises from the question whether ‘raising the awareness of and archiving
research’ are key elements in journal publishing? Chang and Aernoudts proceed to describe an
automated peer reviewer selection system. This automated process begins with the reviewer, who in
some capacity is seen as an editor.
In traditional journal publishing, editors do not make the reviewers comments accessible; however, in
Chang and Aernoudts’ peer-to-peer model such comments comprise the reviewer’s impact factor. They
then proceed to explain how the use of nicknames could assimilate blind peer review. For grey publishers
it should not be the goal of mimicking every aspect of the journal peer review model, but instead to
develop parameters that best serve grey literature communities and their review processes.
Chang and Aernoudts also introduce an added document type in their peer-to-peer review process called
the Peer Review Report. This report is actually a peer review of the peer reviewer of a manuscript. By this
time, it becomes clear that their focus of attention is on whether a peer reviewer is qualified, rather than
the quality of the peer reviewed manuscript.
In fine, Chang and Aernoudts see that in the traditional journal model the author is answerable to
reviewers, reviewers are answerable to the editor, and editors in turn are answerable to their readership.
Whereas, in their proposed peer-to-peer model, editors are third parties who facilitate an automated
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system in which reviewers answer to other reviewers, to the authors, to the editors, and all other
stakeholders in the peer review process. As we are made aware of in the traditional journal model, in the
next generation it may be difficult to attract sufficient numbers of reviewers [Sense about Science,
2009]. Would not this concern become even more augmented in Chang and Aernoudts’ proposed peer-topeer model?

10. Some Preliminary Findings
Based on the literature review and the somewhat limited analysis carried out in this explorative study,
preliminary findings indicate that
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grey literature document types far exceed journal articles and require alternative models for peer
review;
Community sourcing lends itself to the review of grey literature;
Grey literature focuses more on the review process than the end product;
Grey literature is more apt to include negative results in publications;
Commercial and grey publishing share more in common with one another than with self publishing;
The IPCC affaire exposed grey literature to the wider public and defends the further use of
grey literature; and
Guidelines for good practice would serve to enlighten net users of the value of grey literature.

11. Concluding Remarks
The IPCC Affair is in some ways similar to WikiLeaks. Grey literature is out there in sundry formats,
distributed via diverse channels, available not only to subject based communities but worldwide to net
users. As such, information contained in the grey literature now comes under further scrutiny. It becomes
the obligation of the grey literature community to inform the wider public of the quality of its
publications. This can be accomplished through further research on the peer review process, enhanced
curricula on grey literature in schools and colleges of library and information science, as well as active
steps taken by corporate authors and grey publishers in making the review process available in
publication, hence more transparent to its readership.
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gl _ kglb k_n _nnc_pgle _r rfc clb md rfgq n_ncp 'Annclbgv 0(Il _bbgrgml rm bmaskclr rwnc+ uc f_tc npmnmqcb qgv _bbgrgml_j _qncarq md GL rwnmjmegcq gl mpbcp
rm kmpc qsaaglarjw aj_qqgdw rfc GL rcpkq uc _l_jwxcb- Tfcqc glajsbc9
"

<_b]Qd% bcqapg`gle rfc rwnc md npcqclr_rgml 'c-e- cjcarpmlga
ksjrgkcbg_+ _lb qm ml(- • 12 rcpkq

"

8_^dU^d+ pcdcppgle rm rfc rwnc md gldmpk_rgml gl rfc bmaskclr 'c-e- amknsrcp npmep_k
bcqapgnrgml+ nmjgaw bmaskclr+ npmbsar b_r_+ _lb qm ml( • 03 rcpkq
)%

bmaskclr+ c,rcvr+
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"

;fU^d% bcngargle rfc maa_qgml ml ufgaf rfc bmaskclr u_q gqqscb 'c-e- amldcpclac+
umpiqfmn+ jcarspc( • 0/ rcpkq

"

Fb_TeSUb% bclmrgle rfc mpe_lgx_rgml npmbsagle rfc bmaskclr 'c-e- jcegqj_rgml( • 1 rcpkq

"

B_SQdY_^% glbga_rgle rfc nj_ac ufcpc rfc bmaskclr gq qgrs_rcb 'c-e- `m_pb( • 0 rcpk

"

I_ebSU+ pcnpcqclrgle rfc qmspac b_r_ dmp rfc bmaskclr 'c-e- qsptcw( • 0 rcpk

Tfc ep_nf `cjmu gjjsqrp_rcq rfc maasppclac md rfc 082 mpgegl_j rcpkq sqcb rm bcqapg`c epcw
jgrcp_rspc _kmleqr rfc npmnmqcb _qncarq gl GL rwnmjmegcq rf_r f_tc `ccl gbclrgdgcb-
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M_lw md rfc _l_jwxcb rcpkq amlr_gl kmpc rf_l mlc _qncar+ qsaf _q _ npmhcar gldmpk_rgml
bmaskclr+ 'amknpgqcb md `mrf _lb gldmpk_rgml _lb _ npmhcar bmaskclr(+ _ amknsrcp npmep_k
bcqapgnrgml+ cra- Wc _jqm gbclrgdgcb 33 rcpkq rf_r cvnpcqqcb _ qgkgj_p kc_lgle+ pcosgpgle sq rm qcjcar
npcdcp_`jc rcpkq gl mpbcp rm k_glr_gl amlqgqrclaw _kmleqr msp aj_qqgdga_rgml qafckc- Fmp glqr_lac+
TaahT_ u_q bcckcb rfc npcdcppcb rcpk ufcl bcqapg`gle _ wc_p`mmi mp mrfcp qsaf wc_pjw bmaskclr+ ufgjc
_XTY_Xg u_q d_tmpcb mtcp djwcp ufcl aj_qqgdwgle grckq md _l _btcprgqgle l_rspc- Hmuctcp+ qmkc rcpkq
ucpc bgddgasjr rm _l_jwxc+ bsc rm j_ai md bcqapgnrgml mp slilmul pc_qmlq _q rm ufw rfcw ucpc glrpmbsacbTfgq u_q n_prgasj_pjw glbga_rgtc md uc`qgrc pctgcuq+ ufcpc oscqrgmlq _pmqc ufcrfcp rfc k_rcpg_j u_q
_ pctgcu md _ uc`qgrc mp p_rfcp _ pctgcu npcqclrcb ml _ uc`qgrc- Wc rfcpcdmpc pcosgpc _lb jmmi dmpu_pb
rm amkkclrq _lb dccb`_ai dpmk rfc epcw jgrcp_rspc amkkslgrw ml rfcqc k_rrcpqDgqrpg`srgml rcpkq rm `pm_bcp 'Cmjjcargmlq( _lb l_ppmucp rcpkq bmaskclr rwncq gq _ `_qgq dmp
apc_rgle _ lcu _lb ucjj,qrpsarspcb epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew- Tfc N_rgml_j Tcaflga_j Lg`p_pw gl Pp_esc ugjj
npcn_pc _ dgpqr bp_dr tcpqgml rf_r ugjj `c _t_gj_`jc dmp dccb`_ai dpmk rfc epcw jgrcp_rspc amkkslgrw- Adrcp
glampnmp_rgle rfc amkkclrq pcacgtcb+ _ qs`qcosclr qrcn ugjj gknjckclr rfc _qncarq gbclrgdgcb gl rfc
_l_jwqgq _q _l mnrgml_j bcqapgnrgml md rfc bmaskclr rwncq- Tfcqc mnrgml_j bcqapgnrgmlq _pc lcacqq_pw rm
npcagqcjw cvnpcqq rfc bmaskclr rwnc ugrfmsr f_tgle rm amlqr_lrjw glrpmbsac lcu rwncq md bmaskclrq+
rfcpc`w slbsjw cvn_lbgle rfc rwnmjmew md rcpkq rf_r _pc sqcb mljw dmp qncag_jgxcb _pc_q- Tfgq _nnpm_af gq
lcacqq_pw dmp apc_rgle _ dslargml_j eclcp_j epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmewIl _bbgrgml+ uc gbclrgdgcb rfpcc jctcjq md ns`jga_rgml gl msp _l_jwqgq+ _aampbgle rm rfc Lg`p_pw md
Cmlepcqq qncagdga_rgmlq dmp gbclrgdwgle npgk_pw+ qcamlb_pw+ _lb rcprg_pw qmspacq+ _lb Hhmpj_lb~q '1//5(
pctgqcb tcpqgml md rfc UNISIST rwnmjmew kmbcj sqcb dmp aj_qqgdwgle qagclrgdga _lb rcaflga_j bmaskclrq 9
"
"
"

43 npgk_pw
57 qcamlb_pw
06 rcprg_pw
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Ar rfgq nmglr+ rfgq b_r_ gq `cgle sqcb qmjcjw dmp gldmpk_rgtc nspnmqcq; rfcpc _pc lm nj_lq rm glajsbc jctcjq
md ns`jga_rgml dmp apc_rgle rfc dgpqr tcpqgml md _ lcu epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew-

?]`\U]U^dY^W Q GeQ\Ydi 8_^db_\ IicdU] d_ =eQbQ^dUU 8bUTYRY\Ydi _V =bUi BYdUbQdebU
Wfgjc rfc cvgqrclac md _lw cjcarpmlga kcbg_ mp lml,rp_bgrgml_j pcqmspac qfmsjb `c _l_jwxcb dmp grq
_aacnr_lac _q _ epcw jgrcp_rspc bmaskclr+ rfc _b_ec md cddcargtc qc_pafgle+ ufcpc`w icw uc`qgrcq _lb
rfc Ilrcplcr gl eclcp_j _pc amlqsjrcb+ lccbq rm `c amlqgbcpcb _q ucjj 'Ggsqrglg+ 1/0/(- Smag_j kcbg_+
`jmeq+ nfmlc+ d_v+ c,k_gj; _jj md rfcqc dmpkq md epcw jgrcp_rspc a_l epc_rjw clf_lac rfc qc_pafgle npmacqqTfc pcaclr H0N0 cngbckga glbga_rcb rfc gknmpr_lac rf_r amkkml qmag_j lcrumpigle qgrcq+ npgk_pgjw
Tugrrcp+ nj_wcb gl bgqqckgl_rgle gldmpk_rgml gl _ rgkcjw+ tgprs_jjw glqr_lr_lcmsq k_llcp- Wfgjc qmag_j
lcrumpigle rmmjq mp Wgig amlrpg`srgmlq qfmsjb lmr `c pcjgcb ml cvajsqgtcjw+ •rfc icw gq lmr rm psjc _lwrfgle
msr+ lmr ctcl ruccrq 'Ggsqrglg+ 1/0/(Ajrfmsef rfc p_ngb gldmpk_rgml,_r,wmsp,dglecprgnq _nnpm_af gq gknpcqqgtc+ rfcpc gq _ b_lecp md
_aacnrgle sltcpgdg_`jc gldmpk_rgml _q d_ar ugrfmsr dsprfcp gltcqrge_rgml- A a_qc gl nmglr gq _l _prgajc rf_r
_nnc_pcb gl rfc Ulgrcb Kglebmk~q ;T\_l DT\_ lcuqn_ncp c_pjgcp rfgq wc_p 'Rmqc+ 1/0/(- Cjgk_rc af_lec gq
_ ejm`_j gqqsc+ ugrf lskcpmsq mpe_lgx_rgmlq+ qsaf _q rfc Wmpjb Wgjbjgdc Fslb 'WWF( _lb rfc
Ilrcpemtcplkclr_j P_lcj ml Cjgk_rc Cf_lec 'IPCC( r_igle _ dgpk qr_lac _lb amkkgrkclr rm pcbsagle msp
a_p`ml dmmrnpglr _lb npcqcptgle rfc cltgpmlkclr dmp eclcp_rgmlq rm amkc- Il 1//6+ _ pcnmpr npmbsacb `w
rfc IPCC+ ufgaf u_q qs`qcosclrjw _u_pbcb rfc Nm`cj Ppgxc+ aj_gkcb rf_r rfc Hgk_j_w_l ej_agcpq umsjb
kcjr `w 1/24 'Rmqc+ 1/0/(- Dcqngrc pcnc_rcb m`hcargmlq `w qmkc ej_ag_j cvncprq _q rm rfc _aasp_aw _lb
_srfclrgagrw md rfgq pcnmpr+ rfc aj_gk u_q lmr pcdsrcb slrgj J_ls_pw 12+ 1/0/+ ufcl Dp- Msp_g L_g+
_ qagclrgqr _r IPCC+ _bkgrrcb rf_r rfc qr_rckclr u_q •glajsbcb nspcjw rm nsr nmjgrga_j npcqqspc ml umpjb
jc_bcpq- Fsprfcp gltcqrge_rgml pctc_jcb rf_r lm nccp,pctgcucb qagclrgdga pcqc_paf f_b `ccl a_ppgcb msr rm
qsnnmpr rfc Hgk_j_w_l ej_agcp kcjrgle _qqcprgml; •rfc 1/24 kcjrgle b_rc qcckq rm f_tc `ccl njsaicb
dpmk rfgl _gp+ _lb u_q bsc rm _l _pgrfkcrga_j cppmp `w rfc WWF- Uldmprsl_rcjw+ rfgq cppmp lmr mljw
b_k_ecb rfc pcnsr_rgml md rfc IPCC+ gr _jqm oscqrgmlcb rfc os_jgrw _lb os_jgdga_rgmlq md rfmqc npmbsagle
epcw jgrcp_rspc+ n_prgasj_pjw qglac rfgq k_rcpg_j gq mdrcl lmr nccp,pctgcucbCmlrclr amlr_glcb ugrfgl mncl _aacqq pcnmqgrmpgcq qrgjj npcdcpq rfcqcq _lb bgqqcpr_rgmlq _q icw
npgk_pw k_rcpg_j- Orfcp epcw jgrcp_rspc bmaskclrq+ qsaf _q amldcpclac n_ncpq+ pcnmprq+ ctcl umpiq gl
npmepcqq+ _pc qjmujw `saijgle rfc rpclb; rfgq gq amkdmprgle+ cqncag_jjw qglac Safndcj '1//8( pcnmprq gl fgq
qrsbw rf_r 0//$ md rfc glqrgrsrgml_j _pafgtcq egtc _aacqq rm epcw k_rcpg_j- 'n-04(
L_ai md `g`jgmep_nfga amlrpmj gq rfc npgk_pw pc_qml ufw epcw jgrcp_rspc a_l `c bgddgasjr rm jma_rc; gr
ksqr `c c_qgjw pcrpgct_`jc gl mpbcp rm `c sqcdsj- Wfgjc kmqr pcnmqgrmpgcq+ glajsbgle GpcwNcr _lb
OnclSIGLE+ _pc k_igle amlqagclrgmsq cddmprq rm aj_qqgdw rfc k_rcpg_j rfcw qrmpc+ rfcpc _pc mrfcpq rf_r qrgjj
bm lmr bm qmDcqngrc rfc bgqqmjtgle md EAGLE gl 1//4+ _lb SIGLE~q bmpk_law+ qmkc pcqc_pafcpq `cjgctc rf_r
c_af _qqmag_rgml ugjj aj_qqgdw grq bmaskclrq gl,fmsqc+ ugrfmsr _bfcpgle rm _lw `g`jgmep_nfga qr_lb_pbqHmuctcp+ rfgq k_w lmr lcacqq_pgjw `c _q rpms`jgle _q mpgegl_jjw rfmsefr9 glbccb rfc p_ngb cvn_lqc md rfc
Ilrcplcr f_q cl_`jcb glapc_qgle lsk`cpq md epcw jgrcp_rspc bmaskclrq rm `c k_bc _t_gj_`jc rm rfc ns`jga
dmp rfc dgpqr rgkc+ ufgaf nsrq _bbgrgml_j npcqqspc ml a_r_jmesgle rfgq k_rcpg_j gl _ slgdmpk k_rrcp)'
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Nctcprfcjcqq+ rfc Wc` f_q _jqm apc_rcb epc_rcp _u_pclcqq rf_r rfcqc rwncq md k_rcpg_j cvgqr _lb a_l `c
pcrpgctcb- Tfc rp_bc,mdd `cruccl _aacqq _lb _u_pclcqq gq _ lctcp,clbgle af_jjclec;fQ\eQdY^W =bUi BYdUbQdebU 9_Se]U^d Ji`Uc
Ppcqclrjw+ mncl _aacqq pcnmqgrmpgcq md epcw jgrcp_rspc _pc k_glr_glcb _lb.mp dslbcb `w cgrfcp _l
_a_bckga glqrgrsrgml 'rwnga_jjw _ Ulgtcpqgrw(+ mp `w _ ns`ga pcqc_paf _qqmag_rgml 'Safndcj+ 1//8(- Aq rfc
_l_jwqgq md rfc dmjjmugle rwncq md bmaskclrq dmslb gl pcnmqgrmpgcq ugjj glbga_rc+ _ k_hmpgrw md rfcqc
qrmpcfmsqcq md gldmpk_rgml aclrpc ml kmpc rf_l mlc bmk_gl+ mdrcl nj_wgle _ ksjrgbgqagnjgl_pw pmjcB_pcjw qctcl wc_pq mjb+ rfc lmrgml md Oncl Aaacqq+ ufcpc`w qafmj_pjw msrnsr gq dpccjw _t_gj_`jc rm rfc
eclcp_j ns`jga+ f_q r_icl _a_bckg_ `w qrmpk- Fmasqgle ml glqrgrsrgml_j pcnmqgrmpgcq _lb t_pgmsq nmjgagcq
pce_pbgle slpcqrpgarcb _aacqq+ •rfc GpcwNcr amkkslgrw glrclqgdgcb grq pcqc_paf _argtgrgcq ml rfc gkn_ar md
rfc mncl _aacqq kmtckclr ml rfc epcw jgrcp_rspc- 'Safndcj+ 1//8+ n-3(
Nskcpmsq qrsbgcq f_tc `ccl j_slafcb gl _l cddmpr rm bcrcpkglc ufw pcqc_paf gq npgk_pgjw
bgqqckgl_rcb tg_ _ pcnmpr+ rfcqgq+ mp amldcpclac npmaccbgle+ bcqngrc rfc t_pgmsq rwncq _lb dmpk_rq rf_r
cvgqr rmb_w- Safndcj '1//5( nmlbcpq rfgq bgjckk_ _lb npmtgbcq fgq mul pc_qmlq9 pcqc_paf pcqsjrq _pc
mdrcl kmpc bcr_gjcb gl pcnmprq+ bmarmp_j rfcqcq+ _lb amldcpclac npmaccbgleq rf_l gl hmspl_jq{rfcw _pc
bgqrpg`srcb gl rfcqc dmpkq sn rm 01 mp ctcl 07 kmlrfq `cdmpc `cgle ns`jgqfcb cjqcufcpc- • 'n- 57(
>eXlEXg
Wfgjc rfc _gk md rfgq n_ncp gq rm _l_jwxc+ gbclrgdw+ _lb apc_rc _ rwnmjmew dmp apcbg`jc rwncq md epcw
jgrcp_rspc+ l_kcjw pcnmprq+ amldcpclac npmaccbgleq+ _lb emtcplkclr bmaskclrq+ rfc gkn_ar md tgprs_j
amkkslgrgcq a_llmr `c bgqamslrcb- Tfc lmrgml md apc_rgle _u_pclcqq gq mdrcl amkkclrcb snml gl n_ncpq
ml epcw jgrcp_rspc+ _lb qmag_j lcrumpigle rmmjq mp Wgig amjj_`mp_rgmlq acpr_gljw f_tc _ pmjc rm nj_w gl rfgq
nspqsgr- Allmslackclrq+ mlc md rfc _qncarq a_rcempgxcb gl rfc >eXlEXg pcnmqgrmpw gq amlqgbcpcb rm `c _
amkkml _argtgrw gl mljglc amkkslga_rgml+ ugrf qmkc ctcl q_wgle rf_r rfcqc gldmpk_rgml snb_rcq •nj_w _
qgelgdga_lr pmjc gl rfc gldmpk_rgml_j camlmkgaq md rfc amkkslgrw 'Bsplcrr+ 1///(- Ildmpk_rgml gq lmr hsqr
egtcl _u_w; gr `camkcq glt_js_`jc rm rfc ncpqml qccigle grFmslbcb gl 0881+ Tfc Gpcw Lgrcp_rspc Ncrumpi Scptgac+ mp GpcwNcr _q gr gq amkkmljw a_jjcb+ gq •bcbga_rcb
rm pcqc_paf+ ns`jga_rgml+ mncl _aacqq+ _lb cbsa_rgml gl rfc dgcjb md epcw jgrcp_rspc 'GpcwNcr+ 1/0/(- Fmp
lc_pjw rum bca_bcq+ rfgq mpe_lgx_rgml f_q qrpgtcb rmu_pbq qccigle+ gbclrgdwgle _lb bgqqckgl_rgle epcw
jgrcp_rspc rm _q ugbc _l _sbgclac _q nmqqg`jc- Rcaclr rcaflmjmega_j _bt_lacq _lb glapc_qgle _aacnr_lac
_lb _bfcpclac rm rfc Oncl Aaacqq kmtckclr f_tc qrpclerfclcb rfc _u_pclcqq md rfc gknmpr_lac md
epcw jgrcp_rspc _kmle qctcp_j bgqagnjglcq- GpcwNcr f_q acpr_gljw _afgctcb _ lsk`cp md kgjcqrmlcq gl _
pcj_rgtcjw qfmpr ncpgmb md rgkc; grq em_j md d_agjgr_rgle •bg_jme _lb amkkslga_rgml `cruccl ncpqmlq _lb
mpe_lgx_rgmlq gl rfc dgcjb md epcw jgrcp_rspc ugjj slbms`rcbjw epmu cvnmlclrg_jjw gl rfc amkgle wc_pqIl 1//3+ GpcwNcr bctcjmncb _ GL Ssptcw+ ufcpc`w tgqgrmpq rm rfc qgrc ucpc gltgrcb rm amlrpg`src rm _ jgqr
md bmaskclr rwncq rf_r rfcw dcjr `cqr amlqrgrsrcb epcw jgrcp_rspc+ rfc nspnmqc md ufgaf u_q rm `cqr
bcqapg`c rfc rwnc md bmaskclr gr ck`mbgcq- Aq _ pcqsjr+ 022 bgddcpclr bmaskclr rwncq gl epcw jgrcp_rspc
f_tc `ccl gbclrgdgcbFcXaJ@>C<
OnclSIGLE+ rfc Swqrck dmp Ildmpk_rgml ml Gpcw Lgrcp_rspc+ dslargmlq _q _ pcnmqgrmpw dmp rfc amjjcargml md
qagclrgdga+ rcaflga_j+ camlmkga+ _lb fsk_lgrgcq bmaskclrq npmbsacb _apmqq EspmncTfc 02 kck`cp
amslrpgcq glajsbc Bcjegsk+ rfc Cxcaf Rcns`jga+ Fp_lac+ Gcpk_lw+ Hsle_pw+ Ir_jw+ L_rtg_+ Lsvck`mspe+
Pmprse_j+ Rsqqg_+ Sjmt_ig_+ Sn_gl+ _lb rfc Ulgrcb Kglebmk 'OnclSIGLE+ 1/0/(- Tfc n_prlcpqfgn `cruccl
GpcwNcr _lb OnclSIGLE f_q clqspcb rf_r npcnpglrq+ PmucpPmglr npcqclr_rgmlq+ _`qrp_arq+ _lb
`gmep_nfga_j lmrcq dpmk npctgmsq glrcpl_rgml_j amldcpclacq ml Gpcw Lgrcp_rspc _pc glajsbcb- OnclSIGLE
gq rfsq epmugle _r _ pck_pi_`jc p_rc- Tfgq n_qr wc_p+ •6// /// pcampbq md rfc slgosc Espmnc_l b_r_`_qc
ml epcw jgrcp_rspc SIGLE kgep_rcb rm _l mncl _aacqq cltgpmlkclr 'Ggsqrglg+ 1/0/(SIGLE+ rfc npcbcacqqmp rm OnclSIGLE+ _qqgelcb lc_pjw 85$ md grq amlrclrq rm mlc md rfpcc a_rcempgcq9
pcnmprq+ rfcqcq+ _lb amldcpclacq- Wfgjc rfgq aj_qqgdga_rgml qsnnmprq rfc rp_bgrgml_j bcdglgrgml md epcw
jgrcp_rspc _jmle ugrf rfc kmqr amkkml rwncq md epcw k_rcpg_j+ gr a_l `c npm`jck_rga ufcl apc_rgle+
_l_jwxgle mp bcdglgle _ epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew- Fmp glqr_lac+ rfcpc _pc qctcp_j qs`a_rcempgcq md pcnmprq+
p_legle dpmk rfmqc npmbsacb `w glqrgrsrgmlq rm _lls_j pcnmprq rm jmeq eclcp_rcb `w _ qncagdga _argtgrwFsprfcp+ Safndcj '1//5( _pescq rf_r rfc rfcqcq _lb amldcpclac npmaccbgleq bgqrglargml d_gjq rm r_ic glrm
_aamslr slns`jgqfcb k_lsqapgnrq+ lcuqjcrrcpq+ npcqclr_rgmlq+ umpigle n_ncpq+ npcnpglrq+ jcarspc lmrcq+
_lb ctcl ncpqml_j amkkslga_rgmlq- Tfcqc bmaskclrq+ pce_pbjcqq md rfc dmpk_r rfcw k_w `c npcqclrcb
gl+ _pc _jj rwncq md epcw jgrcp_rspc+ _lb lccb rm `c bgqrglesgqfcb _q qsafIXZ\fgel bY FcXa 7VVXff IXcbf\gbe\Xf $IF7I%
Fmslbcb gl 1//2+ ROAR~q icw pmjc gq npmtgbgle gldmpk_rgml amlacplgle rfc epmurf _lb qr_rsq md mncl
_aacqq pcnmqgrmpgcq _pmslb rfc umpjb- Cmlqgqrgle npgk_pgjw md bgqqcpr_rgmlq _lb npcnpglrq.nmqrnpglrq md
nccp,pctgcucb _prgajcq+ 'Dgegr_j Lg`p_pw Fcbcp_rgml+ 1//4( ROAR _jqm amlr_glq bmaskclrq gl _ ugbc,
t_pgcrw md dmpk_rq+ glajsbgle ksjrgkcbg_ _pafgtcq- Oddcpgle rfc sqcp _l mnnmprslgrw rm npcqclr k_rcpg_j rm
)(
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rfc Ebgrmpg_j Rctgcu amkkgrrcc dmp nmqqg`jc glajsqgml gl rfc pcnmqgrmpw+ ROAR gq epmugle _r _l cvnmlclrg_j
p_rc; _q md Nmtck`cp 5+ 1/0/+ rfcpc _pc _ rmr_j md 0877 grckq gl rfc pcnmqgrmpw+ mpe_lgxcb glrm mlc md 8
pcnmqgrmpw rwncq 'Rcegqrpw md Oncl Aaacqq Rcnmqgrmpgcq+ 1/0/(ETg\baT_ IXcbf\gbel bY >eXl C\gXeTgheX $EI>C%
Il 1//7+ _ dmsp,wc_p qrsbw+ K[X ;\Z\gT_ C\UeTel Ybe >eXl C\gXeTgheX4 =haVg\baT_ DbWX_ TaW G\_bg
@`c_X`XagTg\ba& rfc em_j md ufgaf gq rm apc_rc _ N_rgml_j Rcnmqgrmpw md Gpcw Lgrcp_rspc 'NRGL(+ u_q
j_slafcb- Tfc NRGL mpgegl_rcb _q _l gbc_ gl 1//4 bsc rm rfc rcpkgl_rgml md SIGLE+ ufgaf epc_rjw _ddcarcb
rfc qr_rc md epcw jgrcp_rspc gl rfc Cxcaf Rcns`jga- Ssnnmprcb `w rfc N_rgml_j Tcaflga_j Lg`p_pw gl Pp_esc
'NTK(+ rfgq npmhcar~q k_gl em_jq _pc rfc qwqrck_rga amjjcargml+ jmle,rcpk _pafgtgle _lb npmtgqgml md _aacqq
rm qncag_jgxcb epcw jgrcp_rspc+ cqncag_jjw ugrf pce_pbq rm pcqc_paf _lb bctcjmnkclr+ agtgj qcptgac+ _lb
cbsa_rgml+ _q ucjj _q dpmk rfc `sqglcqq qnfcpc+ k_picrgle "mncl _aacqq" _r rfc l_rgml_j jctcj- Tm qsnnmpr
rfgq em_j+ rfc NTK apc_rcb _ lcrumpi md n_prlcp mpe_lgx_rgmlq+ _ dslargml_j kmbcj+ _lb _ ngjmr _nnjga_rgmlIl _bbgrgml+ ml rfc `_qgq md tcpgdgcb rcaflmjmew _lb kcrfmbq bcdglcb slbcp rfc npmhcar+ pcamkkclb_rgmlq
_lb qr_lb_pbq _pc apc_rcb dmp mrfcp glqrgrsrgmlq cjcargle rm `sgjb rfcgp mul bgegr_j epcw jgrcp_rspc
pcnmqgrmpgcq- Tfcqc amlqgqr npgk_pgjw md _ pcamkkclbcb kcr_b_r_ dmpk_r+ cvaf_lec_`jc bcqgelq _lb
rcknj_rcq+ cv_knjcq md jgaclqgle kmbcjq _lb jce_j gqqscq+ pcqmjtcb npcqcpt_rgml+ kcrfmbmjmew+ _pafgtgle+
_lb rfc npmtgqgml md _aacqq rm bgegr_j b_r_ 'N_rgml_j Rcnmqgrmpw md Gpcw Lgrcp_rspc+ 1/0/(- Fsprfcp bcr_gjq
ml rfgq npmhcar a_l `c dmslb ml rfc NRGL uc`qgrc+ frrn9..lpej-rcafjg`-axSglac rfc clb md 1//8+ _ NRGL aclrp_j sqcp glrcpd_ac f_q `ccl _t_gj_`jc rm qc_paf dmp epcw jgrcp_rspc gl
rfc Cxcaf Rcns`jga- Tfgq NRGL aclrp_j qc_paf glrcpd_ac mddcpq _ sqcp,dpgclbjw qwqrck dmp qc_pafgle b_r_
rf_liq rm b_r_ tgqs_jgx_rgml _lb bwl_kga amlrcvrs_j l_tge_rgml- Ajj glqrgrsrgmlq gl rfc NRGL lcrumpi _pc
ep_bs_jjw glrcep_rcb glrm rfgq glrcpd_ac- Ar rfc clb md Nmtck`cp 1/0/ rfcpc ucpc mtcp 40 /// epcw
jgrcp_rspc pcampbq- Tfc glrcpd_ac gq _t_gj_`jc _r uuu-lsqj-ax -

@aYbe`Tg\ba IXZ\fgXe bY I#; eXfh_gf $I@M%
RIV gq n_pr md rfc R%D Ildmpk_rgml Swqrck gl rfc Cxcaf Rcns`jga- Sglac 0882+ RIV f_q amjjcarcb
gldmpk_rgml _`msr rfc pcqsjrq md R % D jmle,rcpk glrclrgmlq _lb npmhcarq qsnnmprcb `w bgddcpclr qr_rc _lb
mrfcp ns`jga `sbecrqTfc b_r_ _t_gj_`jc gl RIV f_q `ccl k_bc nmqqg`jc `w amlrpg`srgmlq dpmk ns`jga qnmlqmpq+ l_kcjw bgddcpclr
kglgqrpgcq _lb mrfcp qr_rc mddgacq ugrf rfc pcqnmlqg`gjgrw dmp _ qr_rc,psl R%D jmle,rcpk glrclrgml _lb.mp
R%D npmhcar+ npmtgbgle dgl_lag_j _gb- Tfgq glajsbcq rfc Gp_lr Aeclaw md rfc Cxcaf Rcns`jga+ rfc Aa_bckw
md Sagclac md rfc Cxcaf Rcns`jga+ _lb jma_j _srfmpgrgcq 'Rcqc_paf _lb Dctcjmnkclr Cmslagj+ 1//5(RIV pcdcpq rm rfc amltcw_lac md b_r_ rm _l gldmpk_rgml_j pcqc_paf qwqrck+ cvncpgkclr_j bctcjmnkclr+
_lb gllmt_rgml- Aaampbgle rm _ bgqaj_gkcp mp j_u+ rfc qsnnmpr md cvncpgkclr_j bctcjmnkclr gq npmtgbcb
mljw slbcp rfc qsnnmqgrgml md rfc rpsrfdsj ns`jga_rgml md ncprglclr b_r_- Aq qsaf+ RIV amlr_glq gldmpk_rgml
_`msr _jj pcqc_paf pcqsjrq- Nctcprfcjcqq+ RIV bmcq k_glr_gl grq pgefr rm pckmtc gldmpk_rgml _`msr _lw
pcqsjrq dmpu_pbcb `w cvncpgkclr_j glqrgrsrgmlq+ gl rfc ctclr rf_r rfc b_r_ _pc glamppcar+ mp mrfcpugqc
bcckcb gl_bkgqqg`jc- Il _bbgrgml+ rfc eclcp_j rcpkq _t_gj_`jc dmp _ bcqapgnrgml md b_r_ dmp RIV glajsbc9
aclrp_j ctgbclac md _argtgrgcq+ pcqc_paf _argtgrw+ npmtgbcp+ pcacgtcp+ mrfcp n_prgagn_lrq+ npmnmq_j dpmk _
pcqc_paf mpe_lgx_rgml+ apc_rmp+ cra-

IXZ\fgXe bY GhU_\VTg\ba 7Vg\i\gl bY g[X 7J 9I $7J<G%
Tfc ASEP qwqrck gq npmbsacb slbcp rfc _sqngacq md rfc Lg`p_pw md rfc Aa_bckw md Sagclacq md rfc Cxcaf
Rcns`jga- Tmecrfcp ugrf RIV+ rwncq md ns`jga_rgmlq _pc jgqrcb _aampbgle rm rfcgp dmpk _lb glampnmp_rgmlTfcqc glajsbc kmlmep_nfq+ amldcpclac amlrpg`srgmlq+ bgqqcpr_rgmlq+ cjcarpmlga bmaskclrq+ amldcpclac
tmjskcq+ rcknmp_pw ns`jga_rgmlq+ _prgajcq gl _ npmdcqqgml_j ncpgmbga_j+ npmrmrwncq+ lmpkq _lb psjcq+
qncag_jgxcb k_nq+ acprgdgcb kcrfmbq+ qmdru_pc+ af_nrcpq.qcargmlq md `mmiq+ lcuqn_ncp _prgajcq+ n_rclrq+
pctgcuq+ rp_lqj_rgmlq+ umpiqfmnq+ cvfg`grgmlq+ pcqc_paf pcnmprq+ _lb qctcp_j mrfcpq- Tfc ASEP qwqrck
amlr_glq `g`jgmep_nfga_j pcampbq amlacplgle pcqc_paf pcqsjrq _r glqrgrsrcq md rfc Aa_bckw md Sagclacq md
rfc Cxcaf Rcns`jga dpmk 0874- Tfc ASEP qwqrck ns`jga_rgml pcampbq _pc _jqm qclr rm rfc RIV b_r_`_qc
$0RGBCKAC" MQ@IGH?AU" R".<" Z7&" *()(%'" 9FC" ;OCN" GKPCND?AC" LD" PFC" .806" OSOPCJ" GO" ?R?GI?@IC" ?P"
uuu-jg`-a_q-ax.cl.ASEP8_^S\eTY^W JX_eWXdc " <edebU 9YbUSdY_^c
Gpcw gq ejm`_j{epcw gq epmugle{epcw gq emmb- 'Hgrqml+ 1//8(- Wgrfmsr _ bms`r+ epcw jgrcp_rspc gq fcpc rm
qr_w+ ugrf rfc `mpbcp `cruccl epcw _lb ufgrc `camkgle kmpc _lb kmpc rp_lqn_pclr+ gl pcqnmlqc rm rfc
glapc_qgle lsk`cp md epcw k_rcpg_j `cgle nmqrcb ml rfc Wc`- Aq rfc _`mtc _peskclrq qseecqr+ rfcpc gq
lmr mlc qcr psjc md aj_qqgdwgle _lb mpe_lgxgle rfc epcw jgrcp_rspc- Tfc rwnmjmew rf_r f_q `ccl qseecqrcb
gl rfgq n_ncp gq kcpcjw mlc lmrgml md fmu _ rwnmjmew dmp rfgq rwnc md k_rcpg_j a_l `c gknjckclrcb; gr gq
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acpr_gljw lmr rfc mljw mlc- Nctcprfcjcqq+ qs`hcargle _ ngcac md epcw jgrcp_rspc rf_r gq lcgrfcp _ rfcqcq lmp
_ amldcpclac n_ncp mp pcnmpr rm _ }kgqacjj_lcmsq~ mp }mrfcp~ bgqrglargml k_icq gbclrgdwgle _lb e_rfcpgle
epcw jgrcp_rspc rf_r ksaf kmpc af_jjclegleIknjckclrgle _ os_jgrw amlrpmj qwqrck rm es_p_lrcc rfc apcbg`gjgrw md epcw jgrcp_rspc gq md tgr_j
gknmpr_lac+ bcqngrc rfc k_lw af_jjclecqFmjjmugle rfgq _l_jwqgq+ uc cqr_`jgqfcb _l glrcpl_rgml_j Gpcw Lgrcp_rspc Twnmjmew Wmpigle Gpmsn dmp
apc_rgle _ epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew- Tfc qgv,kck`cp epmsn amlqgqrq md cvncprq gl epcw jgrcp_rspc+
mlrmjmega_j cleglccpgle+ b_r_ kmbcjgle+ _lb ilmujcbec mpe_lgx_rgml qwqrckq- Tfc Gmmejc npmhcar
nj_rdmpk CODE+ _ rmmj dmp amjj_`mp_rgtc bctcjmnkclr+ u_q sqcb dmp rfgq qrsbw- Ildmpk_rgml _`msr rfc
_argtgrgcq md rfc umpigle epmsn _q ucjj _q _ jgli rm rfc epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew npmhcar a_l `c dmslb ml
`mrf rfc Cxcaf NRGL _lb GpcwNcr uc`qgrcqA icw em_j md bcdglgle _lb bcqapg`gle epcw jgrcp_rspc bmaskclr rwncq f_q _jpc_bw `ccl n_prg_jjw
_bbpcqqcb; rfc npmnmqcb epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew bgqasqqcb gl rfgq n_ncp f_q `ccl rp_lqdmpkcb glrm mncl
qr_lb_pb k_afglc,pc_b_`jc dmpk_r _q _l mncl _t_gj_`jc uc` _nnjga_rgml+ rfc bcr_gjq md ufgaf _pc
_t_gj_`jc gl GhU_\f[\aZ g[X MbVTUh_Tel bY g[X KlcXf bY >eXl C\gXeTgheX Tf C\a^XW ;TgT& _ nmqrcp npcqclrcb
_r rfc GL01 amldcpclac- •Tfc rwnmjmew md epcw jgrcp_rspc ugjj `c _ amlrpmjjcb tma_`sj_pw gl RDF 'Rcqmspac
Dcqapgnrgml Fp_kcumpi( cvnpcqqcb _q SKOS 'Sgknjc Klmujcbec Ope_lgx_rgml Swqrck( amlacnr qafckcTfgq bcqapgnrgml md rfc bmaskclr rwncq md epcw jgrcp_rspc f_q _ jmmqc qrpsarspc ugrf fgcp_pafga_j pcj_rgmlqE_af rwnc ugjj `c npmtgbcb ugrf _ bcdglgrgml _lb _ npmrmrwnc cv_knjc md _ bmaskclr dmp ufgaf gr a_l `c
sqcb- Bw bcqgel+ gr gq dmasqcb ml rfc bcqapgnrgml md rwncq- Orfcp bmaskclrq~ _rrpg`srcq+ qsaf _q amlrclr mp
dmpk_r _llmr_rgmlq+ _pc cvajsbcb dpmk rfc tma_`sj_pw- 'Gpcw,jgrcp_rspc,rwnmjmew+ 1/0/(
Tfc dgpqr bp_dr md _ epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew ugjj `c gqqscb gl J_ls_pw 1/00- Tfc mljglc nj_rdmpk CODE+
frrn9..ambc-emmejc-amk.n.epcw,jgrcp_rspc,rwnmjmew.+ ugjj `c mncl dmp amkkclrq dpmk rfc epcw jgrcp_rspc
amkkslgrw slrgj rfc clb md M_paf 1/00- Tfc Wmpigle Gpmsn ugjj _l_jwxc _lb pcqnmlb rm amkkclrq
pce_pbgle _ ajc_p _lb qrpsarspcb rwnmjmew+ _lb amkngjc rfc k_rcpg_jq dmp glampnmp_rgml glrm _ bp_dr epcw
jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew `w rfc clb md M_w 1/00- Tfgq pcamkkclb_rgml ugjj `c glajsbcb gl rfc dgpqr tcpqgml md _
epcw jgrcp_rspc rwnmjmew gl rfc SKOS amlacnr qafckc+ rm `c ns`jgqfcb ml Jslc 2/+ 1/00- Tfc
Dctcjmnkclr Cwajc ugjj `c amlbsarcb `g,_lls_jjw+ _lb _jj tcpqgmlq ugjj `c gqqscb tg_ rfc Wc` _q
qsqr_gl_`jc jglicb tcpqgmlq- Fsrspc nj_lq _lb bgpcargmlq ugjj gltmjtc rfc rp_lqj_rgml md rfc npmnmqcb
rwnmjmew glrm mrfcp j_les_ecqMmqr gl rfc epcw jgrcp_rspc amkkslgrw umsjb slbms`rcbjw _epcc rf_r rfc sqc md rfgq k_rcpg_j t_pgcq gl
dpcosclaw _kmle bgddcpclr bgqagnjglcq; qmkc qs`hcar _pc_q k_ic sqc md gr ml _ b_gjw `_qgq+ ufgjc mrfcpq
f_tc lmr wcr qigkkcb rfc qspd_ac- Nctcprfcjcqq+ epcw jgrcp_rspc bcdglgrcjw fmjbq _ nj_ac gl rfc
gldmpk_rgml,qccigle `cf_tgmp md rmb_w~q pcqc_pafcpq+ kmpc qm rf_l gr ctcp f_q `cdmpc- Aq rfc dsrspc md
epcw jgrcp_rspc gldmpk_rgml qccigle rsplq rmu_pbq _jrcpl_rc dmpk_rq qsaf _q ksjrgkcbg_ _lb b_r_qcrq+ rfc
dslb_kclr_j nspnmqc md epcw jgrcp_rspc pck_glq rfc q_kc9 glapc_qgle _u_pclcqq md rfc epcw `w mnclgle
rfc gldmpk_rgml bmmpu_w _lb npmtgbgle slpcqrpgarcb _aacqq rm uf_r jgcq `cwmlb- Aq Safndcj '1//5(
_pescq+ •fmuctcp bgtcpqc+ rfcqc bmaskclrq _jj f_tc mlc nmglr gl amkkml9 rfcw amlr_gl slgosc _lb
qgelgdga_lr{gldmpk_rgml rf_r gq mdrcl lctcp ns`jgqfcb cjqcufcpc-
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Bcgqqcj,Dspp_lr+ G- '1//3(- 7 glcb_bZl bY eXfXTeV[ `Xg[bWf j\g[\a g[X fbV\T_ fV\XaVXf4 E9ID jbe^\aZ
cTcXe( Rcrpgctcb Scnrck`cp 01+ 1/0/ dpmk
frrn9..uuu-lapk-_a-si.ns`jga_rgmlq.bmaskclrq.NCRMRcqc_pafMcrfmbqTwnmjmew-nbd
Bsplcrr+ G- '1///(- Ildmpk_rgml cvaf_lec gl tgprs_j amkkslgrgcq9 A rwnmjmew- @aYbe`Tg\ba IXfXTeV[+
/'3(- Rcrpgctcb Scnrck`cp 01+ 1/0/ dpmk frrn9..gldmpk_rgmlp-lcr.gp.4,3.n_ncp71-frkj
Dg Ccq_pc+ R-+ _lb Rseegcpg+ R- '1//5(- <iT_hTg\ba bY ZeXl _\gXeTgheX hf\aZ U\U_\b`Xge\V \aW\VTgbef4 7
`Xg[bWb_bZ\VT_ cebcbfT_( Rcrpgctcb Scnrck`cp 01+ 1/0/ dpmk
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Dgegr_j Lg`p_pw Fcbcp_rgml- '1//4(- IXi\Xj bY eXfbheVXf( Rcrpgctcb Nmtck`cp 5+ 1/0/ dpmk
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Global Grey Literature in Health:
Identification, Preservation, and Sustainability
Janie Kaplan, Lea Myohanen, and Elizabeth Taylor
The New York Academy of Medicine Library, United States

The New York Academy of Medicine (NYAM) Library has been aggregating grey literature in public and
global health since 1999 through print and web. The Grey Literature Report’s primary focus has been on
the United States with a rapidly growing interest in the more global environment. NYAM has a growing
interest in expanding the global perspective of the report which is motivated by the desire to increase
capacity to identify information produced in the global world by non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
and international agencies as a result of the engagement of the world in technology. The NYAM Library
holds a common concern in sharing best practices and lessons learned via the dissemination of
information that is often hard to find and a recognition that the capture of this information and the
preservation of it, whether print or digital, may, in many cases, be the only record of documents in the
future. The NYAM Library believes that its report is a benefit to developing transparency of grey literature
as an “added value” to research in health, and particularly global urban, public, environmental, and social
health. Finally, and equally important to all this is the Library’s interest in maintaining an alignment with
the mission and interests of NYAM.
This paper outlines some first identified steps that the NYAM Library is taking to broaden the coverage of
the Grey Literature Report to represent global coverage in undeveloped countries. We are focused on the
countries of the global south where health issues are critical to future development. Because many of
these countries do not have stable municipal infrastructures that allow for traditional approaches to
literature identifications, aggregation, and dissemination, NYAM will be developing strategies to identify
grey literature in many different ways. We will document our approaches to these new geographic areas
covering how we identified where we will begin; the analysis of what we needed to do; and the steps we
took to implement this analysis. We will share the workflow that we create from these strategies and the
successes and disappointments that may develop from these approaches within our newly expanded
geographic focus. This paper relates our first attempt at establishing collaboration with four African
universities to collect grey literature in their respective countries.
Background:
NYAM’s Grey Literature Project produces a bimonthly report, the Grey Literature Report, which has been
published on the web since 1999. The report provides recently identified grey literature in the areas of
health and science policy, urban health, public health, health services research and health of special
populations. Over the past year, the project, with input from colleagues from the International Society of
Urban Health, has begun to collect grey literature in these categories more broadly seeking to develop
links to enable us to identify such information in developing countries.
Goal and Brief Methodology of the Report
Currently, NYAM librarians scan over 750 organizations to identify material for inclusion in the Report.
The organizations are both national and international producers of grey literature. NYAM librarians select
and acquire print and digital resources, as defined by scope and collection criteria for the project, and
catalog the documents into OCLC and the library’s catalogue.
The Report can be accessed at
http://www.nyam.org/library/pages/grey_literature_report. We are the only library in the United States
aggregating this health information formally and offering accessibility to researchers through an indexed
method. Over 1300 individuals and organizations are regular subscribers, and we collaborate currently
with a Kaiser.edu project (Kaiser Family Foundation) to co-brand and promote the information to users.
Subscriptions are currently free

Expanding collaboration
The Grey Literature Project (GLP) team was and is seeking to partner with librarians in other countries
who would be interested in contributing their grey literature knowledge and information to this global
project. It would allow freely available access to information that is hard to find and of importance not
only to users in the specific international country, but to the world. In turn, the Grey Literature Report
indexes grey information from other countries and it is this that we would hope to expand.
In conjunction with the 2010 annual meeting of the International Society on Urban Health, held in New
York City and hosted at NYAM on October 27 - 29, 2010, we sought to identify a number of librarians
from African countries and invite them to attend the conference as an opportunity to discuss the thinking
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behind the grey literature project, determine their needs and interest, and, if there was enthusiasm for
the project, proceed to organize an effective strategy to develop and activate an a online network as the
first step in what we hope may become a global grey literature network.
Since the Project is a library project, we were seeking librarians who understand the processes of
information sciences, such as selection, indexing, copyright, standardization, etc. It does not preclude
individuals who are working in a library without library science training, but have a strong understanding
of library process. It was and is not limited to any particular category of library, but may include hospital
and health libraries, government agencies, non-profit agencies, university and academic libraries and/or
departmental libraries collecting in the defined areas. It may even interest public libraries where the staff
is knowledgeable of where and how information is produced in their country.
We were fortunate to connect to the Carnegie Corporation’s Project for African Librarians and obtain
travel funding from the corporation to invite librarians from the institutions that Carnegie currently works
with to attend the aforementioned conference and at the same time meet with us on our Grey Literature
Project.
In July 2010, The New York Academy of Medicine Library approached fifteen African academic libraries
that receive support from the Carnegie Corporation seeking in-person discussions about their interest in
forming collaborative partnerships to expand the content of the NYAM Grey Literature Report project.
Although there was much interest, many could not attend due to the short length of time to obtain visas
or other commitments. NYAM was very excited however to host six librarians from the following four
universities:
•

University of Witwatersrand, South Africa

•

University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa

•

University of Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania

•

University of Ghana-Legon, Balme Library and the College of Health Sciences

Outcomes
Within the framework of the larger conference program, we set aside specific time to meet and learn
about these African libraries and their representatives’ interests in grey literature in public health and to
share with them our hopes for expansion through collaboration for the Grey Literature Report.
After three days of a very intensive agenda of discussions and questions and learning about each other,
the group came together with some specific goals and objectives to move the expansion of the Grey
Literature Report forward in partnership.
The goals for this potential expansion fell into specific areas. The first topic addressed was the
aggregation of both retrospective and current materials available in these universities and their countries.
The group agreed that a major task is to initiate the aggregation of African grey literature, both
retrospective and current, into NYAM’s Grey Literature Report for dissemination internationally to users
seeking grey information in global health. The steps to make this happen were listed as such:
•
Training by NYAM Library staff on selection processes and scanning techniques with African
libraries’ staff
•
Identification and selection of grey literature material by African librarians
•
Scanning and conversion of selected documents by African Librarians
•
Indexing and assignment of MESH headings
•
PDF conversion of documents
•
Deposit into respective Institutional Repository , if desired
•
Links sent to NYAM Library (most likely by e-mail) for inclusion of material in the Grey Literature
Report
•
NYAM catalogs material into bimonthly reports and adds producers to the list of scanned
resources
•
Credit to all contributing institutions
Recognizing that this is a very ambitious undertaking, it was acknowledged that there were some basic
steps to be put into place. All the African libraries were in need of scanners, recommendations on
scanning equipment, and funding to purchase the hardware. NYAM librarians needed to produce a
manual that will assist the African librarians in the selection and identification process of grey literature
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for the report using the criteria for selection that is currently in place, if possible. Most critical, prior to
next steps, is the administrative approval from each of their universities to participate in the project with
NYAM.
The group also identified as a collaborative task the promotion of the concept of grey literature in Africa
and identification of agencies in Africa that publish such information. The creation of such identified lists
would lead to culling of grey information from their publications and then the expanded access and
discovery for international users through the Grey Literature Report. Much of this as described would be
dependent on the contributions of our guest librarians to identify the producers of grey literature in their
respective countries. Specific outcomes from achieving this would result in the following:
•
Identification of other sources of African material (e.g. from Health Systems Trust and other
NGOs)
•
Creation of lists of NGO and other agencies by country
•
Identification of other possible collaborating partners, most likely via SANHIP (the existing South
African National Health Information Partnership)
•
Incorporation of other partners’ material as suggested
As noted earlier, all the collaborative work will require formal Memorandum of Understanding to be
signed between individual institutions and NYAM; the identified work would require funding with regards
to hardware requirements, software development, and personnel support to expand the grey literature
project. As of this writing, we have received notice from two of our colleagues, that they have
administrative approval to proceed.
In looking to the future, the list below reflects the advantages of this project to African libraries, their
home institutions, and NYAM, as written by one of our African colleagues who summarized the meeting.
The collaborative project will:
o Make unpublished research in the broad field of public health and health policy available
internationally, thus increasing individual institutions’ international footprints
o Increased visibility of partners “unpublished” research has potential for moving organizations
forward in terms of the vision of institution as a top university
o Populate the individual organization’s Institutional Repository
o Preserve valuable material from African collections internationally, as documents will be
archived for digital preservation on several international servers
o Offer cost savings (in equipment and human resources) as libraries will not need to back up
their own digitized material
o Create an opportunity to begin a digitization project on a small scale, with minimal capital or
human resource expenditure
o Afford a mechanism for incorporating previously non-catalogued, ephemeral public health
material into the local and international body of literature
o Make available previously unavailable, or hard to find, material to international researchers
o Afford health policy makers access to information to inform national health policy decisions
o Offer the prestige of collaborating together
o Explore possible grant funding for archiving and digitizing of all libraries’ materials, should the
project grow, based on learned skills acquired through this project.
The group as a whole felt that we had accomplished much in three short days. We knew that there was
much work ahead and the challenges of returning to our respective institutions and being engulfed with
other priorities loomed ahead, especially with distance and communication issues to deal with as part of
the work. NYAM also expressed the desire to proceed slowly as the Grey Literature Report was in the
midst of a site redesign and database enhancement due for release in early spring 2011. We are all
realistic about the length of time such a project may take to implement.
To date, follow up has proceeded with a report to Carnegie Corporation submitted, a Google Group
established for librarians to communicate with each other, and shared scanner information distributed.
NYAM currently is finishing up the redesign of the Grey Literature Report. We encourage all to stay tuned
over the next year to follow our progress.
For further information, contact:
Janie Kaplan, The New York Academy of Medicine , Library
jkaplan@nyam.org
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Grey Literature Past and Present:
The Evolution of Library Annual Reports
Susan E. Searing
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, United States

Introduction
Librarianship was professionalized in the late nineteenth century, when university-level programs of study
were established to train librarians in the United States. As the field of library management developed,
the annual report became a vehicle for communicating the library’s mission and accomplishments to its
stakeholders, including funders (both private and governmental) and the general public. Writing and
reading annual reports also allowed librarians to share professional knowledge and to benefit from each
others’ experience. Today, library historians and local history researchers can discover in rich veins of
source material in annual report series that may date back a hundred years or more.
Many American libraries still produce reports every year. Today’s reports are different in form and
content from their ancestors and are just one means among many that librarians now use to
communicate with library users, donors, and government officials. Nonetheless, this genre of grey
literature is worthy of collection and preservation.

Annual reports as a grey genre
The annual report is a genre rooted in the world of commerce:
A printed publication, usually less than 100 pages in length, submitted each year by the officers
of a publicly held company to its board of directors (or other governing body) and issued in
softcover for distribution to current and prospective shareholders, describing the firm's activities
during the preceding fiscal year and its current financial position. … Some nonprofit organizations
also publish annual reports. (Reitz )
In the United States, state laws usually require governmental agencies such as libraries to submit annual
reports. Beginning in the second half of the 19th century, legislation that authorized the establishment of
tax-supported public libraries often mandated annual reports as an accountability measure, to assure
taxpayers and government officials that their money was being spent well (Cannon 1923). Today,
American librarians still compile reports to meet legal requirements imposed by local, state, or national
governments.
Early library annual reports served an important additional purpose. In the fledgling days of the
profession, before the emergence of widely-read professional journals, American librarians exchanged
annual reports in order to learn about innovative facilities and programs. Extensive statistical data was
compiled and used to benchmark a library’s performance compared to libraries in similar communities
and to justify requests for increased funding (Lear 2006). Library annual reports played a similar role in
the dissemination of professional knowledge in Great Britain (Peatling and Baggs 2004; Peatling and
Baggs 2005).
Despite the importance of annual reports in the development of public librarianship, many
librarians dreaded the yearly exercise of writing them. In 1896, Caroline Harwood Garland, a public
librarian in Dover, New Hampshire, wrote, “It is usually with a profound sigh that the librarian sits down
to write his annual report” (Garland 1896). Librarians were reluctant to take time away from more
pressing work to compose a report that, they suspected, few people would actually read (Munn 1923;
Rosser 1930; Danton 1949). Modern librarians still question the utility of annual reports, yet they
continue to produce them and strive to make them informative and engaging.
Today it is generally believed that improving public relations is the primary purpose of library
annual reports (Brown 2003). However, an examination of twenty-five recent English-language books
about library public relations, communication, and marketing found that three-quarters of them did not
mention annual reports at all.1 Of the six that did, only one devoted more than a single page to the
topic (Hartzell 2003). Have annual reports become such a routine component of library management
that lengthy discussions in the professional literature are not needed? Or have such reports diminished
in importance? Today’s librarians have multiple media at their disposal to share information with the
public, and professional journals, email groups, conferences and online communities facilitate networking
to share ideas within the profession. Nonetheless, the library annual report persists as a unique subgenre of grey literature.
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Review of the literature
Although public libraries have been producing annual reports for more than a century, and there
has been a fair amount of writing about them over the years, little substantive research exists. The
available literature is of several types. The largest portion consists of short pieces with tips for producing
high-quality, attention-getting reports. These sources offer advice on content, organization, design and
distribution. However, the last complete, detailed instructions for report preparation appeared more than
two decades ago (Bradley and Bradley 1988).
Back in the 19th century, annual reports were so important to the training of future librarians that
schools, like the Library School at the University of Illinois, collected and preserved them (Curtis 1912).
Library science students in the 1890s were assigned to analyze library annual reports as part of their
curriculum (Carman 1895; Warwick 1896).
Annual reports were so highly valued as sources of
information about library development that the American Library Association (ALA) in 1913 published an
index that covered the reports of 170 library commissions, state libraries, university libraries and public
libraries in the United States and Canada (Moody 1913).
Both British and American library historians have written convincingly about the value of older
annual reports as historical evidence (Peatling and Baggs 2004; Peatling and Baggs 2005; Lear 2006).
However, these remarkably rich sources of information remain under-utilized by historians, perhaps
because they have been difficult to obtain and tedious to examine. As more and more older documents
are digitized, this will hopefully change.
Until the 1980s, professional magazines often carried notices and reviews of exemplary annual
reports, especially ones that were creatively designed. For example, Library Journal, a long-running
magazine for American librarians, drew attention in the late 20th century to reports that mimicked a
recipe card, a federal income tax form, and a restaurant menu ("An annual report worth cribbing" 1985;
"A taxing recipe" 1989).
A small number of studies have gone beyond mere description and compared reports, usually in
order to derive a set of best practices for content and format. In 1934, Ridley and Miles rated library
annual reports from nineteen American cities.
Their criteria included promptness, visual appeal,
readability, length, cost, and breadth of distribution, as well as elements of content, such as diagrams,
pictures, the balance of topics, and evidence of “social significance,” i.e. impact upon the community
(Ridley and Miles 1934). The most comprehensive comparative study was conducted in the midtwentieth century by Madeline S. Riffey, a librarian at the University of Illinois. She examined fifty
current annual reports from American public libraries, choosing a sample that “represent[ed] attractive
and readable reports from libraries of various sizes and regions of the country” (Riffey 1952, p.1). Riffey
conducted a detailed analysis of the reports, assessing them on numerous dimensions of organization,
content, format, and distribution. Riffey’s carefully chosen sample forms the basis for my own study,
which looks at digital representations of 21st-century reports from the same set of libraries.

Identifying a sample
There are over nine thousand public libraries in the United States (American Library Association).
To identify a representative sample, I relied on Riffey’s earlier work. I visited the websites of the fifty
libraries in her 1952 study and searched for their annual reports. (All of the libraries are still in
existence, although some have changed names or merged.) I was able to discover digital versions of
current annual reports for only eighteen (36%). “Current” in most cases is 2009 or 2008. Typically the
annual report is linked directly from the “About Us” section of the library website. In two cases, there
were no visible links to the report, but I was able to find it by using the site’s search engine. All but one
of the reports are PDF documents; a few are also available as interactive web files.

What can annual reports tell us?
Statistical information
Today’s annual reports present statistical data very selectively. The report writers choose
numbers that will impress the average reader, such as the total number of books borrowed during the
year or the number of people who accessed the internet on library computers. Historically, librarians
counted many more things, and statistics were a constant topic of discussion among early librarians. In
1902, the journal Public Libraries published a model form for annual statistical reporting. It was four
pages long. Among other data, it required librarians to track the number of books added to their
collections in 23 categories, including broad subject classes such as “religion” and “useful arts,” document
types such as government publications, and books in the languages of major immigrant groups, such as
German, Norwegian, and Bohemian ("Official reports for libraries" 1902).
The following year, a paper presented at the 1903 conference of the American Library Association
outlined a staggering total of 131 questions to be answered in an annual report, most of them statistical
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in nature (Foster 1903). Repeated proposals were made in both Great Britain and the United States to
standardize library statistics. The American Library Association issued a succession of guidelines, and for
years many library annual reports stated explicitly that their statistics followed the format recommended
by ALA. However, the ALA guidelines were not adopted universally.
Today, the federal Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS) collects statistics from over
9,000 public libraries. The data covers facilities, staff, revenue, expenditures, collections, and services,
and the IMLS website displays a handy tool for generating comparisons between libraries (IMLS library
statistics).
The Public Library Association, a division of the ALA, also collects statistics from a
representative sample of 800 libraries and publishes an annual compilation which complements the IMLS
data. (Public Library Association 1991- ). Consisting solely of numerical data, these national-level reports
lack the rich narratives of local annual reports but do facilitate comparisons and benchmarking.
One component of older annual reports that is rarely seen nowadays is a statistical breakdown of
the items library users checked out. The most concise reports simply presented the numbers or
percentages of fiction books versus non-fiction books that were borrowed during the year. But in other
reports, the totals, especially for non-fiction, were further divided by subject, such as history or science,
or genre, such as biography. Thus library annual reports depict the changing reading habits of American
citizens over time and may reveal local and regional differences in literary taste.
With the software available today, it is a simple matter to record statistics and generate eyecatching, informative graphics. But even before the computer era, some librarians tried to lend their
statistical reports some visual impact. The reports of the Salt Lake County, Utah, Public Library, for
instance, although inexpensively mimeographed on low-quality paper in the 1940s and 1950s, made
frequent use of illustrations and photographs to liven up the quantitative data. A more recent approach
to making the numbers interesting involves calculating the value that public library services would have
on the open market – the cost of purchasing a book, attending a cultural program, renting meeting
space, and so on – to demonstrate a high return on a small investment of tax dollars.
Narrative information
Some library annual reports provide only the most concise, factual narratives, while others are
long and opinionated. From a historian’s viewpoint, the verbose reports are the best. Bernadette Lear
writes, “It is exhilarating to read about the rise of open shelves; business, technical, and other special
collections; young adult services; bookmobiles; and other advances…One can often glean important
dates, staffing changes, milestones, city ordinances, a sense of how the library operated…” (Lear 2006,
p.467) . Whereas statistics recorded how many books were borrowed, the textual portion of a report
might bemoan the fact that borrowers prefer light fiction to more serious books, or might speculate on
why books on certain subjects were suddenly popular. Library annual reports also reflect broader trends
in American history. For example, in our present economic downturn, it lifts one’s spirit to read how
public libraries coped with budget cuts and survived during the Great Depression of the 1930s.
Testimonials from members of the community rarely appeared in older reports, but they are a
very common feature today. Photographs of happy library users are accompanied by their own words
recounting the positive impact the library has had on them and their families. Today’s reports often
include long lists of individual and corporate donors. Such lists were not unknown in earlier years, but
they were not so common. Because public libraries, although still supported by taxes, increasingly rely
on donations and grants, the annual report has evolved into an important tool for fundraising. For this
reason, perhaps, the names, quotations, and images of library users are prominent in today’s library
annual reports.
Staff activities, on the other hand, have largely disappeared from annual reports. Members of
the public are simply not interested in the staff’s professional development activities or individual
accomplishments. Older reports often identified every staff member by name, even janitors and parttime employees, but today’s reports typically list only directors and top-level administrators. Volunteers
are more likely to be recognized by name than are front-line staff members, especially in reports from
large multi-branch systems like the New York Public Library or the Denver Public Library. Members of
boards of trustees are always listed.
In general, library annual reports have always focused more on the past year than on the future,
but goals and plans are sometimes discussed. Today, some reports enumerate strategic goals, and many
reprint the library’s mission statement. Despite widespread budget cuts and staff reductions, public
library reports for 2008 and 2009 are relentlessly upbeat in emphasizing the library’s success. In some
older reports, by contrast, the librarians honestly acknowledge disappointments and areas needing
improvement. For example, Milton Ferguson, director of the Brooklyn Public Library in the 1940s, wrote
eloquently year after year about the desperate need for salary increases and shorter work hours for
librarians.
Visual information
Today’s annual reports are treasure houses of visual information. Nearly all of them feature fullcolor photographs of people using the library – choosing books from the shelf, peering at computer
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screens, listening raptly to storytellers. Racial, ethnic, gender and age diversity are evident in the
photographs, signaling that the library is a resource for everyone in the community.
Library buildings are also depicted, especially new or renovated ones. Whereas casual photos of
users were less common in the past, photos and drawings of buildings have been a staple of library
annual reports for more than a century, making them a source of information for architectural historians.
Occasionally, library reports even contain original floor plans.
Snapshots of interiors reveal the library furnishings of earlier eras. Some photos show new
service locations in a pristine state, but others depict the active life of the library as readers interact with
staff and use the collections. When a library acquired new equipment, such as a microfilm reader or
audiotape player, a photograph of it was often inserted in the next annual report. Less frequently,
photographs depict services offered outside the walls of the library, such as book delivery to hospitals or
storytelling in outdoor parks.
Library annual reports also contain images of the people who work in and use public libraries.
Photographs of staff appear with some regularity in older reports, often working behind the scenes in
cataloging or binding departments. In 1947, the Buffalo (New York) Public Library used its annual report
both to celebrate its fiftieth anniversary and to make the case for better facilities. “What is the Buffalo
Public Library?” the report asked.
The Buffalo Public Library is not the drab and crowded buildings with their dark, congested book
stacks. Nor is it the books alone, for books unread are no books at all. No, the Buffalo Public
Library is the people. It’s the people who use the Library, you and I and our children, over 2,000
of us a day, every day. It’s also the people who make the Library tick. It is the men and
women—professional librarians, clerks, bookbinders, and maintenance men—who make up the
small but smoothly functioning team we call the Library Staff (Galt and Foster 1948, p.8-9).
Pictures of the staff at work in cramped spaces were eloquent visual arguments for a new building.
Today, by contrast, when staff members are pictured, they are nearly always shown interacting with
users in public spaces. Usually, however, library users are depicted utilizing the library without any
assistance.
When it comes to graphic design, library annual reports continue to mine ideas from advertising
and other media. For example, the latest report from the Salt Lake County, Utah, Library is formatted
like a fotonovela, while other libraries use color, multiple fonts, and creative layouts to generate
excitement on the page.

Future research
The present research is just the beginning of understanding library annual reports as a genre of
grey literature that carries information not readily found in books or in librarians’ professional journals.
Restricted to a population of libraries selected in 1952, the present study is necessarily limited in scope.
Riffey’s original set of criteria for comparing reports needs to be updated to note the presence of content
such as URLs, mission statements, and return-on-investment analyses. A rubric for evaluating visual
information should also be developed and applied.
From Riffey’s original group of fifty, only 18 libraries have mounted current annual reports on
their websites. Therefore, a future direction for this research project will involve contacting librarians at
those libraries from the original sample who do not make their reports available on the web, in order to
learn whether they still produce annual reports and, if so, how their reports are distributed.
Further, given the clear indication from contents and design that today’s library annual report is
intended as a marketing and fundraising tool, it could be enlightening to interview librarians who prepare
annual reports, in order to discover what audiences they have in mind and what outcomes they perceive
from their efforts.
Academic libraries in the United States, in particular those at large universities, also issue annual
reports. The available research on academic library annual reports is very limited (Swanepoel and Smit
2003; Sauer 2006). A future phase of my research will identify a sample of annual reports from
academic libraries for evaluation and comparison.

Implications for collecting library annual reports
I do not doubt that there are many more questions that one could ask about this body of grey
literature, and the answers would reveal overlooked aspects of library management, library outreach, the
library’s idealized self-image, and the role and position of the library vis-à-vis its community of users and
supporters. And a larger question remains as well: how and where will such reports be preserved for
future scholars and librarians to study and enjoy? The University of Illinois Library ceased systematically
collecting such reports in the 1970s. Some continue to arrive as gifts, but circulation statistics and
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informal observation suggest strongly that current library annual reports are not used by today’s students
and researchers. In the past, a student preparing for a job interview at a public library might seek out
and read its annual report; today that student will explore the library’s website instead. Thus, under
increasing pressure to reduce the labor-intensive processing of gift materials, reports that have a web
presence are no longer cataloged and retained in print at my university. Can we count on the originating
libraries to retain archival copies? Will historic annual reports be digitized as part of mass digitization
efforts? Alas, although the University of Illinois is a partner in the Google Books project and the Open
Content Alliance, many of the historic annual reports are in fragile condition or too tightly bound to be
scanned.
The University of Wales Aberystwyth has preserved a large collection of British public library
annual reports from the period between 1850 and 1919, and created a bibliographic database of the
collection (Peatling and Baggs 2000). No such project has been undertaken in the U.S. Nor is there, to
my knowledge, any systematic effort underway to capture and preserve the current output of annual
reports. Neither DLIST, the US-based digital repository for library and information science, nor E-LIS, its
more successful European counterpart, have made an effort to incorporate annual reports, though I
believe they would not be unwelcome.
The question of preservation becomes more complicated as libraries adopt new media for their
reporting. Consider the 2009 report of the Topeka and Shawnee County (Kansas) Public Library, which is
in the form of a multimedia website.
Incorporating audio and video content and page-turning
technology, as well as multiple static web pages, it is a lively portrait of a library energetically engaged
with its community. What access will future historians have to this document? Because this same
question is being asked about digital grey literature in other areas, I am hopeful that a solution will be
found that will enable today’s library annual reports to be as useful to future historians as the old ones
are to us today.

Notes
1
I examined twenty-five English-language books in the University of Illinois collection, published since 2000 and
bearing the subject headings “Libraries—Public relations,” “Libraries—Marketing,” or “Communication in library
science.”
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From OpenSIGLE to OpenGrey
Changes and Continuity
Christiane Stock and Nathalie Henrot
Institute for Scientific and Technical Information, INIST-CNRS
France
First presented at the GL8i conference in New Orleans 2006 as a prototype, OpenSIGLE went life in
December 2007. After three years of existence, the results are beyond all expectations. OpenSIGLE has
become a reference source for grey literature, and its user community has grown constantly, especially
from outside Europe. The integration of the GL conference preprints into the repository from 2008
onwards not only added research papers on the topic of grey literature to its contents, but also permitted
OpenSIGLE to be accepted in the “Directory of Open Access Repositories” (OpenDOAR*).
In spite of the success of OpenSIGLE it’s not wise to rest on one’s laurels. The change of name to
“OpenGrey” signifies a shift in the content of the repository as well as in its physical appearance. Besides
providing a new look and a more convenient technological environment, OpenGrey closes the gap
between the close of the SIGLE* database and today, including recent records and links to the full text.
The paper presents the new website which includes numerous facilities requested by users such as OAIPMH*, the possibility to export records and an improved access to the document itself. OpenGrey also
takes into account a changed user behaviour, where visitors arrive after searching Google or Google
Scholar* and want all relevant information at a glance. The paper further explains input procedures and
gives other information for the ongoing updates of the repository. Finally we call former SIGLE members
and new partners to contribute to OpenGrey.

From SIGLE to OpenSIGLE
SIGLE (System for Information on Grey Literature in Europe) was a unique European database of
bibliographic records in grey literature. It was produced between 1980 and 2005 by initially seven and in
the end fifteen members of the European Union, represented by major libraries and research
organizations. Its contents covered all scientific disciplines (pure and applied science and technology,
economics, social sciences and humanities).
As a commercial product SIGLE was accessible through subscription to hosts, e.g. STN International, and
available on a CD-ROM produced by Silverplatter/Ovid.
INIST decided to transfer the results of 25 years of workii onto an open access platform. As a result
OpenSIGLE went live in December 2007 with almost 700 000 bibliographic records, using DSpace*
technology and its qualified Dublin Core metadata* format. The operation was to be low cost and easily
feasible.
It was very important that key information found in every SIGLE record was preserved during the
migration:
- English title or keywords
- SIGLE classification code
- Availability statement, in order to facilitate the order of a paper copy
One of the main goals of SIGLE was to facilitate access to the paper document. Most of today’s requests
for assistance from users concern the document availability.

OpenSIGLE – its evolution and its usage
Though not perfectiii, with its lack of flexibility for the user, and no possibility of exporting either search
results or records, OpenSIGLE found an ever growing audience and new visitors from – nearly - all
around the world.
OpenSIGLE was included in OpenDOAR (Directory of Open Access Repositories) in November 2009, after
its integration in the WorldWideScience.org* portal a year earlier. Indexed in Google and Google Scholar
since summer 2008, the database is reached through the Google search engine by an increasing number
of users, and visits via Google Scholar amount to 30% per month. For 2010 the average number of
monthly visits exceeds 35 000. The audience is definitely worldwide, not only European: 10 % of the
visitors come from Asia, 20% from North America, continents not involved in the database production.
These proportions have remained fairly stable over the past year.
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The following statistics (see below) are based on php/MyVisites*, an open source software using a
tracker, similar to Google analytics. As a result, figures are lower than with a log analyseriv.
Two years of statistical data collection reveal a considerable evolution in numbers and the influence of the
Google generation. Between 2009 and 2010 the number of visits almost tripled, and the number of page
views more than doubled. Simultaneously the average duration of a visit decreased as well as the
number of pages viewed in a visit.
We take the data as a sure indication of a change of behaviour in our visitors. Many of them reach the
OpenSIGLE after using a search engine, spend a short time looking for relevant information and leave.
However some of our users tried to replicate former search strategies in OpenSIGLE and were successful.

Average per month

2009

2010

Visits

12 000

35 000

Pages viewed

35 450

88 580

Length of visit

107 sec

91 sec

Number of pages viewed per
visit

3.4

2.8

The most important highlight for 2010 relates to the Greynet collectionv. As of October 2010 the
complete collection of conference preprints from the GL conferences are accessible in full text and in open
access. GL5 to GL11 were provided by GreyNet in electronic format and the first conference became
available in full text on OpenSIGLE as early as May 2008. GL1 to GL4 were received in paper form,
digitized by INIST and uploaded to OpenSIGLE in September 2009.
When OpenSIGLE became OAI-PMH compliant, we decided to be more explicit about the rights and
adopted the Creative Commons licence*, in order to inform the users and partners about the different
conditions of use of the bibliographic data and GL proceedings.

Time for change
Several reasons lead us to think of changing the system.
Right from the beginning of OpenSIGLE we were facing limits in the technical performance of DSpace,
especially when uploading and indexing GL collections. The problems were even noticeable for smaller
updates. DSpace obviously reached its limits with 700 000 records in the database. Besides, the website
layout was rather simple (low key) and today no longer answers current needs for referencing.
The most important reason for thinking of a change was the absence of features requested over the years
by OpenSIGLE users, such as the possibility to export search results for state of the art studies.
An important number of emails from users request how to obtain the document, a service which was one
of the principal goals of SIGLE and OpenSIGLE. This essential information should be seen at first glance.
In fact, the availability statement is « hidden » in the full record display of OpenSIGLE. However, few
users take the time to look it up. 55 percent of the visits only display one page in OpenSIGLE before
leaving again, according to our statistics. In addition, in the context of the Google generation we presume
that the brief record display becomes more and more the “entry page” to the database, due to the
Google Scholar search, and half of the time the unique page-view. The new website should therefore
improve the access to information on document supply through the general layout, improved record
display and additional links.
Early on, INIST-CNRS intended to re-open OpenSIGLE for “new” input. This can be done in two ways:
- add records from 2005 onwards from former EAGLE* members (INIST-CNRS included).
- open the database to new European partners.
However, the technical limits mentioned above would have been a major hindrance, hence the need for a
change of software.
In order to reinforce the changes in the technical environment as well as in the contents and policy for
the database, INIST-CNRS decided on a change of name: “OpenGrey”. Several new domain names have
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been acquired for OpenGrey with the extensions .eu, .fr, .net and .org. The new domain name will be
opengrey.eu.

The OpenGrey homepage
The homepage of the new website OpenGrey aims to meet current needs of the users as well as to
facilitate referencing. It is divided into three parts with different groups of information. The upper field
holds the name and the logo, - inspired by the lemniscates or infinity symbol -, and provides information
on the contents for referencing. Tabs allow the user to access further information, e.g. on the partners
and former EAGLE members as well as to choose the language for the user interface.
Besides the “Google” like search field, the centre includes three blocs for short texts: a mini “about”, a
“focus” on specific subjects and a “news” bloc.
The bottom part, separated into four blocs, provides more information on search and help, a choice of
export tools (highly requested by users), legal mentions, and further information (about, tools for
partners etc.).

Change and continuity:
The major change from OpenSIGLE to OpenGrey relates to the software: The DSpace platform used for
OpenSIGLE is replaced by Exalead® * as the search engine used for the database, completed with inhouse developments using php and MySql software for the user interface.
Persistent identifiers are essential to guarantee perennial access to records or documents. In OpenSIGLE
each record as well as the communities and collections of the DSpace architecture are identified by a
unique identifier, the handle*. The handle system allows to using the URLs as persistent identifiers which
remain, even in case of server changes. Many websites linking to OpenSIGLE or a particular collection
(e.g. GL11) use the handle. In order to assure continuity the handles of the present OpenSIGLE records
will migrate to the new system. A redirection is planned for the handles identifying communities and
collections of OpenSIGLE which cease to exist in the same way in OpenGrey.
Another change comes with the Exalead software. The user interface for search provides the Google-like
field for full text record search. Exalead also offers the possibility to refine the results through faceted
search. The criteria chosen for refinements are similar to the Czech repository NUSL/NRGLvi (author,
subject, date, language…). This feature has a major consequence for the backoffice: metadata which
were merged for the simpler DSpace format in OpenSIGLE need to be detailed once more, and even new
controlled fields must be added to allow the refinements and to insure consistency.
As mentioned before, we know from usage statistics that the brief record display is the entry page for
many visitors and the one and only page viewed by half of them. Therefore the development of features
based on this record display has become a necessity. All relevant information must be available at first
glance or invite the user to click further. For example, we intend to make an explicit distinction between:
Access to the paper copy
Access to the online full text
In addition we must provide easy links to both fields and to further information, e.g. on how to obtain a
copy of the paper document or on the terms and conditions of the partner organization.

The partner homepage
OpenGrey will provide each partner with a space for information on its institution, a kind of “homepage”,
accessible from a tab “Partners” on the OpenGrey homepage. OpenSIGLE already offers information on
former EAGLE members in the collection page of the “Country Community”vii. This content will be
transferred to the new partner homepage as a starting point, namely:
- General information of the organization, with a logo, if available.
- Information on how to obtain a copy from old SIGLE records.
Each partner is strongly encouraged to propose any improvement or information about its organization,
its policy of document delivery and the fees attached etc… Any information on national grey literature
initiatives, databases, recent updates, or any information on conferences relating to the subject could be
announced in the “News” section of the Homepage.
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Contents, input and updates of OpenGrey:
OpenGrey will include all records from the present OpenSIGLE database. In addition, we intend to add
new records (created since 2005) from partner organizations, including French grey literature as
mentioned before. OpenGrey will not host the documents themselves. The new cooperation will be based
on formal agreements with each partner organization. The partner retains the control over the grey
documents. An open access policy is encouraged for the full text documents, items which remain under
the control of the partner. The bibliographic records as well as the OpenGrey website will be placed under
the Creative Commons Licence.
OpenGrey metadata should be as rich as possible. This is why we prefer to receive files in xml format via
ftp, although metadata harvesting with OAI-PMH is not excluded. However, harvested material will most
likely be in basic Dublin Core format, which is poor material for Exalead®’s refinement feature.
We defined a metadata scheme based on the DSpace scheme (qualified Dublin Core), but taking into
account new needs (e.g. for Exalead®’s refinements) and ideas from similar repositories. Suggestions for
additions are very welcome.
Updates to the OpenGrey database are done by batch upload of files, excluding direct deposit through the
interface, contrary to institutional repositoriesviii.
Tools for participants will be made available through the website. It might be interesting to open a
community space dedicated to partners. On a first meeting it was suggested to create an advisory board
to discuss arising questions.

Outlook:
Knowing than many documents referenced in the former SIGLE database have since been digitized or
became available in electronic format, leads to another point for improvement. Our plans for future
developments include the addition – if possible through batch upload – of links to the now available full
text in the partner repository.
Another project planned with Greynet is to add persistent links to datasets in the bibliographic records,
when they are available in a repository. The initiative might start with the next GL conference.

Glossary:
Creative Commons: The Creative Commons copyright licenses and tools forge a balance inside the
traditional “all rights reserved” setting that copyright law creates: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
DSpace: DSpace is a software for academic, non-profit, and commercial organizations building open
digital repositories: http://www.dspace.org/
Dublin Core Metadata: The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) is an open organization,
incorporated in Singapore as a public, not-for-profit Company engaged in the development of
interoperable metadata standards that support a broad range of purposes and business models:
http://dublincore.org/specifications/
EAGLE: European Association for Grey Literature Exploitation, producer of the SIGLE database:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Association_for_Grey_Literature_Exploitation
Exalead® is a global software
http://www.exalead.com/software/

provider

in

the

enterprise

and

Web

search

markets:

Google Scholar: Google Scholar provides a simple way to broadly search for scholarly literature ...:
articles, theses, books, abstracts and court opinions, from academic publishers, professional societies,
online repositories, universities and other web sites: http://scholar.google.com/
Handle: The Handle System provides resolution services for unique and persistent identifiers of digital
objects, and is a component of CNRI’s Digital object (Corporation for National Research Initiatives® is a
not-for-profit organization formed to undertake, foster, and promote research in the public interest) :
http://www.handle.net/
OAI-PMH: The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (referred to as the OAI-PMH in
the remainder of this document) provides an application-independent interoperability framework based
on metadata harvesting: http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.htm
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OpenDOAR: Directory of Open Access Repositories : The OpenDOAR service provides a quality-assured
listing of open access repositories around the world: http://www.opendoar.org/find.php
OpenSIGLE: http://opensigle.inist.fr
SIGLE: System for Information on Grey Literature in Europe: SIGLE was an online, pan-European
electronic
bibliographic
database
and
document
delivery
system
for
grey
literature.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SIGLE
php/MyVisites: is a free and open source (GNU/GPL) software for websites statistics and audience
measurements: http://www.phpmyvisites.us/
WorldWideScience.org: a global science gateway comprised of national and international scientific
databases and portals: http://worldwidescience.org
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Integration of an Automatic Indexing System within the Document
Flow of a Grey Literature Repository
JindĜich Mynarz and Ctibor Škuta,
National Technical Library, Czech Republic

Abstract
The Web empowered the authors of grey literature to publish their work on their own. In case of selfpublished works their author is also their indexer. And because not many of the grey literature authors
are professional indexers, this may result in poor or no indexing.
Even though the Web made publishing easier, indexing is still hard. Nevertheless, we believe that the
web technologies and machine learning algorithms may help to reduce the cognitive overhead involved in
indexing, and make it eventually as easy as publishing on the Web is.
To help overcome the issue of quality and consistency of subject indexing automatic indexing systems
can be used. Given enough full-texts already equipped with the terms from the controlled vocabulary that
is to be used, machine learning algorithms can be employed.
Our aim is to provide human-competitive automatic indexing to authors and producers of grey
literature. We demonstrate how an automatic indexing system based on machine learning can be
integrated into the document flow in an open source digital repository of grey literature. We build upon
open source tools and a controlled subject headings vocabulary available in an open standard format.
We will be using Maui Indexer as an automatic indexing system, CDS Invenio as a digital repository
software, and Polythematic Structured Subject Heading System (PSH) as a knowledge organisation
system. Both Maui Indexer and CDS Invenio are open source, and CDS Invenio’s modular architecture
makes it possible to extend it with new functionality. Maui Indexer works with controlled vocabularies
expressed in Simple Knowledge Organisation System format in which the PSH is available.
From these components combined we will try to put together a solution for automatic indexing aimed
at grey literature in the Czech language environment. Maui Indexer is domain and language independent
so it is possible to adapt it for the field of Czech grey literature. The document samples we will test on
will come from the National Repository of Grey Literature which is maintained by the National Technical
Library of Czech Republic.
In the end, we will discuss integration of the automatic indexing component from the user perspective
and sketch out how the user can interact with it through the user interface. We will also provide details
around the actual implementation of the proposed system. The conclusion will deal with the evaluation of
benefits of the implemented system for grey literature authors.

1 Introduction
The Web offers a publishing model that empowers masses of users to publish their works on their own.
As it was stated in the previous literature, grey literature “does not imply any qualification, is merely
a characterisation of the distribution mode"[3], and the Web can be considered as the single most
significant distribution mechanism for grey literature. The sheer volume of documents available on-line
constitutes a significant part of the grey literature publishing landscape. The Web has made selfpublishing easier by lowering both the financial hurdles and the amount of know-how necessary for the
publication process and thus it enabled a kind of “do it yourself" publishing.
While this is a tremendous benefit without which the open access movement would not have been
established as firmly as it was, there are also drawbacks to it. By contrast to this mode of making
documents accessible, the traditional publication models have procedures in place that go along with
publishing that are not replicated well in grey literature publishing on the Web. The part of traditional
publishing process that can be neglected in publishing on the Web is subject indexing. While it is now for
the most part clear how to publish documents on the Web, the approaches to subject indexing are less
established and available for use to non-professional users. This topic will be discussed in our paper and
our focus will be to show how self-indexing of documents published on the Web via a digital repository
can be accomplished; much in the same way users were endowed with the ability to self-publish their
works.

2 Indexing of Grey Literature
Grey literature is characterized by a way of publishing that outputs documents with limited visibility. It
may be hard to find such documents because they are distributed in a way that does not use established
document access mechanisms, such as commercial databases and the like. This aspect of grey literature
makes it difficult to be searched for either through libraries or web search engines. Also, the field of grey
literature is closed tied to the open access way of publishing. However, if a document cannot be found
there is no use of it being released in the open access way.
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As we will argue, additional subject indexing terms can make grey literature documents searchable in
a meaningful way so that they eventually become more prominent in the search results of library or web
search engines. Subject indexing can be seen as an essential requirement to make documents findable
[8], even though there are powerful search engines that enable documents to be found even without
carefully crafted indexing. It can help in making grey literature documents more visible. Moreover, there
is a consensus that it is necessary for useful navigation interfaces that can be built on top of digital
document repositories (e.g., a faceted navigation) [7].
Subject indexing metadata enriches documents with affordances that allow to do more with them. It
can support navigation interfaces that make it possible to browse the document collection in a useful
manner based on navigation paths taken from the structure of the knowledge organisation system used
for indexing. In this way the connections within the subject indexing system, such as hierarchical or
associative relationships, may be harnessed as a “map" to the document collection. The subject indexing
places the documents in a logical space constructed by the knowledge organisation system’s structure
and allows the user to browse the documents organized in such way by following the relationships
between indexing terms. Every subject indexing term that is assigned to a document constitutes an entry
point through which the document can be found and accessed.
Thus, we see subject indexing as an important enrichment to the document that enables to build
interfaces for document repositories that can be navigated in a meaningful way. In this paper, we are
interested in subject indexing done by the grey literature authors, and we have to admit that there are
barriers that can make subject indexing a difficult task for them.
Grey literature is often published directly by the documents’ authors, which may imply that, if it
contains any subject indexing terms at all, it is the indexing done by the authors themselves. Subject
indexing may be difficult for non-professionals and therefore this situation may result in no or poor
indexing.
The established best practise for subject indexing is to use a controlled vocabulary. Authors know
best about the contents of their works but they might not be familiar with the controlled vocabulary that
they are supposed to use to express their works’ content. They may not know how best to use the
subject indexing system to describe their documents and therefore it constitutes a barrier for them,
because first they have to learn how to use it.
This is why professional indexers are able to produce better indexing - they know how to use the
subject indexing terms, especially with respect to the whole document collection. This background
knowledge of the indexing system and the document corpus is a fundamental requirement for highquality indexing.
In automatic indexing this background knowledge is in a sense captured in the indexing model on
which the automatic system operates. And thus it turns out that, if configured properly, automatic
indexing might come up with subject terms of reasonable quality and consistency. In the following
sections we will describe how to reach that goal, while we will deal in detail with an application of
automatic indexing to grey literature.

3 Automatic Indexing
In this paper we will investigate the option of non-professional self-indexing of grey literature on the
example of an automatic indexing system for a digital document repository. We propose a semiautomatic indexing system that incorporates human feedback for the final selection of indexing terms.
The system suggests a set of pre-selected indexing terms from a controlled vocabulary that may be used
to describe document’s content. These terms can be refined in the next step by the user interacting with
a selection via interface that enables to remove or add new indexing terms.
The main help of our proposed approach is to lessen the cognitive overhead involved in intellectual
indexing. Rather than completely automating the process of subject indexing we decided to use the
automation for suggestions of indexing terms that can be amended and validated by the human user.
In this way we strive to provide grey literature authors with a tool that makes it possible for them to
come up with non-professional indexing that is of high quality and consistency. The reason for such a
goal is that the inconsistency of user-generated indexing, often done with freely created keywords, is one
of its main drawbacks. This is what we try to alleviate by preprocessing the document and suggesting
indexing terms in an automated manner. Also, we argue that this approach might help to increase the
scalability of subject indexing.
The intellectual indexing carried on by professional indexers does not scale. Given that the size of the
grey literature published on the Web is ever-increasing, there is a need for indexing system that is able
to scale. The traditional solutions for subject indexing based on manual examination of each processed
document do not provide a way to scale them up and therefore they are not the best answer for the
requirements of the current grey literature publishing.
Scaling is a difficult problem in any situation and we do not strive to provide a definitive answer on
how to scale up subject indexing in general or even in the case of grey literature. We propose that this
issue can be alleviated by the use of automatic indexing. This solution scales because the time that is
being used for subject indexing is machine time instead of human time. The processes that are carried
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out automatically with computers can be scaled up by assigning more computational power to them.
Although in fact, our focus is not to achieve full automation of the indexing process so that it may be
scaled on demand, but rather to scale up the number of people that are able to do the indexing while
retaining a reasonably high quality.
Now that we have described the aim we try to achieve with automatic indexing, we will continue with
a basic description of what automatic indexing is. It is a process of assigning indexing terms to a
document in an automated fashion. It can use techniques based on analysis of language corpora. A
common form of automatic indexing relies on “simple" statistical analysis of the full-text. In the case of
our indexing system, we have used automatic term assignment that selects terms from a controlled
vocabulary for a particular document based on the analysis of the document’s content. We have
employed a machine learning approach that is based on computing conditional probabilities.
The approach we have chosen employs supervised machine learning that gathers feedback from users
of the indexing system. Machine learning modifies the automatic indexing functionality with regard to the
set of training data on which it “learns" how to do good indexing. The approach of supervised learning
adjusts the indexing algorithm based on the newly acquired information about the way the indexing
system is being used. Each time user approves of a set of automatically generated subject terms this
decision is fed back into the indexing model and makes it more aligned with the specifics of the document
collection.
One of the fundamental requirements of automatic indexing is the access to the full-text of the
examined document. However, this is not a problem in the use case we have described. If the indexing of
a document is done by its author, the access to the document’s full-text is granted.
Automatic indexing consists of a sequence of processes. During the course of automatic indexing the
full-text is processed by a number of procedures that are collectively referred to as the machine
processing pipeline. The full-text is sent through a sequence of processes that take the text as their input
and pass their output to the process that is directly after them in the pipeline’s sequence.
In our case we start with a procedure that yields a plain-text of the document in question which
might have been in another format, such as PDF or MS Word. Once we have acquired a plain-text
embodying the content of the document a series of normalizations and helper procedures are run on it.
One of them removes the stop words - the words that do not affect the meaning of the document,
such as prepositions or conjunctions. The system contains a list of stop words that are automatically
excluded from further processing.
Another common technique that we take advantage of is stemming which reduces words to their root
forms. In this way, we get rid of inflections, plural suffixes, and other characters that differentiate among
the derivatives of the same root form. This method is supposed to collapse the different forms that refer
to the same meaning to one word form so that a more effective computation can be done with it.
After these pre-processing steps automatic indexer carries on with its main suite of functions; it
analyses the full-text and outputs a set of suggested indexing terms that can be assigned to the
processed document. Since this paper is not about automatic indexing itself, but rather its application for
grey literature, we will not discuss this part in detail and instead, we will move to the actual
implementation of the indexing system.

4 Implementation
After having described the field of automatic indexing in general we will now proceed to provide an
overview of the way we have implemented the automatic indexing system and put the methods of
automatic indexing for grey literature into practice.
The guiding principle of our implementation was re-use of existing components, which we combined
together in a document processing pipeline, or extended them in the cases where there was a need for it.
This way of development would not have been possible if the parts we were building with had not
provided access to their source code. Hence, their open source nature enabled us to modify them and
extend their functionality. The combination of the constituent parts was possible due to their modular
architecture that enabled them to be joined in a chain of processing procedures, which are applied on the
examined document.
Not only the software that we have used in the automatic indexing system was open source, the data
is communicated in this system in open formats. To illustrate this point, the subject headings system we
have used was already available in RDFi data format expressed with SKOS,ii an established standard for
representing knowledge organisation system, such as thesauri, subject headings systems, or systematic
classifications. It has gone through the standardization process and has reached the status of a
recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium.iii This open standard is well supported by the
indexer we have used, which eliminated the necessity of data conversion to a suitable format.
In order to manage the flow of control in the system a unifying data communication format is used.
For this purpose we have adopted JSON, a light-weight data communication format.iv The parts of the
system exchange short JSON messages to pass the data needed for the indexing process to another part
of the system. In this way we have harnessed another standard format to glue the components of the
system together.
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We wanted to preserve high modularity of the individual components in the system as a whole as
well. Therefore we have exposed most of the functionality of the resulting system as a web service, which
encourages loose coupling and re-use of the system’s parts.
Now that we have described the overall architecture and design of the system we will move to the
discussion of the individual parts. In the section that follows we will present an overview of the
components that are involved in the automatic indexing system we have built.
4.1 Components
We will briefly describe each of the components that together make up for the whole automatic subject
indexing system. These are not strictly limited to software but they also include data that is used in the
process of subject indexing – the subject headings system from which the indexing terms are drawn, and
the full-text corpus which serves for machine learning algorithms.
According to the design goal we have stated previously, the automatic indexer pipeline is composed
mainly of already existing applications that we have re-used for this purpose. The parts that are new
serve to connect the re-purposed components. We have written the “glue code" that ties the parts that
are used in the process of automatic indexing. In order to connect all the components together and set
up the indexer for processing Czech language, only a few additional functions had to be implemented.
4.1.1 Subject Headings System
One of the core components of the system is the controlled vocabulary of subject headings we have used.
It provides indexing terms that are assigned to documents, which enables to maintain a degree of
indexing’s consistency by referring only to indexing terms that are authorized by the subject headings
system. The use of a controlled vocabulary implies that the suggested indexing terms are more
consistent compared to the keyword extraction techniques.
The subject headings system we have used is the Polythematic Structured Subject Heading System
(further abbreviated as PSH).v PSH is a bilingual Czech-English controlled vocabulary maintained and
used at the National Technical Library.vi It is a universal system and it consists of headings describing all
major aspects of human knowledge. Its structure is similar to thesauri with hierarchical, associative, and
equivalence relationships. PSH is primarily expressed in the MARC 21 Format for Authority Data,vii but it
was also converted to RDF data format, expressed with SKOS, which is more suitable for the automatic
indexer we have employed.
4.1.2 Digital Repository
The “host environment" in which the system of automatic indexing is built in is the digital repository
software. The software we have used for this purpose is CDS Invenio.viii This software’s modular
architecture enabled us to extend its functionality with a new plug-in that does the automatic indexing.
Invenio processes newly submitted documents in a series of step that are referred to as the
document workflow. We have inserted the automatic indexing pipeline into the workflow so that a
document can go through this additional suite of procedures to be enriched with subject indexing terms.
The user interface of the automatic indexing system is included in the repository. To achieve this level
of integration not only we had to extend the functionality of the modified software but also alter the
presentation interface to enable the user to access the added new functionality. This was possible due to
the clear separation of the code responsible for the repository’s core functions and the templates that
build up the interface the user is interacting with.
4.1.3 Automatic Indexer
The component that is responsible for the main function of the system is the automatic indexer. We have
chosen to use Maui Indexer.ix The author of this software claims that it produces human-competitive
indexing[4] and it seems correct from the results of the comparative studies done with this indexer.x This
assertion is based on the implicit presumption that the subject terms assigned by humans are the
standard with which the quality of automatic indexing is compared. The indexing produced by Maui
Indexer is thus comparable to human indexing both in terms of quality and consistency, which is
precisely the result we are looking for in our automatic indexing system.
The software is described as being independent of the domain and language for which it is used.
However, to achieve the best precision some adjustments need to be done. Because of the language of
the document collection, for which the automatic indexer was intended, we wanted to adapt Maui Indexer
for the Czech language. The modifications involved changing of the indexer’s parts: the list of stop words
and the stemmer code.
In the ideal case, stop words would be based on the corpus of documents that we want to index. We
chose to use the Czech National Corpusxi instead to create a list of the most frequent words that may be
used as stop words. Czech National Corpus is a vast document collection reflecting the contemporary
written Czech [2]. Thus, it served well to establish a good baseline with respect to our document
collection.
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To reduce words in an analysed full-text to their root forms we have taken over the aggressive Czech
stemmer [1], which we have adapted in a way so that it can be plugged in the Maui Indexer’s source
code.xii The aggressive nature of the stemmer is based on the approach it takes to stemming non-root
word forms. It addresses the morphological characteristics of the Czech language to normalize the
irregularities of inflection, consonant alterations and the like. However, in some situations, it may remove
characters that are necessary for the distinction of the word sense and thus create the same root form
from multiple words that do not share such a root. This feature may compromise the quality of resulting
indexing and it is the reason why we consider it as an immediate target for further refinement of our
indexing solution.
4.1.4 Text Corpus
The procedure built by combining the previously mentioned components was applied to a text corpus of
the document collection of grey literature documents stored and maintained in our digital repository. In
our case, we have applied the automatic indexing system we have built to the National Repository of
Grey Literature.xiii This repository, maintained at the National Technical Library, collects grey literature
from the network of cooperating partner institutions, ranging from the institutes of the Academy of
Sciences of Czech Republic to public universities [6].
The contents of the documents included in this repository are mostly in Czech. This was the primary
drive behind the decision to enhance the functionality of the automatic indexer towards the Czech
language. We have also taken into account that the contents of the repository are produced in
collaboration with the partner institutions. Its long-time goal is to have the co-operating institutions
produce the document’s descriptive metadata, including subject indexing, on their own without a need for
central co-ordination. This intention made for an adequate use case of the author-generated subject
indexing.
4.2 User interface design considerations
While the quality of the underlying procedures is certainly crucial to produce results of a reasonable
quality, the part of the indexing system that has a comparable significance is the user interface. The
importance of the user interface design stems from the necessity of user feedback. The way how the
users provide feedback on the automatically generated set of indexing terms needs to be designed
carefully to take advantage of the author’s knowledge about the indexed document. The resulting design
has some notable features that may have a significant influence on the user experience with the indexing
system.
We have decided to provide the automatic indexing as an opt-in procedure, which means that the
user has to actively declare that the document entered into the repository should be processed with the
automatic indexer. If the user checks in a box for automatic indexing, during the next step in the
document workflow there will be an additional screen containing the suggested indexing terms and the
functionality that allows to modify them.
The primary functionality of the automatic indexing system we have developed is to suggest a list of
subject headings that in some way describe the processed document. Its objective is to facilitate nonprofessional indexing while maintaining a high level of consistency. It is not meant to serve as a
replacement for the person doing the indexing, but in fact, it is a start for the indexing process controlled
by the human user.
We still see the main value being added to the processed documents by the user of the system rather
than generated by the system itself. For this purpose we have enhanced the user interface with helper
functions that are meant to facilitate more effective indexing.
One of these functions is the auto-complete feature. To bridge the gap between the language of the
user and the language of the knowledge organisation system used for indexing the user interface displays
a list of suggested headings based on a heading’s fragment supplied by the user.
To assist the user in deciding on the subject heading’s adequacy we have added a utility that shows
citations of the example documents indexed with the subject heading user considers to use. When user
highlights certain subject heading a short list of links to the documents which have the same heading
attached is presented in the interface. In this way, the user can learn by example to consider the
applicability of a given subject heading for a particular document.
We had to make alterations to the search interface as well. There would be no value in added
indexing terms if one could not use them to search and navigate the document collection in which they
are used. To reflect this added structure a change to the user interface needs to be made so that it is
possible to harness the indexing terms to access documents. In our case, responding to this requirement
consisted in adding a new search index built for the subject headings and appending a new field to the
search form to access this index.
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5 Future Possibilities and Challenges
The work we have done with the automatic indexing system for grey literature is by no means finished
and we are aware that there are further possibilities for improvement and challenges that have to be
solved to deliver a better system. In the specific use case we have described in this paper there are
certain aspects of the automatic indexing that are worth underscoring.
It is important to note that there is no use in adding subject indexing terms if such metadata cannot
be harnessed via the search or navigation interface for the document collection. If the indexing is not
reflected in end-user interfaces it does not provide any additional value. Thus, the indexing must be
represented in user interfaces to have an impact on the overall functionality of a digital repository. As we
have mentioned in the previous section, we have extended the digital repository with a new search field
to access the documents through subject headings to address this issue.
We have to take into account that the indexing we are dealing with here is still a user-generated
indexing, even though it is somehow refined by the system we have implemented. This implies that the
resulting indexing terms might need further verification by a professional if we want to have a quality
control in place. As we have sketched in the paper, this is the way our system works and will work for the
near term future. Nonetheless, our goal is eventually to get rid of this necessity once we will have a
higher level of confidence in the non-professional subject indexing that is fed into the repository.
Due to the modular nature of the whole system, there is a plethora of ways how it can be enhanced
and developed further. Every part of the document processing pipeline can be considered for an
improvement. Our aim is first to focus on the parts that affect the quality of the results of indexing the
most. After every change we want to check if it leads to an increase in the system’s precision by
comparing it with the results the system had on the same document with the previous configuration.
We argue that the system not only benefits grey literature authors and maintainers of digital
repositories, but, moreover, it can also benefit the individual components it is made of because it reflects
on the way the component is being used. This can be applied on the knowledge organisation system from
which the indexing terms are drawn. The data about its usage in practise can be crucial for its
development and further evolution reflecting the changing needs of the user community and a shift in the
way its concepts are perceived.

6 Conclusions
This project would not have been possible if there were not open standards that govern the field of
subject indexing. They enabled the re-use of existing components adhering to certain standards and their
combination in a novel way. The layer provided by open standards constituted an environment for
interoperability and systems built with an open architecture in mind.
All the parts we have put together in this open framework are open source. This means they are open
to modifications and extensions, and those were necessary for the system to work as a whole. Moreover,
due to the their modular character it was possible to switch one part for another or plug in a new
component.
The indexing system that came out of this way of development is applied to the grey literature
documents. It was designed to reflect the nature of grey literature. We have argued that the situation of
subject indexing of grey literature is unsatisfactory and we have expressed our view of the causes for
such state. Our motivation was to react to the current conditions and propose an approach that may lead
to an improvement of the way subject indexing is done for grey literature.
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Abstract
This paper describes the results of an analysis of Italian Working papers (WP) available both in RePEc
(Research Papers in Economics) and in Institutional Repositories (IR) and websites. Given that RePEc is a
disciplinary repository based on the active involvement of economic institutions, rather than authors, our
analysis intends to explore the institutions’ propensity for making their collections available both in
disciplinary and Institutional repositories. Therefore, the paper provides a profile of the Italian Economics
institutions participating in RePEc as well as an in-depth analysis of the their availability WPs and WP
series. Moreover, IRs and websites of the Italian institutions participating in RePEc were analysed to
compare the scientific contents available in these important sources of free access information (RePEc,
IRs and websites).

1. Introduction
RePEc (Research Papers in Economic) is one of most important disciplinary repositories, which covers
different aspects of research in Economics, and gathers the largest collection of working papers. Founded
in 1997, it provides users with a variety of services, ranging from searching facilities for document
(IDEAS) as well as research institutions profiles (EDIRC) to a provision of access statistics for items and
authors (LogEC) as well as tools for citation analysis (CitEc). This decentralized repository is primarily
based on an interconnected network of over 1000 interoperable archives supported by an eclectic mix of
participants, from the major commercial publishers, university presses, research centres, central banks to
university departments in 80 countries worldwide. This makes RePEc different from other disciplinary
repositories. It is based on the collaboration with Economics institutions, which make their collections
retrievable by RePEc using both a common bibliographic template for content descriptions and a protocol
to exchange data. Only recently has RePEc set up a service that allows single authors to submit their
publications, but they are allowed to do it only when they belong to institutions lacking a RePEc archive.
In the framework of the Open access movement, Institutional and disciplinary repositories represent
complementary communication channels to enhance the visibility and impact of scientific results.
Generally, disciplinary repositories tend to be populated with a greater number of papers compared with
the ones available in Institutional repositories (IR). This fact has been underlined in several studies
[Swan, 2005; Kingsley 2008; Bjoerk et al., 2010] pointing out that authors show a greater propensity to
submit their work to thematic archives rather than self-archiving their works in IRs.
Different
explanations have been given, ranging from publication practice of specific scientific communities to the
capacity of institutions to actively involve the different stakeholders (authors, librarians, information
managers, etc.) of the research lifecycle.
Given that RePEc is based on the active involvement of economic institutions, rather than authors, our
analysis intends to explore the institutions’ propensity for making their collections available both in
disciplinary and institutional repositories. For this reason this paper provides first a profile of both Italian
economics institutions and their production in terms of Working papers (WP) and WP series listed in
RePEc (paragraphs 4.1. – 4.3.) and then analyses whether these institutions make their WP series also
available in their IRs and/or web pages (paragraphs 4.4 - 4.5). Therefore, our analysis intends to
contribute to the identification of successful strategies to increase the impact of research results within an
open access environment.

2. RePEc characteristics
Even if RePEc is currently listed among the most successful disciplinary repositories (the largest after the
well-known arXiv.org), its own founders generally refers to it as a bibliographic service or database
[Zimmermann, 2009], a de-centralised non-commercial digital library [Barrueco et al., 2000], a
decentralised academic publish system, an open library [Krichel, 2001]. This is due principally to two
separate, main features: namely its historical development and its organisational model.
RePEc dates back to 1997 and is based on the previous NetEC project founded in 1993 by Thomas Krichel
as a collection of projects (BibEc, WoPEc, CodEc, WebEc, BizEc and HoPEc) aiming at distributing
information relevant to Economics and in particular focused on WPs diffused via Internet. It is interesting
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to read about its development in the pre-history of WWW [Krichel, 1997; Karlsson, 1999] because each
project represented the effort of both tracking different types of information (from the print working
papers in BibEc to the first digital ones in WoPEc, software codes used in Economics, collection of web
pages in WebEc, etc.) and progressively establishing the active involvement of different people and
institutions in sharing their resources taking advantage of the new information technologies (at the time,
gophers, mailing lists etc.).
Moreover the current RePEc is also the result of constructing a cooperation model, which is suited to its
scientific community and its publishing practice. For instance the development in 1997 of a centralised
“Economic Working Paper Archive” at Washington University based on the model imported from the High
Energy community was abandoned in favour of a decentralised database. The economists’ “built-in
distrust of monopolies” reported by Krichel [2001] coupled with, at that time, over 200 retrievable
archives of working papers made more practical to let each institution manage its own collection locally
and then make them centrally accessible on a common interface. Therefore, the establishment of a
common bibliographic template for content descriptions (called ReDIF) as well as the development of a
protocol (called Guildford) to exchange data represented one of the most important achievements, which
are still the basic architectural framework of the current RePEc.
Under this perspective RePEc can be considered a distributed digital library, a “collection of metadata
records” each one identified by a unique handle, which allows the linkage between records. Hence, the
definition of a decentralised bibliographic database, based on the relations between “resource” (i.e. any
output of an academic activity: research documents, datasets, computer programs), the resource logical
grouping in “collection” (i.e. working paper series and journals), as well as “person” and “institution”
[Barrueco, 1999].
These four elements are the core RePEc services, built upon the archives made available by the
collaborating institutions on an http or ftp server. They are briefly described hereafter.

EDIRC (Economics Departments, Institutes and Research Centers in the World) is the service that
indexes economics institutions worldwide by countries and fields. It provides detailed information
on the institution structure, listing the affiliated “sub-entities” (for instance in the case of
universities EDIRC reports the belonging departments, institutes, and/or research centres
connected with economics studies). Moreover, EDIRC provides also a list called “Top 25%
Institutions and Economists” that ranks institutions in each participating country according to a
set of criteria described in detail in Zimmermann [2009].

IDEAS (Internet Documents in Economics Access Service) is the service that provides the user
interface to browse and search RePEc scientific contents (journals, working papers, books, book
chapters, software components);

RePEc Author Service allows authors to register in RePEc, proving information on their name
variations so that metadata matching as well as work attribution are facilitated. Authors also
provide information on their affiliations. Only when registered is an author ranked together with
his/her institution and obtains notifications of new citations found in RePEc.

MPRA (Munich Personal RePEc Archive) is the only central archive where researchers can submit
their works only when their affiliated institution does not participate in RePEc.
Besides organising this collection of archives and making their data freely available, RePEc provides a set
of additional intermediary user services:

NEP (New Economics Papers) is a notification service of new downloadable WPs for over 40
specific fields. Voluntary editors compile subject specific reports that filter RePEc new additions to
provide subscribers with update information constituting a “simple form of peer review” [BátizLazo, 2005].

LogEC is a service that provides access statistics for each item.

CitEC (Citation in Economics) is the service that provides an autonomous citation index of many
electronic documents distributed by RePEc (74% at the time of writing). This service is
maintained by Josè Manuel Barrueco at the University of Valencia.
The variety of services provided by RePEc coupled with different functionalities and information needs
succeed to “describe the discipline, rather than simply the documents” [Krichel, 2001] produced by the
Economics scientific community.

3. Objectives and Methods
Our analysis was driven by the type of organisation model that characterises the RePEc interconnected
network and in particular by the active role played by Economics institutions in making their collection
retrievable, thus taking advantage of RePEc services to increase their visibility and impact within an
international scientific community. Under this perspective RePEc is worth analysing for the following main
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reasons: a) unlike the majority of e-print archives, it is based on collaboration with different Economics
institutions which make their collections retrievable by RePEc, or more precisely by the IDEAS Service, b)
it is the largest open source of WPs in Economics and related fields, and c) WPs contribute to determine
institutions’ and authors’ ranking positions measured by RePEc bibliometric analysis. For these reasons
RePEc as well as the IRs and websites maintained by the Italian institutions participating in RePEC are
valid sources of analysis to achieve our overall objective, that is to explore the institutions’ propensity to
make their collections available both in disciplinary and institutional repositories in Italy.
Our analysis is divided into two parts. In the first we have analysed the Italian contribution to RePEc in
order to identify, on the one hand types of economics institutions participating in RePEc, and on the
other, features and characteristics of the WPs made available in this disciplinary repository. This analysis
was performed using the following RePEc data sources:
a) EDIRC list of entity and sub-entities participating in RePEc;
b) IDEAS list of Italian WP series;
The analysis of both Italian institutions participating in RePEc and their WP collections was performed at
two levels. In the first data was gathered from the entire set of WP series listed in IDEAS, while in the
second, data was collected from the WP series reported in the list of “Top 25% Institutions and
Economists in Italy”. This list ranks institutions on the basis of the number of authors registered in RePEc
Author service, Institutions listed in EDIRC, bibliographic data collected by RePEc, as well as citations
counted by CitEc and access statistics registered by LogEc. The comparison of the data of the entire set
of Italian contribution with that contained in the list of the best-ranked institutions allowed us to identify
the share production of the best-ranked Italian institutions, in terms of consistency, stability over time,
etc.
In particular, the Italian WPs contribution in RePEc was analysed in terms of:

WP series characteristics, considering:
o Number of series registered;
o Longevity (live, dead series),
o Vitality (young and new-born series);

WP characteristics, considering:
o Number of WP for each series;
o Average number of WPs per series and per year.
Within the Italian WP series we excluded those produced by and/or in collaboration with commercial
publishers that turned out to be journal collections.
As RePEc is continuously updated, the analysis of Italian WP series referred to the month of July 2010.
In the second part of our study the best-ranked institutions listed in the Top 25% were considered in
order to determine whether:
These Institutions had an IRs;
The series listed in IDEAS were available also in the IRs and/or in websites;
The documents’ temporal coverage in IRs and/or websites corresponded to that registered in
RePEc;
IRs and/or websites provided access to other types of GL documents.
This analysis also included those institutions that are listed in the Top 25%, but do not register any WP
series in RePEc.

4.Results
4.1. Italian WPs in RePEc in a European context
The production of more than 80 countries worldwide is retrievable in RePEc. To give an overview of the
Italian production of WPs at international level, we selected the WPs made available by United Kingdom,
Germany, France and Spain. These countries were selected because they were among the major
contributors to the SIGLE database.
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Figure 1 . - WPs of some European countries in RePEc (%)
Italy participates in RePEc with 15064 WPs, which is 4% of the entire database. The major WP producers
in our sample are: Germany with 55062 WPs and the United Kingdom with 49425 WPs.
The French and Spanish contributions are closer to that of Italy.

Figure 2. – Online WPs of some European countries in RePEc (%)
Figure 2 . – Online WPs of some European countries in RePEc (%)

If we consider the online WPs (fig. 2) we can notice that most of them are available in full text, with
Spain reaching the highest percentage, followed by Italy and France.
4.2. Italian institutions in RePEc
Table 1 shows the composition of the Italian participation in RePEc. Within a total number of 369
providers, the major contributors are universities represented by their departments, faculties, and
centres, reaching all together 71.2%. Other types of organisations are Research centres, Foundations,
Governmental institutions and Associations.
Table 1. – Number and percentage of Italian institutions in REPEC and in Top 25% by type of providers

Top 25%
institutions
No.
%

Provider

No.

%

University department
University centre
University faculty
Research centre
Foundation
International organization
Governmental in stitution
Association & So ciety

130
82
51
31
22
8
13
32

35.2
22.2
13.8
8.4
6.0
2.2
3.5
8.7

45
10
20
8
4
1
---

51.1
11.4
22.7
9.1
4.5
1.1
---

Total

369

100.0

88

100.0


Considering the composition of the Italian providers listed in the Top 25% (table 1), there are 88 bestranked institutions; the majority of them are University departments, followed by faculties and University
centres. Compared with the figures of the total number of Italian institutions, we can notice that the
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presence of University sub-entities is more relevant increasing in particular in the case of University
departments (51.1% vs. 35.2%), Faculties (22.7% vs. 13.8%) as well as for Research centres (9.1% vs.
8.4%).
4.3. Italian WP collections in RePEc
Working papers have long been a mainstay of scientific output in Economics. Like other types of GL
documents, WPs attenuate the gap of publication delay and editorial space limits, thus proving updated
and comprehensive information on specific research areas. As reported in Krichel [2001], “Economists do
not issue preprints as individuals; rather economic departments and research organizations issue working
papers”. Additionally it is important to point out that Economics institutions generally organize this type
of report literature in collections, providing for each of them a title that specifies the topic of the series
and progressive numbers in the collection (known as report number). This editorial activity differs from
the one carried out by commercial publishers in two aspects: there is no predefined number of
issues/WPs to be published in one year, and generally there is no formal peer-review procedure that is
generally dependent on internal institutional rules and practices. Nevertheless, many of these WPs
represent important reference points in the scientific literature: they are often cited in journals and may
represent the official position of important institutions in key issues. Hence, the importance of their free,
rapid and wide diffusion through different channels, Institutional repositories, websites and of course
disciplinary repositories like RePEc that allows users to gain a more comprehensive picture of the
production of WPs at international level.
Given these premises, our hypothesis is that the editorial activity carried out within an Economics
institution in issuing and managing WP collections is comparable with the commercial publishing process
of scientific journals. Therefore, in the measurement of the consistency of WPs and WP series we focused
our attention in particular on:
• The stability of collections, i.e. their continuity over time, that according to our hypothesis
indicates a well consolidated research area, whose results are progressively issued and circulated
under a specific series title;
• The novelty of collections, i.e. the issue of new collections that indicates the setting up of new
research areas in which institutions are acquiring scientific results that need to be diffused,
generating an ad hoc new series. That is a similar procedure to that which is adopted when new
journals are launched.
To describe these characteristics we used two indicators: longevity and vitality.
To measure “longevity”, we classified WP series as following:
Live WP series, that is series that are still available in RePEc for the years 2009 or 2010;
Dead WP series, that is series that are no more available either for the years 2009 or 2010.
To measure “vitality”, within the live series, we classified WP series as following:
Young series, that is series available in RePEc from 2007 on;
New born series, that is series available in RePEc since 2009 or 2010.
Moreover, considering that each provider produces different numbers of WPs over different periods of
time, we measured the WP consistency in terms of average number of WPs within each series and the
average annual contribution, as following:
Series’ average weight: is the average number of WPs contained in a series;
Annual average contribution: is the average number of series provided by an institution in one
year.
These indicators have been applied to the entire set of Italian WP series as well as to the series produced
by the best-ranked institutions.

4.3.1. Characteristics of WPs series: “longevity”
There are 145 WP series listed in RePEc (table 2), the major producers are University departments
(53.8%), Research centres (14.5%) and International organisations (15.9%). According to the previously
provided classification of longevity, the majority of RePEc providers contribute with series that have a
stable and continuous production over the years (109 out of 145, equal to 75.2 are live series), and this
is particularly evident in the case of Foundations, Governmental institutions, University departments, and
Research centres. The only exception is represented by International organisations that have a high
percentage of series that finish in 2008 or before. These collections are produced by FAO and UNICEF,
the latter in particular has a high number of dead series that contain project results. Therefore we can
assume that a collection is closed when the project is finished, following the project lifecycle.
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Table 2. - RePEc series according to “longevity”

RePEc series
Live

Provider
No .

%

No.

Dead
%

No.

%

University department
University centre
University faculty

78
13
3

53.8
9.0
2.1

64
11
2

8 2.1
8 4.6
6 6.7

14
2
1

17.9
15.4
33.3

Research centre
Foundation
International organization
Governmental in stitution
Association & So ciety

21
4
23
1
2

14.5
2.8
15.9
0.7
1.4

18
4
8
1
1

8 5.7
10 0.0
3 4.8
10 0.0
5 0.0

3
-15
-1

14.3
-65.2
-50.0

145

100.0

109

7 5.2

36

24.8

Total


Table 3. – Best-ranked RePEc series according to “longevity”

RePEc series
Live

Provider

Dead

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

University department
University centre
University faculty

41
9
--

58.6
12.9
--

37
9
--

90.2
100.0
--

4
---

9.8
---

Research centre
Foundation
International organization
Total

14
4
2
70

20.0
5.7
2.9
100.0

12
4
1
63

85.7
100.0
50.0
90.0

3
-1
7

14.3
-50.0
10.0


The analysis of the longevity indicator applied to WP series produced by the best-ranked institutions is
reported in table 3. Comparing these data with the entire set of WP series in RePEc, we can notice that
the percentage of live series increases reaching 90% in total providing a higher degree of stability and
continuity in production of the best-ranked institutions.
Moreover, it is worth underlining that 70 WP series are produced by the best-ranked institutions
representing almost 50% of the total number of the Italian WP series listed in RePEc and this confirms
that WP production contribute to determine the positions of the institutions’ ranking.
4.3.2. Characteristics of WPs series: “vitality”
The analysis of the vitality indicator applied to the entire set of Italian RePEc WP series is reported in
table 4.
Table 4. - RePEc series according to “vitality”

Live RePEc series
Young

Provider
University department
University centre
University faculty
Research centre
Foundation
International organization
Governmental in stitution
Association & So ciety

No.
64
11
2
18
4
8
1
1

%
58.7
10.1
1.8
16.5
3.7
7.3
0.7
0.9

No .
8
1
-1
-1
---

%
7 .3
0 .9
-0 .9
-0 .9
---

Total

109

100.0

11

10 .1

New-born
No.
%
3
2.8
1
0.9
--4
3.7
--------8

7.3


Among the live series, there is a low percentage of young series (10.1%), which are mostly produced by
University departments, while new-born series (7.3%) are in particular produced by Research centres
(3.7%). This highlights that such production is concentrated within research environments.
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Table 5. – Best-ranked RePEc series according to “vitality”

Live RePEc series
Young

Provider

New-born
No.
%

No.

%

No .

%

University department
University centre
University faculty

37
9
--

58.7
14.3
--

4
2
--

6 .3
3 .2
--

1
---

1.6
---

Research centre
Foundation
International organization
Total

12
4
1
63

19.0
6.3
1.6
100.0

1
--7

1 .6
--11 .1

3
--4

4.8
--6.3


The same classification applied to the series produced by the best-ranked institutions (table 5) gives
similar results. There is a small increase in the percentage of young WP series, while new born have
similar values compared to the results obtained in the entire set of Italian WP series in RePEc.
4.3.3 Characteristics of WPs series: WPs production over time
As seen in paragraphs 4.3.1. and 4.3.2., Italian WP series in RePEc represent stable collections, which
provide scientific results on institutional consolidated research areas over a continuous period of time.
Now, in order to verify whether WP collections produced by Italian Economics institutions in RePEc also
have features similar to scientific journals, we analysed the number of WPs within each series and
measured the average number of WPs within each series as well as the average annual contribution.
Table 6. – RePEc annual Italian contribution by type of provider

No. of series

University department
University centre
University faculty
Research centre

77
14
3
21

6671
1542
140
1651

Series’
average
weight
86.6
110.1
46.7
78.6

Foundation
International organization
Governmental institution
Association & So ciety

4
23
1
2

1380
614
18
73

345.0
26.7
18.0
36.5

37.3
4.5
18.0
9.1

145

12089

83.4

11.6

Provider

Total

No. of
WP

Annual
average
contribution
11.7
15.0
4.2
11.0


Table 6 shows the results of this analysis. 145 series contain a total number of 12089 WPs. The general
average number of WPs is 83 papers for each series, while the average of WPs produced in each year for
each series is 11,6. Considering now the different types of providers, Foundations produce on average a
very high number of WPs, followed by University centres and University departments. We encountered a
similar result when we measured the annual average contribution.
Table 7. - RePEc annual Italian contribution by type of best-ranked provider

No. of series

No. of WP

Provider
University department
University centre
University faculty
Research centre
Foundation
International organization
Total

41
9
-14
4
2
70

4573
1305
-1496
1380
58
8812

Series’
a verage
weight
111.5
145.0
-106.9
345.0
29.0
125.9

Annual
average
contribution
12.5
15.5
-14.4
37.3
5.3
14.6


The same measure applied to the top ranked institutions (table 7) shows first of all that the general
average is much higher, with a higher number of WPs for each series (125.9), confirming that
Foundations and University centres produce a number of WPs above the average. Further, the average
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production increases to 14 WPs per year; University centres, Research centres (15.5) and Foundations
(37.3) produce an above general average number of WPs.
Given this data we can compare WPs series in Economics with commercial journals considering that
journals produce at most 12 issues per year and that the number of articles in one journal issue is
generally much lower that the number of WPs produced in one series.
Moreover, we can notice that 73% of WPs (i.e. 8812 out of 12089 total number of WPs) is produced by
the best-ranked institutions and this confirms once again that this production contributes to determining
their position in the ranking, being part of evaluation metrics used in RePEc.

4.4. Italian Institutions in RePEc and their IRs and websites
In this part of the study we analysed whether the Institutions participating in RePEc also populate their
own IRs and/or diffuse their WP series within their websites. For this reason, sources of our analyses
were the IRs of the 88 Italian top ranked institutions as well as their websites.
Fig. 3. Availability of RePEc series in local IRs and websites

Considering University departments, centres and faculties belonging to the same university, there are 35
RePEc providers that can potentially submit their scientific production in the 17 local IRs. Only 22.9%
(equal to 8 providers) makes RePEc series also available in their local IRs. Analysing the websites of the
88 providers listed in the Top 25%, the situation is different. 55.7% of them (equal to 49 out of 88
providers) list the RePEc WP series in their websites too (fig. 3).
Fig. 4. – Temporal coverage of RePEc WP series in local IRs and Websites
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A more detailed analysis was performed on the WPs series available in local IRs and websites in order to
verify if there is uniform information content in RePEc, local IRs and websites. To do so, we checked the
temporal coverage of each series within local IRs and websites (fig. 4).
Considering Institutional repositories, 6.7% of series produced by the best-ranked institutions in RePEc
have the same temporal coverage compared with that available in RePEc, 13.3% a larger temporal
coverage, while the majority of these institutions (46.7%) provide a limited temporal range of WP series
in their IRs.
For 33.3% of them this data could not be retrieved, and this depends on how repositories organise the
bibliographical data of their collections as well as on the ways the scientific community (i.e. University
departments, centres and/or scientific groups) are associated with the collections they produce.
Considering websites, 52.9% of WP series have the same temporal coverage as in RePEc, while 21.4%
make their WP series available for a longer period. The differences in temporal coverage can be
interpreted in different ways. The richness of information provided in websites can be explained by the
fact that research teams generally directly manage their own websites and are obviously directly
interested in providing an updated and comprehensive picture of their research activities and results. IRs
are unfortunately often managed “outside the scientific community” and further efforts in building
efficient collaboration among the different stakeholders (researchers, librarians, information managers)
still need to be made. Similar results were also obtained in [Bjoerk et al., 2010].

4.5. Availability of other GL information in local IRs and websites
To conclude our analysis we also checked both IRs and websites to identify whether they contained other
types of GL documents. Our intention was to verify if the information providers select types of documents
and/or scientific content to be made available locally. We found that both IRs and websites provide
information on other GL documents (fig. 5). In the case of IRs (42.9%), they are generally course
materials and theses, while in 55.7% of websites they are mainly proceedings, workshops and data set.
If we consider other WPs series available both in IRs and websites, we can see that there is no evidence
of information providers selecting the WPs to be retrievable on their local systems, only 11.4% provide
information on other WPs series in IRs and 22.9% in websites.
Fig. 5. – Availability of other GL documents in IRs and websites

5 . Conclusions
This study provided a profile of the Italian Economics institutions participating in RePEc associated with
the analysis of their production of WPs and WP series. The results of our analysis indicate that among the
369 institutions participating in RePEc the major contributors are academies represented by their
belonging to University departments, faculties and centres. They also constitute the core of the
institutions listed in the Top 25% together with Research centres and Foundations. The analysis of WP
series made available in RePEc confirms the important role played by this type of GL document. They
contribute to determining the ranking position of the institutions (75% of the total number of WPs are
produced by the best-ranked Italian institutions) constituting a large part of the free documents, on
which RePEc bibliometric services measure institutions’ and authors’ impact, using various criteria to
determine citations and access statistics [Zimmermann 2009].
Moreover, they represent the main research areas covered by scientific institutions whose results are
diffused in a continuous and stable way within WP collections: the majority of WP series are live, current
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collections. Our hypothesis that the institutional activity of editing Economics WP series has features
similar to the publication of journals was confirmed by the analysis of WPs contained in the series. In
fact, measuring the average number of WPs per series and per year, we found that they contain on
average a high number of WPs as well as figures comparable with the publication of issues within
scientific journals. This figure is even higher if we consider the WPs produced by the best-ranked Italian
institutions. They publish on average more than 14 WPs per year within a series, with peaks above the
average in the cases of University centres, Research centres and Foundation.
The results obtained in the second part of the study that aims to analyse the availability of WPs in both
Institutional repositories and websites maintained by the 88 best-ranked institutions in RePEc provided a
more fragmented picture. In fact, IRs do not seem to represent a preferential channel for WP diffusion: a
limited number of Italian institutions additionally makes RePEc series available in their local repositories,
the temporal coverage of these collections in IRs is in most cases briefer than in RePEc. Moreover, the
identification of RePEc series associated with their producers (University departments, centres or
research groups) within IRs is not always a straightforward procedure, depending on the way IRs
organise their scientific contents. These aspects may bias the retrieval of this important source of
information as well as the visibility of their direct producers.
On the contrary, the websites maintained by the 88 top ranked institutions reflect their scientific
production well. In fact, there is a more complete correspondence of WPs listed in RePEc, both in terms of
collections available and temporal coverage. Of course the direct involvement of research teams in the
development of websites contribute to the achievement of a rich and comprehensive description of their
scientific activities and products.
To conclude, our study has outlined a contradictory picture of the propensity to diffuse scientific contents
in both disciplinary and local IRs. On the one hand, Italian institutions voluntarily contribute with their
WPs and WP collections to build in RePEc a critical mass of information relevant to Economics, on the
other, they seem to neglect the role of local IRs in diffusing their scientific results. However, the richness
and comprehensiveness of the information available in websites supports the hypothesis that in Italy IRs
have not yet succeeded in achieving an active and efficient collaboration among the main stakeholders of
the research lifecycle (researchers, librarians, information managers, IR’s developers). Of course, this
hypothesis has to be confirmed carrying out future, ad hoc analysis that can contribute to foster Open
access also at local levels.
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Abstract
The foundation for all scientific research begins with data, however most scientific datasets are not
publicly available and are an increasingly important part of the body of scientific grey literature.
We provide an overview of the current scientific data landscape, primarily in the United States with
regard to both policies and tactical approaches to better scientific data management and access. This
includes how to improve bibliographic control (a metric for the definition of grey) as well as approaches
to make datasets more usable. Since few scientific datasets are commercially produced, the historical
framework for differentiating grey literature must adapt to new ways of making scientific datasets less
grey.
To illustrate how the identification, collection, management and access to scientific data is increasingly
transparent (less grey), we will examine a couple case studies from communities of practice including
medicine and earth sciences. We will examine what has been done to make them less grey and more
discoverable, and the policies that are driving the change. We will conclude with a look to the future –
the policies and technologies that will facilitate additional progress.
Keywords: Scientific Data, Information Policies, Grey Literature, Data Discovery

Introduction
Science in the 21st century will be conducted in a fully digital world. The results of research and
development are born digital and have digital life cycles. From numbers to text to images and audio, all
knowledge is reduced to bits. New ways of accessing these bits and new concepts of returning
investment on their generation had generated an increased emphasis on scientific datasets which are
often the elementary particles of science. In today’s world, collaborative science demands the sharing of
data. Advances in computing technologies allow for the collection of and analysis of data on a previously
unimagined scale. Researchers and scientists are finding new ways to use old data (re-purpose) in which
the original creator may not have even considered, and the idea that datasets be made available for the
benefit of all science has gained significant momentum in recent years. A dynamic push-pull relationship
drives the need for scientific data. The technology that enables data creation is the “push” while demand
for data intensive science is the “pull” (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The drivers of scientific data.
More and more, researchers and policy makers alike adhere to the notion that “data are not consumed by
the ideas and innovation they spark but are an endless fuel for creativity.”i In many countries around the
world, scientific data management (SDM) is being discussed at the strategic and policy level. The focus
is to bring together the best practices to provide an overarching framework for SDM that includes the
types of data and their expected impact; the relevant standards; and the provisions for protection,
access, and continuing preservation.ii
Why are data grey?
The exponential growth of scientific research in relation to the multitude of distribution channels has
helped create a situation that unsurprisingly became a challenge to professionals in both information and
scientific communities of practice. In order to set the stage of datasets as grey literature and to look at
how transparency is being increased, it is important to review a definition of the term grey literature.
The most widely utilized definition today is the following:
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Grey Literature -- "information produced on
all
levels
of
government,
academics,
business, and industry in electronic and print
formats not controlled by commercial
publishing i.e. where publishing is not the
primary activity of the producing body."
(Luxembourg, 1997 - Expanded in New York,
2004)iii
Although not formally stated, the implicit
nature of grey is also “obscure” or difficult to
find and use. Essentially, a plethora of data
“publishers,” both traditional and new, have
been
operating
without
a
uniform
bibliographic control mechanism and without
common methods to identify and access
datasets that exist. This is a classic grey
situation.
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Figure 2. The types of data collections.

Scientific Data Landscape
The Challenge (Data Complexity: Heterogeneity and Volume)
The combination of two interwoven factors, data volume and heterogeneity, have created a very
complex data landscape. Much has been discussed in a variety of disciplines about the magnitude of data
and information creation. The supply and demand of digital data have exponentially increased in recent
years, and all areas of science (i.e., experimental, observational, theoretical, modeling) have been
transformed by the continuous cycle of data generation, access, and storage of an ever increasing
volume of digital data4. Data volumes in 2005, for example, were growing at a doubling rate, and
datasets were forecasted to reach petabyte size in the near future5. As a result, scientists have predicted
dramatic changes in the way science is and will be conducted, and there are speculations that “few
traditional processes will survive in their current form by 20206“. The term exaflood has been applied to
the challenges presented by massive amounts of data being generated. Within the scientific spectrum,
there are many contributing examples to the exaflood. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), for example,
produces 15 petabytes annually. This avalanche of digitally stored data provides a foundational platform
for data to be dissected and analyzed, shared, and combined in innovative ways to better quantify unique
characteristics of matter properties7.
The challenge to data management created by volume is compounded by the disparate forms and
types of datasets that constitute the heterogeneous scientific data landscape. In the 2005 National
Science Board report, “Long-Lived Digital Data Collections: Enabling Research and Education in the 21st
Century” 8, datasets were characterized as (Figure 2):
•
Research database collections that are specific to a single investigator or research project.
•
Resource or community database collections that are intermediate in duration, standardization,
and community of users
•
Reference collections that are managed for long-term use by many users.
Each of these types requires very different management approaches and considerations but is rarely
distinguished in discussion of “data.” There is also a factor of heterogeneity across data types such as
remotely sensed, field data, large and small scale experimental, and model data. Finally, each discipline
has uniqueness in its data types and formats.
Publishers of Scientific Data
Part of the data landscape developed in efforts to increase transparency of datasets is a variety of
venues in which scientific data are published. Currently, some of the primary sources that publish
scientific data include:
1) Commercial publishers (e.g. ProQuest);
2) Professional societies (e.g., Ecological Society of America (ESA), Optical Society of America
(OSA), International Council for Science: Committee on Data for Science and Technology
(CODATA));
3) Repositories/clearinghouses/data archives (e.g. Dryad, Sustainable Digital Data Preservation and
Access Network (DataNet));
4) Information analysis centers (e.g. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC));
5) Research centers and researchers;
6) Metadata clearinghouses
(National Biological Information Infrastructure (NBII) Metadata
Clearinghouse, Mercury Information Clearinghouse, Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI)
Clearinghouse, Data.gov)
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Each of these has varying missions, goals, and reasons for existence. Traditional proprietary publishers
(like ProQuest) have long competed in the marketplace by offering “value added” services designed to
simplify the experiences of the end user. ProQuest offers a tool called “Deep Indexing” that allows users
to search and retrieve information normally embedded in scholarly publications. This includes tables,
figures, graphs, and illustrations within publications that have not previously been utilized separate of
published material9.
Professional societies have also historically published scholarly articles for the benefit of their
paying members and affiliations. With the advent of newer technologies, many of the societies have
embraced the open access concept, and/or participated in unique partnerships and collaborative
agreements to increase transparency of scientific datasets. For example, the Ecological Society of
America (ESA) established a data archive for publication material associated with ESA journals or
partnering publishers. Three types of published content are archived for search and retrieval: appendices,
supplements, and data papers. Additionally, authors are encouraged to officially register their published
data to accompany archived content in efforts to strengthen the announcement of the existence of their
data to a broader audience10.
Repositories have long existed to house print format, and are equally essential as part of the
digital landscape as well. These institutions may be clearinghouses or data archive centers, but serve
essentially the same function. One significant recent initiative for digital data is Dryad, a collaborative
partnership that originated in the research triangle of North Carolina, whose mission is to uphold an
international repository that enables scientists to explore current and new methodologies of bioscience
research, endorse published findings for intramural and extramural research initiatives, and potentially
repurpose archived data for new applicable focus areas11.
Another is National Science Foundation’s (NSF) DataNet (Sustainable Digital Data Preservation
and Access Network) Program that originated in 2007. To date, DataNet has funded two major projects
that focus on integrating a plethora of diverse science areas (i.e., library and archival sciences,
cyberinfrastructure, computer and information sciences) to enable and launch the development of long
term sustainability of digital access, discovery, and preservation of science and engineering data. One of
DataNet’s additional initiatives is to accommodate the evolutionary pace of technologies and ensure
reliable, long-term services to its audience12.
The Information Analysis Center (IAC) is a concept proposed by the Weinberg Report13 in 1963
that recommended the creation of centers of excellence where data were collected and analyzed to create
new science from existing knowledge. This was a forerunner of today’s data intensive science in a world
without the digital technologies of today. There was a proliferation of IACs in the 1960s. On center that
was a product of the movement and remains a leader in scientific data today is the Carbon Dioxide
Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) 14 at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). In many cases,
because of the highly technical focus of these organizations, access to scientific data from these sources
has been fairly limited to interested researchers and employees affiliated with the Center. However,
today’s computing technologies (i.e., portals, embedded links) are aiding in increasing transparency
above and beyond the traditional users of said data. Today, CDIAC has been a significant contributor to
global climate change research and its data are easily found and accessed by scientists throughout the
world.
Research centers and individual researchers have also historically created data but little was
actually “published” or made available for reuse. In the internet world, more of these are in fact
“published” or made available if you know how to find them and use them. This syndrome is classic grey
literature and reminds us of the state of technical reports in the 1950s and 60s.
Metadata clearinghouses are a final source of published scientific datasets. Although Data.gov15
compiles data sets from the United States government above and beyond the field of science, it is an
example of a metadata clearinghouse for datasets and clearly illustrates the national policy level of
commitment to better provide bibliographic and metadata control over as well as access to scientific data
sets. Other examples that are more topical in nature include: the National Biological Information
Infrastructure (NBII) Clearinghouse16, and the Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI) Clearinghouse17.
More specific to the scientific community is Mercury18, and this enterprise is discussed in more detail
later.
Key Thrusts that Reduce the Grey
It is clear that no single entity can solve the digital data dilemmas alone and results are often achieved
through leveraging a unique set of perspectives and efforts by multiple stakeholders and Communities of
Practice. Senior management is ultimately responsible for the “top down” approach by developing data
policy and for data management planning.
A recent workshop that addressed scientific data
management (SDM) in the United States19 brought federal agencies together to look at data policy and
planning across the federal sector as an initiative that will help develop an effective top down approach.
Professionals engaged in the everyday routines of manipulating scientific data represent the “bottoms up”
approach and have emphasized data citation and digital object identifiers or other types of persistent
identification of datasets as an essential element in their communities of practice. The information
management and technology communities of practice have helped by developing improved data
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discovery tools and expanding capabilities in their quest for a “semantic web.”
One recent initiative
undertaken by CODATA (the ICSU Committee on Data) was to form a Task Group on Data Citation
Standards and Practices 20. The work of this group should help in increasing the transparency of datasets
by creating guidelines on how they should be identified and cited.
A look at Figure 3 below will illustrate a brief snapshot of the scientific data landscape with
regards to policies, technologies, and efforts by stakeholders to increase transparency of scientific
datasets.
Policy, Culture and Management

Technology Trends & Applications

National Policy – government taxpayers
funded projects should be accessible

Digital object management technology

Enhanced metadata

Growth of scientific workflow software

Journals supporting links to some published
datasets

Adaptation of “netcentric” way of doing business

“People getting the message that data has
to be accessible.”

Use of embedded links in publications

Increased involvement of libraries
lifecycle management of data

Increased number of portals serving datasets

and

Younger generation post data as they go –
expectation that data should be shared
Figure 3. A high level view of the current scientific data landscape.

Data Activities in the United States/Case Studies
The following are a few case studies of initiatives that are working toward the better management of
scientific data. With better management comes increased transparency.

Interactive Science Publishing (ISP) --- Medical
An innovative approach to scientific images and corresponding datasets has been implemented in a joint
effort between the Optical Society of America (OSA) and the National Library of Medicine (NLM) entitled
Interactive Science Publishing (ISP) 21. OSA developed the ISP software in coordination with Kitware,
Inc. and with support from the NLM and allows authors to publish large 2D and 3D datasets accessible
through scientific articles. End-users can view and interact with original source data by downloading the
ISP software. Ultimately, this software allows both readers and editors the ability to view, analyze, and
interact with source data published in conjunction with an article. See figure 4 below for illustration.
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Figure 4. An interactive 2D and 3D dataset derived from ISP software21.

Dryad’s Repository --- Bio-diversity
Dryad is an international data repository created by the National Evolutionary Synthesis Center
(collaborative effort by Duke, North Carolina, and North Carolina State Universities, and the National
Science Foundation) and the University of North Carolina Metadata Research Center. The data underlies
peer-reviewed articles in basic and applied biosciences and enables scientists to achieve multiple
objectives, including validation of published findings, repurposing data for research in new and innovative
ways unanticipated by the original authors, and performing synthetic studies, to name a few. Dryad is
governed by a consortium of journals that promote data archiving and will ensure the sustainability of the
repository. Figure 5 below provides an illustration of the general concept and architecture of Dryad22:
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Figure 5: The Dryad repository conceptual flow diagram and general architecture.
As of Nov 23, 2010, Dryad contains 354 data packages and 868 data files, published in 50 journals.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) --- Earth Sciences
ORNL is a preeminent center for environmental scientific data management responsible for
archiving, managing, and distributing data, and for enabling the distribution, use, and analysis of this
data23. Three major data repositories (Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Archive, Carbon Dioxide
Information and Analysis Center (CDIAC) 24, and the ORNL Distributed Active Archive Center25), comprise
the central resources in environmental data. At the core of this enterprise is the Mercury Metadata
Clearinghouse26 architecture that harvests metadata from multiple nodes and compiles information in a
Metadata Index. The end user is able to access the data through a single portal with numerous search
capabilities, including RSS feeds and other web alert services.

Opportunities/Look to the Future
Collaborative efforts to address the complex issues of making research data more available have been a
major focus in recent years, and results are
undeniably being achieved as a result. Recent
survey
results
of
data
management
practitioners27 (see Figure 6 below) highlighted
in a Scientific Data Management (SDM)
Workshop reveal that 20% of respondents
claimed “yes” that they had sufficient
knowledge of datasets when planning projects
and research programs, while only 14.3%
responded no to the same question. However,
over 65% responded to the same question with
Figure 6: The percentage of survey
“sometimes”
identifying
that
considerable
improvement can still be obtained28. The case
responses that indicated sufficient
studies addressed in this paper identified a
knowledge of datasets when planning
trend in increasing transparency in their
projects and research programs29.
respective disciplines, and comments from STI
managers indicated that “people are getting the
message that data needs to be accessible” and
that organizations have truly adopted a “netcentric” way of doing things. There will be an increasing
sense that data belongs to the publication not just to the object. We will be looking at enriched
publications that are supported by data and all tied together as bits in a web of science.
Conclusions
This thought paper briefly addressed the issue of scientific data as grey literature. It suggests that
making scientific data more transparent and accessible is a major focal point of a lot of discussion at the
national data policy level as well as from the communities of practice who are taking steps to gain better
management control and provide better accessibility to scientific data.
In just the past few months since the paper was given at the Twelfth International Conference on Grey
Literature (GL12) in Prague, Czech Republic29, laws and Presidential directives in the US have focused on
the need for better accessibility to scientific data30. In the UK a new Data Corporation has been proposed
which will is a new but powerful “publisher” in the data landscape.
Although grey today under most definitions, the management and accessibility of scientific datasets are
well on their way to more transparent access and control.
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Invenio: A Modern Digital Library System for Grey Literature
Jérôme Caffaro and Samuele Kaplun,
European Organization for Nuclear Research, CERN, Switzerland
Abstract
Grey literature has historically played a key role for researchers in the field of High-Energy Physics (HEP).
Consequently CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research) as the world's largest particle physics
laboratory has always been facing the challenge of distributing and archiving grey material. Invenio, an
open-source repository software, has been developed as part of CERN's institutional repository strategy
to answer these needs.
In this document we describe how the particular context of grey literature within the HEP community
shaped the development of Invenio. We focus on the strategies that have been established in order to
process grey material within the software and we analyse how it is used in a real production
environment, the CERN Document Server (CDS).
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
CERN The European Organization for Nuclear Research in Geneva is the world's largest particle physics
laboratory. Originally founded in 1954 by 12 European countries, CERN has established a solid reputation
in scientific research throughout history. CERN is currently run by 20 European member states with over
40 additional participating observers (states and organizations). About 8,000 scientists from around 580
universities come to CERN to work on their research. The main current research program at CERN is the
LHC (Large Hadron Collider), the largest (a 27km ring of superconducting magnets) and most powerful
accelerator, smashing particles together to understand the basic constituent of matter. Over a thousand
publications are published yearly by CERN scientists in established journals.
HEP Community The High Energy Physics (HEP) community is estimated to have about 20,000
scientists. It essentially comprises researchers working in the major particle physics laboratories around
the world such as CERN, Desy (Germany) Fermilab (USA), SLAC (USA) and KEK (Japan).
1.2 Invenio
Invenio is an integrated digital library system [1] originally developed at CERN to run the CERN
Document Server (CDS). It is currently one of the largest institutional repositories worldwide. It was
started over 15 years ago and has matured through many release cycles. Invenio is a GPL2 Open Source
project based on an Apache/WSGI+Python+MySQL architecture. Its modular design enables it to serve a
wide variety of requirements, from a multimedia digital object repository, to a web journal, to a fully
functional digital library. The development strategy used to implement Invenio ensures that it is flexible
in every layer. Being based on open standards such as MARCXML and OAI-PMH 2.0 its interoperability
with other digital libraries is guaranteed. Having been originally designed to cope with the CERN
requirements for digital object management, Invenio is suitable for middle-to-large scale digital
repositories (100K~10M records).

2 Grey Material at CERN
Invenio software was born in a rich grey literature producing environment [2]. One early major impact on
the HEP community, and by consequence on the development of Invenio was the definition of a strong
policy towards the dissemination of the work done at CERN. Indeed the convention that established CERN
in 1954 states that “[...] the results of its experimental and theoretical work shall be published or
otherwise made generally available” [3]. The implied openness of this mission forged a strong idea of
responsibility for the community to give access not only to published documents, but also to additional
material produced by the organization. CERN being an international organization, involving collaborations
with a large number of universities and institutions, efficient sharing of information was a primary
concern not only for scientific results, but also for all the material necessary for good coordination and
proper running of the experiments: engineering drawings, technical reports, notes, etc. containing
important scientific or technical data, but not suitable for publication in journals.
An important trend that took off among HEP researchers more than 50 years ago was the habit of mailing
to their peers printed copies of their work at the time of submission to journals [4], reducing by several
months the access to results of a possibly major importance in the context of the laboratory: machines
and tools built for the CERN experiments being giant and technically advanced prototypes, they require
several iterations of optimizations which can be performed through the analysis of early experimental
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results. Reducing the duration of these cycles was necessary to help keeping the cost of the experiments
as low as possible.
Early experimental results would also be used as input by theoretical physicists in order to refine existing
theories or build new ones, and suggest new areas of study for experimental physics [5].
Another early concern expressed by the researchers at CERN was simply related to the physical access to
grey literature. It is common for several thousands of scientists and engineers to work on the same
experiment due to its complexity and size. A geographical distribution of the experts is inevitable,
considering both the country of origin of these experts and location on the experiment(s) site(s) for
practical reasons. Coordination of such large projects is only possible through formal, written forms. That
particular need of giving access to a large amount of information in an electronic way resulted in the
creation of the World Wide Web in 1989, as a proposal by Tim Berners Lee [6].
In the last two decades, HEP continued to pioneer solutions in scholarly communications. SPIRES, the
SLAC (Stanford Linear Accelerator) literature database became in 1991 the first web server in the USA
and the first online database in the world [7]. The same year arXiv.org (named at the time "LANL
preprint archive") opened its web frontend, first as repository of physics preprints before expanding to
other fields of science. In 1993 CERN released its preprints database on the web as an early version of
the Invenio software, with the initial goal of fulfilling CERN's needs of access to grey literature.

3 Invenio for Grey Literature
In this section we review the strategies adopted in Invenio to support the management of grey literature.
Examples of applications to real production systems running Invenio are given. In particular numbers
given in the following paragraphs are updated statistics of the CERN Document Server (powered by
Invenio) for November 2010.
MARCXML as core metadata format
MARCXML is the core bibliographic metadata format of Invenio. It offers all the required flexibility to
model a great variety of digital assets.
Being a library standard, MARCXML offers the advantage of being well-known by professional librarians,
giving a unique chance for grey material to be curated by the institutional library team. The very same
tools used to manage published material can be used to process grey material, ensuring higher quality
data and helping grey literature find its way more to standard institutional processes more easily.
Flexible metadata-formatting layer A flexible metadata formatting layer in combination with the
MARCXML format allows the visualization of practically any digital asset within Invenio. An accessible
HTML-like markup offers the opportunity for librarians to define the display of the managed records.
Additional support for XSLT at the level of the formatting layer enables easy conversion from MARCXML
to other XML flavor formats in a standard way.
CDS uses 122 different formatting templates, approximately half of them being used to prepare search
results output, and the other half providing detailed information about the records. The templates deal
with standard preprint objects, as well as video, audio or photo content. Combined with a customizable
collection tree, it is possible to offer subject-based "portals" regardless of the actual type of contained
material.
Customizable workflow engine
The submission system of Invenio lets administrators configure their own customized workflows. The
framework offers the tools to create web front-ends for users to submit data (metadata and files), and an
extensible set of functions to process the collected data.
Typical workflows result in the creation of a new record in the repository. Thanks to the mapping of the
collected data to MARCXML, the flexibility offered by the submission system of Invenio regarding the type
of supported data can be extended to the archival of this data. Submissions of Invenio can also be the
starting point for subject specific jobs such as OCR (Optical Character Recognition) for scanned
documents, and image downsizing for the creation of web versions.
91 different workflows are currently maintained on the CERN Document Server, some very similar to the
basic workflow described above and other implementing complex reviewing and approval systems
implicating thousands of different users. An average of more than 30 documents are submitted per day
(less during week-ends) through these web-based workflows (300 documents per day when considering
alternative input methods).
Collaborative tools
Invenio supports the creation of user groups (local or derived from the institution identity management
system) and "baskets" letting users share information in a controlled, targeted manner. This feature is
particularly useful in order to provide a community-based selection of unpublished documents at a quality
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that a ranking algorithm cannot match. Shared baskets can then offer a fast changing community-based
hierarchical structure of data that Invenio main navigable collection tree cannot provide. In November
2010, CDS counted 6,245 non-empty baskets set up by 4,575 distinct users, covering about 10% of the
whole archive. 6% of the baskets were shared among several users.
Invenio also features basic commenting and reviewing capabilities enabling a better understanding of the
quality of the material. Consequently it also archives information about the documents which in the past
was wrongly regarded as transient information only. The most active collection on CDS, regarding the
number of comments, gets an average of about 30 comments per day through its built-in commenting
system, usually on recent work being under peer-review at CERN.
Access control also plays an important role in helping the ingestion of grey material: providing an
adequate, secure and restricted collaborative workspace for draft documents is an incentive for users to
move their workflow to a central server, hence giving more opportunity for the final document to be
made publicly (or not) available. Indeed Invenio can accompany documents through their life cycle,
thanks to the integration of an advanced role-based access control system into the flexible workflow
engine.
To bring a better awareness of the quality of the material to users and help with the discovery of
documents of possible interest, Invenio display recommendation based on document usage statistics
("People who viewed this page also viewed...") and features download/citation history graphs.
Search engine A major concern for large repositories of grey material is to provide an efficient way to
retrieve new and archived material. Invenio includes a very fast search engine optimized for large
repositories (millions of documents) on simple infrastructures, combining metadata and fulltext search in
a simple Google-like query language. Advanced users are also given the opportunity to perform advanced
queries, such as find document written by Ellis from years 2000 to 2010, mentioning "higgs boson" in the
fulltext, referring to documents written by Randall, and cited more than 50 times. The CERN Document
Server serves about 25,000 queries per day, for an archive of about 1 million records. Retrieved
documents can be ranked according to several techniques, such as "word similarity" ranking or "citationgraph" [8] based ranking etc. in order to accommodate to the type of searched material: for example a
researcher new to some subject is more likely to search for general reference documents while an expert
might rather be looking for all new material in his field of interest.
The Invenio search engine technology is at the core of many functionalities offered by the software. For
example combined with the flexible metadata-formatting layer, it can provide personalized search-based
RSS feeds or email alerts: new results to some specific search queries such as the sample one mentioned
above can be sent periodically to the subscribers. This has proven to be an essential functionality for
CERN physicists in need of the latest information on some very specific topics. CDS counts more than
12,000 RSS subscriptions set up by 3000 distinct users (IP-based). 2417 emails alerts have also been set
up by 1615 users.
Other use cases of the search engine include the suggestion of documents similar to a given one, or the
creation of the bibliography (BibTEX) of a given author, personalized podcasts, etc.
Interoperability Invenio implements standard protocols to help the ingestion and dissemination of
documents. Though these protocols are usually independent of document- type, they can still suffer from
the conversion process usually occurring to ensure that repositories use a common language. For
example OAI-PMH is able to support any document type, but most repositories only support the Dublin
Core schema, hence narrowing down the possibility to use this protocol in some scenarios. Invenio is able
to export and import any metadata format in OAI-PMH thanks to the underlying layers supporting custom
conversion templates. For example OAI-PMH is used at CERN to feed an installation of Invenio with
conference and meeting objects coming from the institutional conference management system Indico.
Another example of usage of OAI-PMH in Invenio is in the context of the OPENAIRE project, which is
planning to exchange usage statistics among participating repositories through this protocol.
Integrated digital library Invenio is a multi-purpose repository software: not exclusively designed for
grey material, it offers the advantage of being a solution for the common needs of a library. It results in
lower infrastructure maintenance costs by grouping several library services and processes on a single
server. Reusing the same technology and concepts for these different services is also reducing the
learning curve to master the necessary tools. It becomes much easier to justify the cost of supporting
grey material within the institution.

4 Conclusions
Invenio is a well-established open source repository software. The context in which the software was
conceived and then further developed has played an important role in defining a core set of features
suitable for the ingestion, processing and distribution of grey material.
The performance and flexibility of the software has led to its adoption in a variety of scenarios,
strengthening the will to drive the development efforts towards an increased support for grey material.
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GL Transparency: Through a Glass1 Clearly2
Keith G. Jeffery, Science and Technology Facilities Council, United Kingdom
Anne Asserson, University of Bergen, Norway
GL (Grey literature, interpreted here as grey objects) is very heterogeneous in content, form and quality.
Most GL objects evolve through a workflow. Some of these phases involve some form of evaluation or
peer review, commonly internal within the management structure of an organisation and possibly
involving external advice, including from ‘friendly peers’ via an e-preprint mechanism. Unlike white
literature the evaluation process commonly is unrecorded and undocumented. This leads to accusations
that grey literature lacks quality and transparency. This paper proposes how the GL community can
overcome this – generally unfounded – accusation, building on our previous work.
A GL repository records the intellectual property of that organisation (2004). We have demonstrated that
effective use of this resource requires that the metadata is formalised (1999, 2004) – more precisely in a
CERIF-CRIS (Common European Research Information Format – Current Research Information System)
(2005). The GL is then available in the context of the work of the organisation and/or its stakeholders
managing strategy, evaluation, funding and cost-accounting, innovation and knowledge transfer and
public information (2005). This provides user-evaluated assurance on the quality and relevance of the
grey object. CERIF provides temporally-based relationships between grey objects (and white objects)
thus recording evolution of the object during the workflow – hence provenance. This concept was further
refined as ‘Greyscape’ (2007) and the technologies for interoperation – in order to provide the
underpinning homogeneous access to the heterogeneous repositories - surveyed (2008). Efficiency of
using CERIF was outlined in (2009). Using advanced hyperactive objects (2006) is postponed until the
requirement is realised by the community.
CERIF-CRIS provides the capability for greater quality and transparency through novel methods of
evaluating quality, provenance and review including Web2.0 recommender-type systems as well as
conventional review mechanisms. CERIF-CRIS provides the way to overcome criticism of GL.
The key messages are:
1. formal metadata associated with grey literature repositories improves relevance and quality;
2. transparency requires recording the workflow phases of a grey object within the context of a
research information system;
3. a solution – CERIF – exists already which covers these requirements.

Background
Previous Work
For more than two decades, the authors have worked on research information in the widest sense
comprising information not only about grey literature (grey objects) but also all the outputs of research
(products, patents, publications) and the context within which the research was done including projects,
organizations, funding, persons, facilities, equipment, events. Within the GL community we have
highlighted the issues as we see them:
1. the need for formal metadata to allow machine understanding and therefore scalable operations
(Jeffery 1999);
2. the enhancement of repositories of grey (and other) e-publications by linking with CRIS (Current
Research Information Systems) (Jeffery and Asserson 2004);
3. the use of the research process to collect metadata incrementally reducing the threshold barrier
for end-users and improving quality in an ambient GRIDs environment (Jeffery and Asserson
2005);
4. an architectural model for scaleable, highly distributed, workflowed repositories of grey literature
based on hyperactive ‘intelligent’ documents (Jeffery and Asserson 2006).
5. A ‘from 10,000 metres altitude’ view of the grey information landscape ‘Greyscape’ based on the
hypothesis that grey literature is the foundation for the knowledge economy (Jeffery and
Asserson 2007).
6. An analysis of interoperation architectures among research information systems ‘INTEREST’
(Jeffery and Asserson 2008).
1

Grey Literature Architecture for Sustainable Systems

2

“For now we see through a glass, darkly”. The Bible: 1 Corinthians xiii, 12
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A proposal that Grey Literature should be seen within the context of e-Science supported by a
CERIF-CRIS (Jeffery and Asserson 2009).

The Requirement
Our work has convinced us of the need in the Grey literature community for two key technologies:
a) Metadata with formal syntax and declared semantics to allow reliable, scalable management and
interoperation of grey resources;
b) Workflow within a research process context to minimize effort for the researcher, research
manager, librarian or other knowledge worker, to record the provenance of a grey object and
thus to increase accuracy, relevance and contextual awareness of the research information;
These technologies are required for many purposes in GL including – but not limited to – transparency.
Transparency is defined in physics as the property of allowing light to pass through a material while more
generally it implies openness, communication, and accountability. The latter meaning is used in this
paper.
We contend that the currently widely-accepted metadata standards for GL – namely Dublin Core (DC)
and (MARC) – are insufficient for the purposes of:
a) Discovery (relying on multilingual semantics over multicharactersets);
b) Management (utilising especially the formal syntax);
c) Utilisation (including security and privacy);
d) Understanding (relying on semantics);
e) Re-purposing (relying on both syntax and semantics);
f) Contextualising (utilising contextual metadata such as project, organisation);
g) Provenance (the stages through which the material has been);
h) Preservation/curation (for later re-use by future researchers);
i) Quality assessment (utilising the recorded workflow steps (provenance));
Without appropriate metadata transparency is lost (and the impact of the work recorded in the GL object
is much reduced).
Further, we contend that unless GL material is collected in the context of a research workflow of services
acting on the grey objects:
a) the threshold barrier to collection is high and discourages those producing the GL from providing
the metadata (or even the source material);
b) associated contextual information is lost including any quality controls or peer review, or
information allowing reputational judgement – thus transparency, so essential for confidence and
trust in the information, is also lost;
We propose that both of these problems are overcome by use of a CERIF-CRIS.
The Hypothesis
The hypothesis is in three assertions:
1. formal metadata associated with grey literature repositories improves relevance and quality;
2. recording the workflow phases of a grey object within the context of a research information
system provides provenance;
3. a solution – CERIF – exists already which covers these requirements.
Utilisation of this technology provides a GLASS (Grey Literature Architecture for Sustainable Systems)
enabling GL users previously “seeing through a glass darkly” to see clearly.
Proposed Architecture
Introduction
The proposed GLASS – to achieve all the required aspects of a GL environment including transparency consists of grey objects, metadata and services operating over a virtualised e-infrastructure based on
GRIDs (as proposed in (Jeffery and Asserson 2009) or CLOUD technology (for a survey and analysis see
(Schubert, Jeffery, Neidecker-Lutz 2010)) thus in the same domain as that in which researchers do their
other work. In this way activities associated with GL are not divorced from observation, experimentation,
simulation or project management.
Grey Objects
It is expected that the grey objects will be heterogeneous (either in the local collection or the virtual
collection obtained by accessing across heterogeneous distributed GL repositories) and of various
(multi)media types. The only architectural problems concerning the objects are to ensure that
appropriate services are available to utilise them (see list of functions in section 1.2). This implies rich
metadata related to the objects to characterise the way in which they are utilised.
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Metadata for Grey Objects
There are several classifications of metadata and multiple standards across many domains of scholarly
research. The classification of metadata should relate to the purposes for which it will be utilised
(through services available to the user) related to the object. For example schema metadata is used to
assure integrity whereas descriptive metadata is used – among other purposes – for discovery.
Table 1: Metadata Kinds for Grey Objects Related to Services
SERVICE
Discovery
Management

Utilisation

METADATA
Descriptive
Schema
Descriptive
Restrictive
Navigational
Provenance
Curation/Preservation
Schema
Descriptive
Restrictive
Navigational

Understanding

Descriptive
Provenance

Re-Purposing

Schema
Descriptive
Restrictive
Navigational
Contextual
Provenance
Curation/Preservation
Contextual

Contextualising

Provenance
Preserving / Curating

Quality Assessment

Provenance
Schema
Descriptive
Restrictive
Navigational
Contextual
Provenance
Curation/Preservation
Schema
Contextual
Provenance

COMMENTS
Multicharacterset, multilingual
Depending on the management
process different kinds of
metadata are utilised

The schema metadata connects
the object to the service
assuring integrity, the
descriptive metadata assures
relevance and the restrictive
metadata assures rights,
security, privacy compliance
The descriptive metadata
assures relevance. The
provenance metadata
illuminates the evolution of the
object
In order to re-use a grey object
as much information about it as
possible is required to assure
that the re-use is valid.

For example placing the object
in the context of a research
project, or related to a research
facility
One aspect of quality
All metadata is needed to allow
re-purposing at a later time
when the grey object creator
may be unavailable

The schema metadata provides
integrity, provenance metadata
describes the object evolution
and contextual metadata
covers the research context

Clearly there are advantages if the metadata for grey objects is stored within one standard structural
environment. CERIF provides such an environment covering all the kinds of metadata outlined above,
except schema which – by definition – relates to the conceptual, logical and physical representation of
the object within the hosting environment. The availability of this rich metadata for grey data objects
assures transparency.
Services
Services are executed to fulfil the requirements of the end-user. Services, themselves, require metadata
in the same way as grey objects. Services need to be discovered, managed etc. Services can be :
(a) object-independent i.e. generic processes that act on any data or
(b) object-dependent i.e. including and enclosing the object(s) together with the processes.
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Examples of (a) are the relational algebra operators (select, project, difference, union, join) which then
act on any relational table(s) whatever the data stored in those tables. Examples of (b) include currency
conversion services where the current exchange rate table is incorporated within the service and its
associated atomic processes. There is an argument that composed services should themselves be
described by metadata and contain both processes and objects, each of which is also described by
metadata.

service metadata
OBJECT
SERVICE
object metadata

PROCESS
process metadata

Figure 1: Service, Object, Process Metadata
However, whereas objects can be collected together in collections (usually as a set of similar objects
based on some parameters e.g. all grey objects generated in 2010 relating to global warming and climate
change) services also may be composed – that is groups of atomic services are linked together in some
ordered fashion to execute the requirements of the end-user. A simple sequence of services (e.g. select,
count) is a simple workflow. A more complex workflow has decision points and branches. However, for
reasons of performance and resilience – especially in a heterogeneous distributed environment – the
composition can include multiple parallel tracks of workflow with replicated services. It is necessary that
each service can be executed anywhere – depending on requirements of performance, security etc –
which demands that the services are mobile – that is the program code can be moved to the locus of
execution. This leads to the requirement for self-organising (composing, managing, optimizing) services
because the complexity of matching the requirement (including non-functional aspects such as
performance, security, adherence to a service level agreement or quality of service) to the execution
environment (distributed, heterogenous, parallel, multi-tenanted) is too great and too dynamic for human
management.
Within the architecture task group of euroCRIS, a set of services for any CERIF-CRIS is being discussed.
Metadata for Services
The services provided require metadata in order for them to be utilised and – more importantly – for
them to be utilised correctly.
1. Schema metadata: analogous to the schema controlling integrity in a data object is used to
assure integrity in the service particularly in the parameters and input/output declarations;
2. Navigational metadata: analogous to that for data objects is used to locate the service:
3. Descriptive metadata: analogous to that for data objects is used to discover the service and then
(together with the schema and restrictive metadata) to assure fitness for purpose;
4. Restrictive metadata: analogous to that for data objects assures enforcement fo non-functional
properties of the service such as performance, security, privacy, rights management, (micro)payment for usage;
5. Provenance metadata: analogous to that for data objects records the transition states of the
service as it evolves;
6. Curation/Preservation metadata: analogous to that for data objects records the additional
information require to assure (a) preservation of the service code and documentation
(specification) over time e.g. through media conversion and evolution; (b) curation such that the
purpose and characteristics may be understood in future time;
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7.

Contextual metadata: analogous to that for data objects describing how the service fits within a
context of other research information such as projects, organizations, facilities, equipment etc.
CERIF is the preferred standard for use here.
The availability of this rich metadata for services in the GL domain assures transparency.

Conclusion
The proposed GLASS architecture achieves transparency through several mechanisms:
1. encouraging the provision of full metadata using CERIF to cover all aspects of the grey data
object thus maximizing the potential utilisation and providing information relating to integrity and
quality;
2. encouraging the provision of full metadata using CERIF to cover all aspects of services thus
maximizing the potential utilization (including in composed services) and providing information
relating to integrity and quality;
3. through CERIF defining metadata with formal syntax (for reliable computer processing) and
declared semantics (for computer or human understanding);
4. through CERIF providing a data model which records the date/time interval associated with any
relationship between two base entities. This provides automatically a provenance track and also
can be used for non-functional aspects such as security, privacy, rights restrictions;
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Grey Literature in Engineering Sciences and Technology and its
Use Pattern in the Research Institutions in India:
The Case Study of Karnataka State
N. Chowdappa, BMS College of Engineering, and
C.P. Ramasesh, University of Mysore, India
Abstract
The paper is based on the survey research undertaken during 2008-2010. The availability of GL
collections and its use pattern in the Recognised Research Centres of Visvesvaraya Technological
University (VTU) have been analysed on the basis of the responses of the librarians and the personal
observation of the situation in the libraries. A detailed attempt is also made to capture the responses of
the users on the use pattern of GL. The users constitute the faculty members engaged in supervising the
research programmes, and the research scholars who have registered for doctoral research. The extent
of the use of the 6 types of conventional form of GL: theses, dissertations, institutional publications,
trade literature, technical reports and proceedings of conferences, seminars and workshops have been
studied.
Further, the research covers aspects involved in building need based GL collections. Habits of the
faculty in visualizing the recent releases of GL and the trends in exploiting the GL collections of the local and
regional libraries have been depicted. The research suggests for the creation of databases of GL, resource
sharing and development of digital repositories of theses and proceedings of conferences and seminars, for
which increased demand is noticed from the user community. The study also captures the training needs
of the working librarians and the user community for better access and use of GL .
Keywords: Use Pattern; Resource Sharing; Engineering Sciences; Orientation Programme
1. Introduction: The grey literature has a great significance in supporting ongoing academic and
research initiatives especially, in the disciplines of engineering sciences and technology. It is produced
mainly by researchers and practitioners, in fact more quickly, more detailed with greater flexibility than
white literature. Grey literature includes standards, specifications, technical notes, conference
proceedings, patents, trade literature, work manuals, work flow-charts, institutional reports, plans and
lay-outs and the term “Grey” in the professional environment is “unconventional” “informal” “informally
published” “fugitive” and even “invisible”. Auger (1998, p.3) includes in the purview, reports, technical
notes, theses, trade literature, preprints etc. In his definition all of which are characterized by: poor
bibliographic control and information; low print runs and a non-professional layout and format; difficult to
obtain, as they are not available through normal book selling channels.
2. Scope of the Study: The literature study reveals that till now no study has been done on grey
literature available in engineering colleges in India. The way they are organized to facilitate easy access,
and to what extent users are using these resources, though significant, are yet to be understood. The
study also unfolds the use pattern of GL which will help to find new approaches for facilitating better
access to the grey materials. The study focuses on the six categories of printed grey literature available
in the holdings of these Recognised Research Centres in the State of Karnataka : theses, dissertations,
institutional publications, trade literature, technical reports and proceedings of conferences, seminars and
workshops.
Theses: Researchers and scholars in the academic institutions and universities take up research
programmes and finally come out with the research reports / theses for the award of doctoral degrees.
These reports constitute unpublished sources of primary information and become property of the
universities. Theses are considered to be vital as they carry in depth studies indicating objectives,
methodology, hypotheses, and findings of research encompassing up-to-date statistical data, citations
and information pertaining to the narrow field of study. Theses are valuable because they are original
studies, and subject to strict review.
Dissertations: By and large, master’s degree students take-up minor research projects as part
fulfillment of their degree programmes and submit the dissertations to the academic institutions. Studies
in dissertations cover small area, involving limited population samples, and the research work gets
completed within the stipulated semester period. Dissertations cover all issues such as methodology,
scope and findings of research, including up-to-date reading list, usually useful in case of similar project
works.
Institution Publications: Every institution, whether academic or research brings out number of inhouse publications for internal circulation and reference. Annual reports, budget reports, academic
progress reports, quality assessment reports, audit reports, reports covering academic and research
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programmes, including extension programmes and publications covering infrastructure development,
human resource development, and training facility fall into this category. The institution publications
form vital source of information giving details on the background/historical development of the
institution. Usually, scholars working in the same institution access them for facts and figures.
Trade literature: Manufacturing and service sectors bring-out regularly the publications in the form of
book-lets, catalogues, brochures and guides. They cover various products and services of industries,
laboratories and manufacturers giving specific details pertaining to models, components, prices,
warranty, mode of delivery and so forth. Users refer to these literature to know the latest products,
composition, models and prices.
Technical Reports: Industrial and research institutions regularly bring-out report literature which carry
experimental procedure, production data, operating plans, flow-charts, drawings, mainly dealing with
technological specifications useful for engineers and technologists. By and large, research organizations
prepare technical reports as their outcome of research activities, addressing a particular problem.
Technical reports are usually very rich in experimental detail according to the MAGiC Project (Needham,
2002, p.20). Sometimes, institutions apply colour coding for easy identification and circulation and
immediate reference. Technical reports are the most valuable source of grey literature useful for
research and development in any given field.
Proceedings of Conferences, Seminars and Workshops: Academicians and scientists belonging to
a particular discipline come together on a common platform to discuss and deliberate on a particular
subject and come-out with recommendations. Before/after the conferences or seminars usually the
professional bodies/societies/associations bring out the proceedings. The proceedings carry research
articles covering up-to-date data and information, contributed by many scholars and hence, form very
useful tool to know the current trends and developments (Ramadevi, 2006,pp.53-54). Proceedings of the
workshops gives practical details and step-by-step guidelines usually circulated among the participants
before the conduct of practical orientation or training sessions, emphasizing mainly on hands-on
experience.
3. Objectives :
•
To know the availability of grey literature in the engineering institutions.
•
To assess the use pattern of grey literature by the faculty supervisors and research scholars and
further, to suggest methods to be adopted for facilitating easy access.
•
To know the extent of sharing of the GL collections of regional libraries.To comprehend the
training requirements of the librarians and users for better access and use of grey literature
4. Methodology : The study began with a detailed and extensive literature search. Considering the
availability of the infrastructure facility and the qualified faculty, 65 engineering colleges have been
identified for research programmes out of 171 engineering colleges. The primary data relating to the
availability and organization of grey literature in the libraries of the Recognised Research Centres have
been collected through questionnaire from the librarians. The researcher also visited all these centres and
observed the grey collection and its organisation. After having received the filled in questionnaires, the
data was tabulated and analysed. The second questionnaire was designed and administered to all the
users, the faculty members who are engaged in supervising the doctoral programmes and the research
scholars who have registered for Ph.D programme. The data thus obtained through the questionnaires
have been analysed in the light of the objectives. The entire population covered in the study is 930
research scholars and 340 faculty guides. The percentage of total users covered in the study is 84.6.
In India, the All India Council for Technical Education ( AICTE) has taken initiative in providing
access to scholarly publications, including the digital information resources to the engineering colleges
and research institutions. The Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and Technology
(INDEST), popularly known as INDEST-AICTE Consortium, in association with the University Grants
Commission (UGC) is entrusted with the task of meeting the information requirements of the research
community. In the State of Karnataka, there are 171 engineering colleges. Out of which, excluding
industrial establishments, 65 colleges are recognized as research centres.
5. Collection of GL and its Use Pattern.
Below table furnishes statistics of GL collection. As submission of dissertations is a part of
master’s degree programme and mandatory for the post-graduate students, the total holding of
dissertations in the libraries is 79845. Many libraries have got a good collection of dissertations,
proceedings of CSW and technical reports.
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Table 1: Total collection of GL in the libraries
Sl.No.
1

Types of GL

Total Collection
793

Theses

2

Dissertations

79845

3

Institutional publications

9499

4

Trade literature

3021

5

Technical reports

22181

6

Proceedings of CSW

16456

Total

131795

The trade literature collection is quite small. As the research programme has been initiated recently by
VTU, there are just 793 theses volumes in the holdings of these libraries. Many of the theses volumes
before 2003 were submitted to various universities of the state. Further, some of the libraries do not
have complete collection of their own college. Engineering colleges have to make it mandatory to send
one or more copies of their publications to their libraries so that comprehensive collection can be
accessed in the libraries without any gaps. College publications include annual reports, budget reports,
progress reports, calendar of events, development review reports, quality monitoring reports, details of
facilities and services, college handbooks, guides, brochures and manuals. Acquisition policy, collection
development policy in the engineering colleges has to be evolved with action plan to build-up GL
collection. A survey of users has to be conducted on the use of GL to identify the area and specific
documents required for various academic and research programmes.
It is clear from the below table that the GL in all the govt. College libraries is easily accessible without
any difficulty. In the Aided college, 88.9% of the libraries have kept GL at vantage points facilitating
easy access.
Table 2: GL kept at vantage points and easily accessible
Sl. No.

Extent of Easy Access

Govt. Colleges

Aided Colleges

Private
Colleges

Total

1

Most easily accessible
(100%)

5

83.3%

3

33.3%

26

52.0%

34

52.3

2

Easily accessible (75%)

1

16.7%

5

55.6%

18

36.0%

24

36.92

3

Moderately easy to access
(50%)

Nil

Nil

1

11.1%

5

10.0%

6

9.2

4

Difficult to access (25%)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

1

2.0%

1

1.5

6

100

9

100

50

100

65

100

Total

As regards private college libraries, 88% of the libraries facilitate easy access to the GL. Considering the
65 colleges recognized for research, a large majority of the libraries representing 89.2% have kept GL at
vantage points so that the users can access easily
Table 3 : Extent of dependency of librarians on other libraries for GL
S.
No.

Types of GL

1

Theses

2

Dissertations

3

Institutional
publications

4.

5.

6.

Trade literature

Technical reports

Proceedings
CSW

Extent of Dependency
75%
50%
25%
13
16
21
20.0%
24.6%
32.3%
15
18
22
23.1%
27.7%
33.8%
13
15
23

Nil
10
15.4%
7
10.8%
11

65
100%
65
100%
65

4.6%

20.0%

23.1%

35.4%

16.9%

1005

3

11

17

19

15

65

4.6%

16.9%

26.2%

29.2%

23.0%

100%

5

7

24

22

7

65

7.7%

10.8%

36.9%

33.8%

10.8%

100%

3

12

19

23

8

65

4.6%

18.5%

29.2%

35.4%

12.3%

100%

100%
5
7.7%
3
4.6%
3

of
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Table 3 shows that the dependency of librarians on regional libraries is to a lesser extent in the range of
25% to 50%. To a moderate extent of 50%, the librarians depend on other library collection especially
for technical reports and the proceedings of CSW. Not much of dependency on other libraries can be
noticed as far as institution publications and theses volumes are concerned. From this, it can be deduced
that a large percentage of librarians depend on regional libraries to the lesser extent of 25% to 50%. The
librarians need to be educated to make use of the resources and services of regional libraries too for
meeting the needs of the users beyond expectation, and thereby creating the ‘delight’ among the library
users. This has to be treated as the quality library services.

Table 4: User- wise frequency of access and use of GL
Category of Users
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Frequency

Faculty
guides

Percentage

Research
scholars

Percentage

Total

Percentage

20
189
98
31
2
340

5.9
55.6
28.8
9.1
6
100

67
519
279
64
1
930

7.2
55.8
30.0
6.9
0.1
100

87
708
377
95
3
1270

6.8
55.8
29.7
7.5
0.2
100

Most frequently
Frequently
Moderately
Occasionally
Not at all
Total

A large segment of users, 209 faculty guides and 586 research scholars representing 61.5% and
63% respectively, access and use GL frequently or most frequently for academic and research needs. The
negligible number of users, 2 faculty guides and 1 researcher have offered negative opinion. From
among the entire population of users, it is clearly evident that 62.6% of them access GL quite often.
Hence, it is true that the GL collection available in the holdings of the engineering college libraries is of
great value for the faculty and research scholars.

Table 5: Response on the method of locating the GL in the libraries
Sl.
No.

Means of Locating
GL

1

Use of catalogues

2

Use of new arrival
lists

Faculty
Guides

Research scholars

Total

No.
128

%
37.6

No
331

%
35.6

No
459

%
36.1

97

28.5

250

26.9

347

27.3

3

Web notices/alerts

17

5.0

50

5.4

67

5.3

4

Browsing at the
shelf

98

28.8

299

32.2

397

31.3

340

100

930

100

1270

100

Total

It is clear that 459 respondents representing 36.1% use the library catalogs. Further, it is also
important to note that 347 respondents comprising 27.3% use new arrivals list compiled by the libraries.
Another segment of respondents representing just 5.3% depends upon web alerts, web notices. It is
worth observing here that 397 respondents representing 31.3% follow the method of browsing at the
shelves. Among the patterns of locating grey literature, use of library catalog and browsing at the
shelves are being followed to a greater extent.
It is evident from chart 1 that the large majority of the faculty guides have indicated that the
technical reports, proceedings of CSW and dissertations are useful in the higher range of 50% to 75%.
However, the doctoral theses, trade literature and institutional publications are useful in the lower range
of 25% to 50%. From this it is clear that the entire collection of GL is moderately useful for faculty for
teaching purpose.
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Chart 1 :Range of use of GL by majority of faculty for teaching

The extent of the use of GL for teaching is low when compared to the use for research purpose.
Invariably, scholars need current literature and up-to-date statistics for preparation of research articles
for scholarly journals, research papers to be presented in the seminars and conferences, bringing out
research monographs, delivering special lectures and keynote addresses, and preparation of project
works and research reports/theses. All these constitute the task of research work, for which scholars rely
upon library services on modern lines.
Chart 2 depicts that large majority of the faculty members have opined that GL comprising
theses, dissertations, technical reports, and the proceedings of the CSW are useful in the highest range of
75% to 100%. However, trade literature and institutional publications are found useful in the higher
range of 50% to 75%. From this it is clear that all type of GL collections form vital sources of information
for faculty for research
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Chart 2: Range of the use of GL by the majority of the faculty for research

.
The below bar diagram clearly indicates that a large percentage of professors and associate
professors rely upon GL for research. However, comparatively lower percentage (59.6%) of lecturers
does depend on GL collections for research tasks. Professors possess long research experience when
compared to lecturers.
Chart 3:Faculty-wise frequency of access to GL for research
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Chart 4: Range of the use of GL by the majority of the research scholars

A large majority of the researchers rely upon theses, dissertations, technical reports and
proceedings of CSW in the highest range of 75% to 100%. However, the use institutional publications
and trade literature is noticed in the range of 50% to 75%. From this it is clear that the research
scholars use GL collections of all types to a great extent for research and publications.

Table 6: Use of GL in the highest range for research and publication

S. No.

Category of GL

01

Theses

02

Dissertations

03

Institutional publications

04

Trade Literature

05

Technical Reports

06

Procedures of CSW
Average use in Percentage

Use in the highest range of 75% to 100%
Research
Faculty Guides
Total
scholars
259
699
958
76.2%
75.2%
75.4%
242
661
903
71.2%
71.1%
71.1%
159
456
615
46.7%
49.1%
48.4%
147
449
596
43.3%
48.3%
46.9%
250
688
938
73.5%
74.0%
73.8%
255
683
938
75.0%
73.4%
73.8%
64.3%
65.2%
64.9%
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Chart 5: Use of GL in the highest range for research
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As regards the six types of GL, an overwhelming majority, representing 71% to 75% of the users
(faculty and researchers) opine that the theses, dissertations, technical reports and the proceedings of
CSW are useful in the highest range for research purposes. On the other hand, slightly less than half of
the users, 46% to 48% feel that the institutional publications and trade literature are useful in the
highest range. The MAGIC project undertaken by Paul A. Needham and others in the year 2002(p.7),
pointed out that the engineers often rely upon, technical reports, for research purposes.

Table 7: Faculty guides on the method of keeping track of recently released GL
Sl.
No.

Method of keeping
track of GL

1

Regularly attend CSW

2

Browse the web

3

Visit
other/local
libraries
Don’t keep track of GL

4

Professors

Total

158
64.8%
64
26.2%
16
6.6%
6
2.5%
244
100%

Designation wise faculty guides
Asst/Associate
Lecturers
Professors
5
19
7.1%
73.1%
45
7
64.3%
26.9%
15
Nil
21.4%
5
Nil
7.1%
70
26
100%

100%

Total
222
65%
86
25.3%
21
6.2%
11
3.2%
340
100%

Here, 64.8% of the professors and 73.1% of the lecturers keep track of the release of the
proceedings of the conferences, seminars and workshops as they regularly attend such programmes.
64.3% of the assistant and associate professors browse the web for information on grey literature. Only
a small percentage of faculty guides go to local libraries in search of grey literature acquired recently.
6.6% of professors and 21.4% of assistant professors have the habit of relying upon the local library
collections. A large majority of faculty guides to the extent of 65% keep track of recently released
conferences, seminars and workshop proceedings by regularly attending the programmes.
Table 8: Response on the weeding-out of outdated GL collection
Sl.
No.

Response on weeding out
of the old GL

01

Yes, weed out

02

No, don’t weed out
Total

Faculty guides and Research scholars
Government
Aided
Private
Total
colleges
colleges
colleges
12
105
302
419
(41.4%)
(28.4%)
(34.7%)
(33.0%)
17
266
568
85
(58.6%)
(71.6%)
(65.3%)
(67.%)
29
371
870
1270
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
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67% of the respondents opine that the old grey literature should not be weeded out from the
libraries. They prefer to see that the old grey literature collection still maintained in the library for easy
access and use. In the present study, 33% of the respondents argue in favour of regular weeding out
process which facilitates easy access. It is important to note that research centres of engineering colleges
need to maintain old collection of GL systematically organised for use.
Now-a-days, library cannot meet the needs of its users from its own collection. To meet various
needs of users and inter-disciplinary approaches, libraries need to depend on the information sources of
regional libraries in a network environment. The information resource sharing programmes have come
up on account of this trend.
Table 9: Gender-wise response on knowledge of GL of regional libraries

Sl.
No.

01

02

Gender-wise response of users

Knowledge of
GL available in
other libraries

Yes,
I have the
knowledge
No,
I
have
no
knowledge
Total

Male
Respondents
No.
%

Female Respondents

Total

No.

%

No.

%

455

47.3

101

32.8

566

43.8

507

52.7

207

67.2

714

56.2

962

100

308

100

1270

100

It is evident from the above table that 43.8% of the users are familiar with the GL collections of regional
libraries. A major segment of respondents express that they have no knowledge of GL collection of
regional libraries. This segment of the respondents account for 56.2%.While considering gender-wise
familiarity, 67.2% of the ladies who are faculty guides and researchers have no knowledge about the GL
collection of regional libraries. Only 32.8% of the ladies are familiar as they make use of regional
libraries. However, 46.8% of the male respondents are familiar with the GL collection of regional libraries.
From this it can be deducted that a large segment of female respondents have no knowledge of GL
collection of regional libraries. They find it difficult to move out of their colleges and travel for long
distance to locate and refer GL of regional libraries. Therefore, there is need to compile the union list of
important GL available in local libraries, as well as, engineering college libraries.
Further, the
bibliographic details of GL available in these local and engineering college libraries may be made
accessible on-line.

6. Training Needs Projected by the Users and Librarians.
Table 10: Orientation / Training needs projected by the users
Sl.
No.
01
02
03
04
1+2

Category of
Response
Strongly agree
Agree
Agree to a little
extent
Disagree
Agree & strongly
agree

Faculty
Guides

Research
Scholars
No.
%
345
37.1
499
53.7

No.
159
158

%
46.8
46.5

18

5.2

79

5

1.5

317

93.2

Total
No.
504
657

%
42.0
50.1

8.5

97

6.8

7

0.8

12

1.1

844

90.7

1161

91.4

Training has become essential for academic growth. The necessity of training is noticed for
updating professional skills. This is especially more so in case of the staff working in the field of
Engineering Sciences sand Technology. Laloo (2002, pp. 140-148) describes in his work on “Information
needs, information seeking behaviour and users” various methods of user education, especially the
teacher users. The methods and steps explained here are useful. Considering the responses of both the
categories of users, an overwhelming majority of the respondents representing 91.4% argue in favour of
conducting orientation/training programmes for better access and use of GL collection. However, only 12
respondents representing just 1.1% hold negative view; such a kind of orientation or training is not
necessary for them.
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Table 11: Training requirement projected by the librarians
S. No.

Response on Training
Requirement

01

Positive response

02

Negative response
Total

Government
Colleges

Aided
Colleges

Private
Colleges

Total

5
8.33%
1
16.7%
6
100%

9
100%

43
89.2%
7
10.8%
50
100%

57
87.7%
8
12.3%
65
100%

Nil
9
100%

The highlighting fact is that 57 librarians representing 87.7% express positive response stating
that they need to attend training / orientation programmes in order to up-date themselves with latest
trends and developments. The study conducted by Paul A.S. Needham, et.al.(2002, pp113-116), in the
MAGiC Project Report submitted in the year 2002, furnishes conduct of seminar for working librarians.
Such a seminar was organized at the British Library, London for the participants on managing effective
access to GL collection (technical reports) available in the regional libraries.

Table 12: Extent of training needed by the librarians

01

Extent of training
requirement
Higher extent

02

Moderate extent

03

Slight extent

S. No.

Total

Government
Colleges
4
80.0%
1
20.0%

Aided
Colleges
7
77.8%
2
22.2%

Nil

Nil

5
100%

9
100%

Private
Colleges
30
69.8%
11
25.6%
2
4.6%
43
100%

Total
41
71.9%
14
24.6%
2
3.5%
57
100%

Large segment of library staff representing 71.9% feels like undergoing intensive training in order to
develop and handle GL collection on modern lines. Here, it is recommended to organize orientation
programme or workshop by the Professional Associations for 3 to 4 days covering the themes of;
•
Organization and building of GL collection
•
Rendering information services using GL collection.
•
Resource sharing in the network environment
•
Creation of digital repositories
The workshop may also cover extension programmes such as display of important and current GL
in engineering sciences, and invited talks by the resource persons.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The faculty and researchers who are actively engaged in research have felt the importance of GL. Having
noticed the value of GL mainly for research, a large majority of them is found accessing and using GL
collections existing in the holdings of the engineering college libraries in the higher range of 50% to 75%.
The working librarians in the recognised research centres have been experiencing increased demand for
GL.
The holdings of GL lack up-to-date collection in 43.7% of the libraries. However, it is encouraging noting
that the majority of the libraries have systematically organised their GL collections with classification and
cataloguing schemes. On account of this, the collections in most of the libraries are easy to access and
use. The institutional publications and trade literature are hereby recommended to maintain in coloured
box files and arranged in the chronological order so that, identification and access becomes easy for the
users on account of the uniformity and consistency in colour coding.
The librarians, faculty members and the library committee have to come together for developing strong
need based GL collection in every library. Irrespective of the cadre, every faculty and researcher has to
be encouraged to recommend GL for procurement which they consider as vital for research. In this way,
the collection can be strengthened in every engineer discipline. Educate the faculty and researches
through orientation so as to identify, recommend and uninterruptedly access GL collections. Secondly,
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orientation is expected to develop knowledge and skills among working librarians for tracking, procuring,
organising and facilitating better access to GL collections in the networked environment.
What is most important is augmenting the programme of sharing the resource of GL in the networked
environment. The GL holdings of engineering college libraries and the technical libraries of the region
have to be freely accessed and shared for mutual and reciprocal benefits. For the purpose of bringing the
collection of GL together, there is need for developing the database of the holdings and facilitating on-line
access. This venture in fact has to be encouraged and supported by all the concerned as this programme
has to be developed and nurtured on co-operative basis, settling the issue of copyright.
While considering the GL by the category, VTU must insist research scholars to submit their doctoral
theses and dissertations in soft copy so that, full-text of the digital version can be made accessible on
LAN / web site. The Vidyanidhi Project of Digital Theses which has already digitized a part of the theses
available in the holdings of university libraries in India may also consider taking up the theses available
at VTU. Further, the proceedings of the conferences and seminars form valuable sources, projecting vast
amount of data, including the trends in the field, useful for scholars. Creation of an open repository by
the VTU will be of immense help as the large segment of researchers has inclination to refer to these
proceedings, time and again. The materials for digitization may be decided upon considering the below
indicated alternatives as well as, on the feed-back of the user community.
•
Digitise the entire collection of the proceedings.
•
Digitise only the recent ones of 3 to 5 years
•
Dgitise only the active collection/those that are in demand.
•
Digitise, considering the emerging new disciplines/thrust areas of research
The faculty and researchers to a considerable extent are found relying upon the local libraries, where the
GL collections are comprehensive and up-to-date. However, it is highlighting that a large segment of
female users though they have felt-need for grey literature, are ignorant of the collection of regional
libraries on one hand, and face practical difficulties to freely move out of their colleges and travel a long
distance and get into the environment of other libraries. Hence, there is need for creating on-line
database in order to show the availability of various GL collections of engineering college libraries.
Further, the libraries have to take initiative for getting the required GL on inter-library co-operation. It is
also a good practice if individual libraries host new additions of GL on the web sites/blogs. Of late, open
digital repositories facilitating on-line access is desired. The VTU has to venture in this direction to
augment quality research and output of publications.
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Abstract
Non-English articles are still “Grey Literature” due to language barriers even though material circulation
has improved like English articles with the expansion of the Internet era. In the INIS Database,
bibliographic information such as titles and abstracts etc. is written in English. This feature of the INIS
Database contributes to improvement of international circulation of scientific information from the nuclear
field. However, titles of journals written in non-English languages were described in transliterated Roman
alphabet which means that non-native users cannot understand the nature or subject of those journals.
Consequently, we developed a special journal titles translation list written in the Japanese language for
the INIS Database, as an attempt to improve the circulation of articles in journals written in non-English
languages.
1. Introduction
1.1. The one of “Grey Literature” in the INIS Database
Today, the circulation of scientific information has improved internationally, and English which is the
“international language” of choice takes the lead in scientific communication. On the other hand, nonEnglish articles are still “Grey Literature” due to language barriers although physical circulation improves
like English articles. In other words, non-English articles stand out from “Grey Literature” in the Internet
era. However, we can find examples of non-English articles leading to Nobel Prizes which cannot be
ignored. In this paper, we will introduce one of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) Library’s
attempts to improve the circulation of articles written in non-English languages.
The International Nuclear Information System (INIS) is the open access database for published scientific
literature on the peaceful uses of nuclear science and technology. INIS was established in 1970 by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The INIS Database now contains over 3 million bibliographic
records. INIS is operated by the IAEA in collaboration with 123 member states and 24 international
organizations.
The INIS Database contains 25% bibliographic information of articles written in non-English languages
(Fig. 1). As of November 2010, 3% of the articles in the INIS Database are written in Japanese which is
the 4th ranked language. This is not so high but not too low. We cannot ignore these articles written in
non-English languages.

Fig. 1 Languages of articles in the INIS Database (As of Nov 2010)
1.2. Journals regularly scanned at the INIS National Center of Japan
JAEA was established in October 2005 as the sole research institute in Japan dedicated to comprehensive
research and development in the field of nuclear energy, integrating the former Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI) and the former Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC).
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The JAEA Library is one of the largest nuclear information centers in Japan, and we support the scientific
research and development activities throughout Japan. The JAEA Library maintains a circulating collection
of books in physics, chemistry, computer science and engineering. The JAEA Library also collects the
information on papers contributed to journals by JAEA staff, and publishes JAEA Reports for the
dissemination of JAEA R&D results via the Internet. Another main role of the JAEA Library is working as
the INIS National Center of Japan.
JAEA is designated by the Japanese government as the INIS National Center of Japan. We prepare
bibliographic records about nuclear related literature published in Japan, and submit them to the INIS
Database. Furthermore, we endeavor to promote the utilization of the INIS database in Japan. The INIS
National Center of Japan sends 5,000 items to IAEA every year which is the 3rd most numerous among
member countries in 2009 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Input from Member States (2009)
Since it is impossible for the JAEA Library to cover all journals published in Japan, JAEA plays a key role
to integrate input prepared by the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) and the International
Medical Information Center (IMIC). There are 491 regularly scanned journals in Japan. (Table 1)

JAEA
JST
IMIC

Titles
328
33
130

Table 1 Journals regularly scanned in Japan
Journals regularly scanned
Core journals in nuclear field and open access journals
Non-core journals (Environmental sciences, life sciences etc.)
Non-core journals (Medical sciences etc.)

2. Backgrounds
2.1. The INIS bibliographic description for journal title
In the INIS Database, bibliographic information such as titles and abstracts etc. are written in English.
This feature of the INIS Database contributes to improvement of international circulation of scientific
information in the nuclear field. However, most titles of journals written in non-English languages were
described in transliterated Roman alphabet due to the first edition of “INIS: Guide to Bibliographic
description” (IAEA-INIS-1) which states that “A Journal title is entered in the original language”. It is
means “A journal title in non-English languages should be described in transliterated Roman alphabet.” At
that time, this rule was based on the cataloging rule of International Organization for Standardization
(ISO). Since September 1992, this rule has changed slightly, in IAEA-INIS-1 (Rev.8) and English titles of
journals written in non-English languages are available. (Table 2)
Table 2 INIS bibliographic description for Journal title
IAEA-INIS-1 (Rev. 7)
6.4.7 Serial/Journal Title (Tag 230, Bibliographic Level S)
A Journal title is entered in the original language, translated if Necessary.
IAEA-INIS-1 (Rev. 8) (1992.9-)
3.8.4. Full Journal Title (Tag 229, Level S)
This field is only used for Type of Record J. It is a mandatory field and contains a
standardized version of the original title of the journal. The title may be in English or in a
non-English language.
As in Table 2, English titles of journals written in non-English languages are available in the INIS
Database now. However, INIS national Center of Japan is not using English titles of journals written in
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Japanese for bibliographic descriptions of the INIS Database. Some English titles of journals written in
non-English languages are listed in “INIS: AUTHORITY LIST FOR JOURNAL TITLES” (IAEA-INIS-11), but
they are not perfect.
Figure 3 is a sample of the INIS search result for a journal written in Japanese. This bibliographic
information is described in English. However, the journal title is described in transliterated Roman
alphabet. The English title for the “Nippon Genshiryoku Gakkai-Shi” is the “Journal of the Atomic Energy
Society of Japan”. Non-Japanese-native users cannot understand the nature or subject of journals with
this title and therefore do cannot obtain useful articles. This language barrier should be broken as much
as possible for improved circulation of journals written in non-English languages.

Fig. 3 Search result of the INIS Database
2.2. Purpose of this study
As described in a previous section, in the INIS Database, for only journal titles in transliterated Roman
alphabet means that non-Japanese-native users are unable to understand meanings. On the other hand,
for only English title, non-Japanese-native users can locate journals; however, it is difficult for Japanesenative users to identify the journal since they recognize journals with Japanese title. By including both
the transliterated Roman alphabet title and the English title, all users can locate and identify the journal.
Additionally, Japanese titles described in Chinese characters are more convenient for users who can
understand the meanings like Japanese and Chinese people. Such feature of different language titles is
shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Feature of each title
for Japanese-native
for non-Japanese-native
difficult
to
understand
in Transliterated Roman can locate.
meanings...
alphabet
(the INIS Database)
in English
can locate, but difficult to can locate.
identify…
in Japanese
can easily locate!
difficult
to
understand
meanings...
In other words, the journal titles translation list including titles in transliterated Roman alphabet, English
and Japanese is helpful for all users (Fig. 4). The list will also improve the circulation of articles in
journals written in Japanese. Consequently, we have developed a special journal titles translation list of
journals written in Japanese for the INIS Database.
The purpose of developing the list is for non-Japanese-native INIS users’ convenience. Another purpose
is to improve the circulation of articles in journals written in Japanese. Additionally, this list is effective to
manage regularly scanned journals in the INIS National Center of Japan as basic data of Japanese
journals in the nuclear field.

Fig. 4 Purpose of developing the list
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3 The journal titles translation list of journals written in Japanese
3.1 Outline of the list
We use Microsoft Excel for making the list. As a first step, we checked the JAEA Central Library catalog
and examined titles of regularly scanned journals written in Japanese. These 154 titles are core journals
in the nuclear field collected in Japan. Data are flags of key journals, titles (transliterated Roman
alphabet/Japanese/English), ISSN-L, ISSN (print, online, digital media), CODEN, media type (print,
online, digital media), frequency of publication, publisher (Japanese/English), URL (online journal,
publisher), type of journal (academic, letters, membership, technical etc.), language and the call number
of the JAEA Library. We surveyed not only journal titles in each language but also other information
aimed at users’ convenience and our management of the list.
We surveyed journal titles and items in printed media, online journal, journal website, publisher website,
NDL-OPAC (Japan’s National Diet Library OPAC), NACSIS Webcat and INIS: AUTHORITY LIST FOR
JOURNAL TITLES (IAEA-INIS-11).
3.2 Advantages
Figure 5 is the list made up through this work which contains journal titles with other information such as
ISSN, CODEN and publisher etc. The transliterated Roman alphabet titles in the INIS Database are
identified and are necessary not only for the INIS users but for its bibliographic agencies consisting of the
INIS secretariat, other INIS member countries and international organizations like us. The Japanese titles
written in Chinese characters are easily identified visually due to feature specific to Chinese characters,
each of which has a meaning, making Japanese titles very helpful to not only Japanese but Chinese
people as well. Then the English titles are, of course, most useful for most people who use English
commonly.
The point of this list is the greater contribution to the circulation of journal articles written in Japanese.
That is, all people such as users, bibliographic agencies etc. can identify and locate on websites, a specific
journal by referring to this list even if their language is different from each other, i.e., English, Japanese
and Chinese. This list is also very useful for people who would like to refer to, or access, Japanese
information, knowledge and skills etc., for example, in-situ specifics, in the field of nuclear science and
technology.

Fig. 5 Sample of the list

(transliterated) (Japanese)

(English) (more…)

3.3. Issues occurred
Some journals have no official English title. These titles were filled in transliterated Roman alphabet of
official Japanese title and will be identified by “publisher” and “type of journal”. For example, “BUTSURI”
(“Physics” in Japanese) is identified by “Physical Society of Japan (publisher)” and “Membership journal
(type of journal)”.
Meanwhile, some journals have those English titles as a cover design or web design and it is difficult to
determine the official English title. In this list, such titles are contained for users’ convenience.
4. Conclusion
We are now checking and evaluating the first step of the list. After that, we will complete the list (Noncore, titles of journal written in English) and release the list on the INIS Database and JAEA Library
website. Subsequently, we will distribute the printed list to foreign researchers at the JAEA Library. In the
future, we would like to incorporate the English titles into the INIS Database in cooperation with the INIS
Secretariat and promote the idea of the list in other non-English languages.
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In this paper, we introduce one of our continuous efforts to improve international circulation of articles
written in non-English languages. The circulation of scientific information improves spectacularly with the
development of computer and globalization today. However the international circulation of academic
information is still done in English which is the “international language” and the circulation of non-English
languages still has many issues to be solved. These issues are common for all non-English languages,
especially, for non-alphabetical languages. These are very basic issues, but very important. And these
are old issues, but still relevant to today.
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ISO Standards for Quality Education and Training for
Facilitating Access to Grey Literature
C.P. Ramasesh, University of Mysore, and
N. Chowdappa, BMS College of Engineering, India
Abstract
To increase the level of the user satisfaction and to continually improve upon the performance of service
in libraries, imparting education training and is found a prerequisite condition for librarians who are
involved in visualizing, acquiring, organizing and facilitating access to GL collection. Paper mainly focuses
on the issues concerned with the performance of the professionals and the modus operandi of training at
the Centre for Information Science and Technology (CIST), University of Mysore, under ISO 9001
standards of quality monitoring system. Paper highlights the eight principles of quality management
system and describes issues concerned with quality audit and corrective measures and preventive
measures to overcome defective procedures. Paper also depicts improvement in quality performance at
the library of the CIST based on the feed-back of students during the years 2005 to 2009. Attempt is
also made to highlight the aspects related with the proof of quality education.]
Keywords: ISO Standards, Library services; Grey literature, User education; Grey literature, Orientation
programme; QMS, Grey literature; Grey literature, Customer delight.
Standards are primary source of information which gives specification for uniformity and consistency in
practice and production. Standards are evolved by national / international bodies. The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a world-wide federation established in Geneva. It has the
responsibility of evolving standards depending upon the need across the world. Specifically speaking, the
ISO 9001 is a generic Standard for building, operating and documenting quality management system.
The mission of ISO is to provide international standardization to facilitate worldwide exchange of goods
and services.
In India, the Ministry of Human Resources Development (Education) has been allocated Rs.445 billion for
the plan outlay. This in fact is a real big boost. On account of this several reforms have been brought.
1.
Encourage ‘Quality Research’
2.
Encourage ‘Brain Gain Policy’
3.
‘Quality Assessment’ and ‘Accreditation’ has become mandatory
4.
Conduct of ‘Teacher Capacity Building’ programmes.
5.
Conduct of ‘Employable Skill Development programmes.
While coming to the realm of education and training for library and information services, it has
become more and more technology oriented due to the application of information and communication
technology. There is really a special emphasis for hands-on experience and learning skills. This in fact
necessitates the appropriate orientation, as well as, quality education and training. One of the means of
achieving the quality and excellence in education and training is to go for ISO certification. To be
specific, the needs for ISO are;









Day-by-day the needs of students are becoming more and more stringent
To continually improve the quality of training and education, including the curriculum and the
lesson plan
Uniformity is insisted for global marketing of products and services
Provide confidence to top management regarding quality being achieved and sustained.
Provide confidence to the customers (students) that the intended quality is being delivered in
education and training programmes.
To reduce the cost of operation and waste to the maximum extent for the benefit of
students/trainees.
To get international recognition as top class / world class organization as far as quality education
is concerned. Above all, it adds in gaining public opinion.
To meet the needs of students/trainees constantly beyond expectations through periodical
evaluation. Above all helps to achieve the ‘Customer Delight’.

PRINCIPLES OF Q.M.S : The quality management system (QMS) necessitates the need for application
of certain principles. There are a set of eight principles which need to be adopted for achieving quality in
performance. They are:
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Student focused organization
Development of leadership qualities
Involvement of people
Process approach
Systems approach
Continual improvement
Factual approach to decision making
Mutually beneficial supplier relationship (relationship with service providers).

IMPLEMENTATION OF ISO STANDARD: Noticing the need and importance of quality in education, the
management has to decide the steps to be taken for preparation. There are several issues which are to be
considered at the preparatory stage.
1.
Defining the quality policy - The organization has to define its policy in broader terms. It is on
this statement all functions and activities will be evolved or determined. Policy statement will be
usually idealistic yet achievable. Everyone in the organization should have commitment to the
policy stated by the organisation.
2.
Stating the objectives - The organization has to state all its objectives in the light of the above
stated policy statement. As far as possible, the objective will have to be quantifiable or
measurable. Measurable objectives help the organization to demonstrate continual improvement.
3.
Preparation of quality manual - The manual giving the details of the organization, its functions
and activities, responsibilities of the staff, the curriculum and the relevant divisions has to be
prepared.
4.
Preparation of procedure manual - The procedure manual states the lesson plans, the
instructions for theory classes and practical sessions, including the tests, assignments, project
work / field work and so forth, indicating the number of hours per topic to be covered.
Accordingly, the entire programme has to be executed. All necessary instructions for conduct of
theory and practical sessions will have to be indicated in the procedure manual. The procedure
for the management of library services ,duties and responsibilities of each staff, the list of quality
records to be maintained by every staff will also be stated.
5.
Curriculum design - In the educational institutions, the design of the curriculum plays a major
role. It is the main indication of the quality / excellence. The curriculum needs to be improved
every year noticing the trends and developments on one hand and the ways and means of
facilitating access to grey resources on the other. The procedure also include the search
strategies and on-line information resources available. The design indicates number of hours of
theory classes, practical sessions, tests, project work, field work etc.
6.
Feedback - For effective implementation of the education and training programme, feedback
from students/trainees as to the clarity, expression, subject coverage, interaction, knowledge in
the subject and effectiveness of teaching of each staff need to be collected. The data be tabulated
and interpreted for demonstration of improvements in the system.
7.
Training matrix - Training is an important ingredient and therefore periodical training needs to
be conducted for staff to keep them abreast of recent trends and also to develop skills in handling
IT based curriculum. The ISO version released in the year 2008 gives emphasis for training.
Every year a training matrix be prepared seeking the area of training needed by every staff
member and the training has to conducted well in time to ensure what they teach and train in the
class and lab is up-to-date. This way there is sufficient room to increase the competency of the
personnel.
8.
Continual improvement - ISO recommends the Kaisen Approach - the continual improvement. Every
individual in the organization has a significant role to play, cooperate and contribute to the improvement
in the performance of the system. The improvement / performance according to ISO be quantified and
the organization should demonstrate continual improvement or step by step improvement.
Each staff in the organisation has his/her own assigned duties and responsibilities. He/she had to
concentrate for creativity, cooperate for support, contribute for performance. Work of every staff member
is significant and his/her contribution through his own creativity is expected and appreciated. It is on
this basis that the organization will demonstrate its improvement, sustenance and quality in service. To
achieve the quality at every step, the activities are to be planned and checked for expected results and
further improvement. This is popularly called as PDCA method (Plan-Do-Check-Act). The plans that are
going to be implemented should have certain characteristics like:

To be implemented in short time

With least effort, and

With minimum resources
CUSTOMER DELIGHT : The concept of improvement in performance has gained momentum on account
of the Japanese technique of: Khaisen Approach”, which aims at day-to-day improvement in the
organization. Whatever may be the situation today; there should be commitment, cooperation, and
contribution from every staff for improvement of the system. Team work and leadership both are
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required and emphasized here for sustenance of quality education. By quality they mean the totality of
characteristics and features of service that bears its ability to satisfy the stated or implied needs of the
customers. Achieving customer delight means serving the customer beyond his expectations Here, all
those activities of the organization which intend to gain appreciation of its customers beyond their
expectations is the aspect of 'delight'.
Quality Education and Training at CIST: Centre for Information Science and Technology (CIST) is a
self sustaining educational institution offering five major information technology courses at post-graduate
level.
•
Multimedia Production
•
Software Development
•
E-commerce
•
Bio-informatics and
•
Geographic Information System
CIST has been rendering educational services under the administrative jurisdiction of the
University of Mysore. Of late, to maintain quality performance, the Centre is relying upon the quality
manual and feedback of the customers.
To project the performance of CIST during 2005 and 2009, the feedback analysis reports were
taken as the source material for the projecting quality performance. The CIST has been conducting user
education or orientation programmes for students and librarians on the following aspects.
•
Library facilities and services
•
Access to information sources
•
Participation in collection development
•
Use of regional library facilities and services
•
Library extension programmes
•
Digital library systems
CIST library has a collection of 6130 sources, out of which project works, manuals, and course-ware
and report literature form 48.4% of the collection of the library. The students from all the five courses are also
trained to make use of the facilities and services of the University Library where the collection exceeds
6,08,400 information resources. Out of the entire collection of the University Library, GL collection constitutes
11.9%. The GL collection mainly comprises of technical reports, theses and dissertations, trade literature,
proceedings of the conferences, seminars and workshops and the university publications.
GL Collection at the University and CIST
Total GL Collection at the
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4

CATEGORY OF GL
Project
works,
Theses
Dissertations
Institutional Publications
Technical Reports
Proceedings of CSW
TOTAL GL COLLECTION

University Library

CIST Library

58%

58%

15%
21%
6%
72400 (11.9% )

23%
12%
7%
2965 (48.4% )

and

As regards user training / orientation, the CIST librarians as per the guidelines indicated in the
quality manual, conduct classes for a period of 3-4 days and obtain feedback from the students. On the
other hand, the LIS faculty members handle training classes for librarians for a period of one week. The
responses were obtained every year from 190 - 275 students who were studying in CIST.
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FEED BACK FROM STUDENTS (QUESTIONNAIRE)
Name ……………………. Course ………………… Year ……………………..

E = Excellent (81-100%), G = Good (61-80%), S = Satisfactory (41-60%), N =
Need to Improve (up to 40%)

01

Teaching Performance

02

Teaching Methodology

03

Library Resources and Services

04

IT Infrastructure Facilities

05

Extension Programmes

06

Counseling and Security

07

Performance of Individual Faculty

Name ……………

Paper ……………………………….

Based on the feedback rating, the below table depicts the improvement in the performance in library
services, starting from 2005 to 2009. The feedback rating was obtained as to the performance the library
on the three aspects.
a)
Rating on organization and browsing facility.
b)
Rating on the information sources available in the library.
c)
Performance of library staff in rendering information services.

Continual improvement in library resources and services
S.L
1

2

3

RATING ON THE CRITERIA
Information Resources/GL Available
in the Library

Organisation of GL/sources and
Browsing Facility

Performance of the Library Staff in
rendering Service

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

65%

66%

66%

68%

70%

62%

65%

67%

67%

68%

62%

62%

64%

66%

69%

The statistics in the table shows the continual improvement in the performance over the past
five years. The ratings given by the students as excellent performance above 80%; and good
performance above 60% are considered here.
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CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT IN LIS (E & G RATINGS)

70%
65%
60%
55%
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Collection of Information Resources / GL in the Library
Organisation of GL and Browsing Facility
Performance of the Library Staff
Table projects the continual improvement in library management and readers services. The diagram with
the statistics helps the institution to track the record of continual improvement. This vindicates how the
ISO standard 9001- 2008 is useful in extending quality services and further helps in improving the
performance of the library on continual basis. The below chart depicts performance of various criteria.

CRITERIA-WISE PERFORMANCE OF CIST CIST(2009)

C
ou
ns
el
in
g

E
xt
en
si
on

I.T
.F
ac
ili
ty

Li
br
ar
y

M
et
ho
do
lo
gy

T
ea
ch
in
g

74%
73%
72%
71%
70%
69%
68%
67%
66%
65%
64%

The following records are placed as a proof for having rendered quality teaching and training.
PROOF OF QUALITY SERVICES (Quality Records / Best Practices)
1)
Orientation Programme – Attendance signed by the students
2)
Certification of lesson plan
3)
Circulation and reference statistics
4)
Distribution of courseware / library guide
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Conduct of extension programmes
Inter-library lending statistics
Feedback analysis report
Circulation of new arrival lists
Sources recommended and actual procurement
Library websites projecting holdings & services
Handling customer grievances

PERFORMANCE AUDIT: The management should plan and execute assessment / audit to verify whether
the activities comply with planned arrangements to determine the effectiveness of the quality system.
The quality assessors or the performance auditors are concerned with verification of conformances. In
the course of seeking conformances, they may come across non-conformances, between what you say
and what you do.. Noticing the non-conformities, institution has to initiate corrective measures and
preventive measures against the defects, verify the result and close the issue of non-conformances.
In fact, it is the management which is going to define policy and objectives, including the duties
and responsibilities. It is the management on the other side which is going to give assurance to its
customers.
ISO auditors are rather concerned with verification and cross checking for "nonconformances", between what the management has said or assured, and what it has practiced. Auditing
is not a fault finding mission, it is a fact-finding exercise focuses on;
¾
System deficiencies
¾
Human slip-ups (unidentified errors)
Non-conformances are classified, into three categories. Critical, Major and Minor. There will be
observations in addition to these three which can be set right in a day or two. Those lapses which may
cause injury, and where there is risk to the life of an individual staff or customer, they are noted as critical
non-conformances. Those non-conformances that affect objectives to a greater extent are classified as
major ones Ex: Lapse in coverage of the lesson plans, lack of internet facility. The minor ones are usually
lack of systematic arrangement of volumes in the library , lapse in conducting sufficient classes of
orientation lectures for students, lack of reading facilities in the libraries. The observations will be with
reference to wrong filing of records, delay in the tractability of records, lack of cleanliness and so forth,
which can be corrected immediately. The management has to initiate corrective and preventive measures
to rectify the deficiencies indicated by the auditors from time to time.

CONCLUSION
By opting for ISO certification, the management and the students are assured of the quality of education
and training as planned and documented.
Therefore, ISO is the one of the best means to control and
improve the performance in libraries, where IT based training plays a major role.
The process gives
opportunity for everyone to involve fully, develop leadership qualities, and contribute creatively.
Everyone in the organization will get recognition for his creativity, competency and contribution. By
these ways and means, more than anything, there is going to be "work culture" in the organization and
appreciation for the quality education and training from the student community. By adopting for ISO
procedures or in the process of ISO movement, the LIS schools become more and more 1. Student
oriented, 2.Technology oriented and 3. Revenue oriented. Further, QMS
¾
Provides written procedures that define authority responsibility and interfaces
¾
ISO provides documented system which controls the activity / education / service, systematically.
¾
Developing systematic steps for maintenance of gadgets and operations
¾
Ensures all non-conformities (errors, deficiencies, objections, and complaints) through constant
feedback
¾
Opportunity for the evaluation of the customer satisfaction.
¾
Opportunity for the monitoring of continual improvement in the system’s overall performance.
¾
Promotes efficiency, competency and cost effectiveness.
In the process of following the quality procedures as indicated in the quality manual, the customer /
student becomes the hub of all planning and programming of activities of the organization. The
customers are treated as the main focus in the organization. The procedure also supports the
management because there is definite way of fixing the individual responsibility and time target to
accomplish the expected task. The quality procedures guide the administrators that ensures continual
improvement in performance and thereby meet the expectations of customers. The regular or the
periodical quality audit in the system helps to overcome human slip-ups and system deficiencies through
corrective and preventive measures. Above all, the library resources, including grey resources are
exploited to the maximum extent through constant quality auditing procedures.
ISO helps the libraries to easily identify and clearly study the system weaknesses and inefficiency of the
staff. The aim of extending quality service and achieving customer delight brings revenue to the library
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and work culture in the organization and finally creates public image which brings appreciation for the
staff, who also feel ultimately delighted. The fixing of duties and responsibilities eliminates anxiety from
the individual librarian/faculty or management whether or not the part work will be attended to in time or
not. Above all, there will be continuous feed-back from the students which helps the management to set
the things in right order applying corrective and preventive actions.
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Developing small worlds of e-science: using quantum mechanics,
biological science, and oceanography for education and outreach
strategies for engaging research communities within a university
Plato L. Smith II
Florida State University Libraries, United States
Abstract
The paper provides an introductory and exploratory research method for developing a data management
plan strategy through the experimental approach of developing and preserving small worlds of e-science
of grey literature from the physics, biological, and oceanographic research disciplines at Florida State
University. The paper opted for an experimental approach of digitization, cataloging, and resource
discovery in a digital content management system (DigiTool), online public access catalog (OPAC) in
Aleph and OCLC WorldCat, and preservation in Florida Digital Archive (FDA), and MetaArchive while
introducing connections to information science, organization, and information system theories for the
development of digital curation theory through the theory building strategy of Metatriangulation. The
paper provides descriptive research insight into exploring the application of information science theories,
organizational theory concepts, and information systems models to the emerging field of digital curation
in the development of a data management plan that includes defining digital curation, data curation, and
digital preservation. Because of the chosen research approach, the research results may lack
generalisability. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to further develop research. The paper aims to
contribute to the body of knowledge of digital curation through OAIS Reference Model, The DCC Curation
Lifecycle Model, and Data Management Model digital curation theory building through the theory building
strategy of Metatriangulation. Originality/value – This paper fulfills an identified need to study how digital
curation theory building via Metatriangulation can be enabled and mapped to Boyer’s Model of
Scholarship.

Project Background and Development
The idea for this project started as a result from the development and submission of a poster
session proposal for the 31st Annual IATUL (International Association of Scientific and Technology
University Libraries) Conference http://blogs.lib.purdue.edu/iatul2010/at Purdue University (West
Lafayette, IN) and Chicago, IL, United States from June 20-24, 2010. The theme for the 2010 IATUL
conference was “The Evolving World of e-Science: Impact and Implications for Science and Technology
Libraries” and the titled of the poster session proposal was “Developing small worlds of e-science: using
quantum mechanics, biological science, and oceanography for education and outreach strategies for
engaging research communities within a university.” The call for papers was received via the ACRL
Science & Technology Section Discussion List http://lists.ala.org/wws/info/sts-l on 2009-11-23, poster
session proposal submitted on 2009-11-30, and accepted on 2010-01-14.
The IATUL 2010 poster session highlighted the developing digitization work of quantum physicist
Dr. Paul A. M. Dirac which included select Dirac digitized works as his 1926 dissertation, relativistic
quantum mechanical wave equation formulated by Dirac in 1928 written on blackboard of Dirac's former
office in the Keen Building on Florida State University's campus, and mp3 of Dirac’s 1979 Lecture “Why
We Believe in Einstein Theory” given at Southern Illinois University Carbondale for “Albert Einstein
Centennial Celebration” on March 2, 1979 to name a few. The Paul A.M. Dirac material selected and
digitized for digital collection development for the IATUL 2010 poster was further developed and
extended to this GL 12 article publication to include Dirac’s Nobel Prize in Physics, black & white photos of
Dirac teaching classes at Florida State University, principles of quantum mechanics, 1933 Solvay
Congress lecture “Theory of the Positron”, list of recipients for the Lucasian Chair of Mathematics at
Cambridge University, and the Paul A.M. Dirac International Scholarly Certificates digital collection which
includes certificates from around the world including Great Britain, India, France, Paris, Germany, China,
Hungary, Ireland, and USA. In addition to the previously unpublished Dirac materials which is now
available online, images of biological silica from FSU Biological Scientist, Dr. A.K.S.K. Prasad biological
science research, and faculty research data from several FSU faculty from the department of earth,
ocean, and atmospheric are also available online via http://digitool.fcla.edu/R/?LOCAL_BASE=GEN01FSU01&pds_handle=GUEST FSU Paul A.M. Dirac Science Library and FSU D-Scholarship digital
collections, respectively. The content and development of the online digital collections developed for the
IATUL
2010
poster
and
GL12
presentationshttp://2007.ispace.ci.fsu.edu/~psmithii/GL122010/GL12_2010-11-05_FSU.pdfwere
made
possible
through
the
interdepartmental/campus
partnerships, cross-disciplines research digital projects,and inter-institutional collaborations between FSU
Libraries Special Collections, Dirac Science Library, FSU Libraries Digital Library Center , FSU Department
of Biological Science, FSU Department of Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Science FSU Cataloging in
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Technical Services, Florida Digital Archive (Florida Center for Library Automation), and MetaArchive
(Educopia).
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Foreword
“A record if it to be useful to science, must be continuously extended, it must be stored, and
above all it must be consulted” (Bush, 1945).
As We May Think (Bush, 1945) concepts of record extension, storage, and consultation are just
as significant, if not more, now in 2011 as they were prophetically prolific in 1945. “Science is becoming
data-intensive and collaborative” (Seidel, 2010) and the need for “a more comprehensive approach to
data policy” (Marrett, 2010) is tantamount for consultation (Otlet, 1903) for maintaining, preserving, and
adding value to digital research data throughout its lifecycle (DCC, 2010) not only for scientists seeking
NSF funding but for all institutions and organizations concerned with emphasis on community access to
data in support of more open sharing of research data (NSF, 2010). NSF’s Press Release 10-077 titled
“Scientists Seeking NSF Funding Will Soon Be Required to Submit Data Management Plans” dated May
10,
2010
following
a
May
5,
2010
meeting
of
the
National
Science
Boardhttp://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=116928,is an excellent example of a
government funding agency taking an active role in addressing some of the data management issues
inherent in the digital universe as addressed by Kroll & Forsman and Zverina, respectively.
“Researchers report that they struggle unsuccessfully with storage and management of
their burgeoning volume of documents and data sets that they need and that result
from their work. While some universities have devised new services to better manage
data and other information derived from research, many researchers flounder in a
disorganized and rising accumulation of useful findings that may be lost or
unavailable when conducting future research” (Kroll & Forsman, 2010).
“A recent study by the International Data Corporation (IDC) said that in 2007, the
amount of digital data began to exceed the amount of storage to retain it, and will
continue to grow faster than storage capacity from here on. The IDC study predicts
that by 2011, our “digital universe” – consisting of digitally-based text, video, images,
music, etc. – will be 10 times the size it was in 2006.” (Zverina, 2008).
The NSF’s 2010 Press Release 10-77 was pivotal in pushing forward the data management plan agenda
across institutions, organizations, and research disciplines. The NSF funding data management plan
requirement underscores dedication to research, publication, open access, and education (GreyNet,
2011) while also complimenting the need for the management of research data ensuing from the NIH
funded research projects impacted from introduction and implementation of The NIH Public Access Policy,
Division
G,
Title
II
Section
218
of
PL
110-161
(Consolidated
Appropriations
Act,
2008)http://publicaccess.nih.gov/policy.htm.Both of these government-wide initiatives contribute to the
concept of curation of data and the emerging field of digital curation. The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model
“provides a graphical, high-level overview of the stages required for successful curation and preservation
of data” (DCC, 2010).
Introduction
While visiting FSU Dirac Science Library Department Head at the FSU Dirac Science Library on
Florida State University campus in Tallahassee, Florida, the discussion of digitizing high-use Dirac primary
resource was discussed leading to the digitization of 20 international scholarly certificates and
development of the Paul A.M. Dirac International Scholarly Certificates open-access, online digital
collections in Fall 2010. The Dirac Science Library Department Head suggested the digitization and
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development of this collection due to frequent visits and photographs taken of the collection from
researchers and scholars from around the world. The Science Library Department noted that science
researchers andscholars particularly enjoyed viewing international scholarly certificates that represented
their native countries.
Prior to, during, and after the process of digitization of select Dirac materials, the data curation
process took shape, developed, and continues today as a result of the application of some of the stages
required for curation from The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model. The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model was
introduced to the emerging field of digital curation at The 3rd International Digital Curation Conference
(IDCC) in 2007 in Washington, DC. However, Clifford Lynch’s closing remarks at The 1st International
Digital Conference in 2005 in Bath on curation permeates curation, The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model,
and data management while also inclusive of the concept of consultation (Otlet, 1903, Bush, 1945).Lynch
(2005) describes curation as:
•
Curation as a finite process, with handover to preservation as its end point
•
Curation as a whole life process, with evolving objects, and
•
Curation as managing a growing, living collection
Curation has also been described as including “stewardship, resource management, access, presentation,
active care, involves long time and preservation” (Rusbridge, 2006: 2007). Both Lynch and Rusbridge
concepts of curation guided the development of the quantum mechanics, biological science, and earth,
ocean, and atmospheric digital collections contained in this article. Due to varying degrees of copyright
management, faculty contribution participation, access to and processing of “born digital” and “digitized”
research data, each one of these three digital collections are in various stages required for successful
curation and preservation. Throughout the research process of developing these digital collections, Dr.
Kathleen Burnett, Florida State University College of Communication and Information (CCI) faculty,
introduced Boyer’s Model of Scholarship in LIS 6289 Doctoral Seminar Education Information Studies
Spring 2009, and Fall 2010 purchase of the Digital Curation Centre DCC Digital Curation 101 training
manual introduced The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model mapping to the OAIS reference model. However, in
order to attempt to apply LIS theories to The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model and glean, process, and apply
multiple concepts, models, and theories throughout the research process while exploring the emerging
field of digital curation in the development of the three digital collections for this project explored the
theory-building process of Metatriangulation from the field of organizational theory first explored
serendipitously during a doctoral class at UNC-Chapel Hill in 2002. The remainder of this article is
separated into three topical sections taken from the 31st IATUL 2010 conference, followed by bibliography
and appendixes.
Section I - Understanding the needs, challenges, and opportunities of computational scientific
research and the implications for the scientific and technological library community
Collection #1: Quantum Mechanics – Paul A. M. Dirac Collection – Paul A.M. Dirac is recognized by most
authorities as one of the greatest theoretical physicists of the 20th century and the father of the field of
quantum mechanics. Prior to this project and paper, none of the current digitized Dirac lectures, notes,
and 1926 dissertation existed online and/or in digital format. The Dirac is a current, work-in-process
digitization project that includes access via FSU Libraries OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog), OCLC
WorldCat, and digital content management system via DigiTool. Selected Dirac digitized materials that
was once inaccessible to the non-campus community is now open-access available.
•
Current plans – continue to digitize Dirac works 2000+ objects in which FSU hold copyrights and
secure copyright permissions from the estate, family, publishers, and copyright holders on Dirac
materials to create a more diverse, robust, and critical mass Dirac collection.
•
Future plans – create Florida Digital Archive (FDA) Metadata Encoding Transmission Standard
(METS) eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Submission Information Package (SIP) using the
open-source METS creation tool created by the University Florida of all Dirac archival master files
for ingestion and preservation in FDA. May also consider MetaArchive as a redundant distributed
digital preservation strategy.
Collection # 2: Biological Science - Dr. A.K.S.K Prasad – Dr. A.K.S.K. Prasad is a biological science
courtesy faculty member with 29 years experience in the Systematics of micro algae (Botany), Diatom
systematics, phytoplankton systematics, Algae Blooms in freshwater and coastal waters. Dr. Prasad
continues to work with the FSU Libraries to develop, promote, and preserve select images of biological
silica. The images of biological silica digital collection is a growing collection available online in FSU
Libraries OPAC, OCLC WorldCat, digital content management system via DigiTool, preserved via FDA and
MetaArchive. This collection was developed as demo preservation digital collection to include senior
management for FSU Libraries to join FDA (free) and was the first successful FSU Libraries collection
preserved via MetaArchive in 2009 even though FSU has been a member of MetaArchive since 2004.
•
Accomplishments – assisted faculty member with the completion of recent DEP grant funded
project for manual publication. Faculty contributed success to assistance from the Digital Library
Center is organizing some of his research data for publication report. First faculty digital collection
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to be preserved via FDA and MetaArchive. First digital collection to received written copyright
permission from faculty granting FSU Libraries Digital Library Center permission to make select
research data open access via DigiTool. This digital collection has been highlighted and presented
at several national and international conferences whereas the collection once existed on CDs in
the faculty member’s office.
Current plans – awaiting return of faculty member from India, increase faculty contribution
participation (over 6000+ unprocessed images of biological silica), and active participation of
faculty to provide more research data, field notes, and geographical technical, metadata
information.
Future plans – work with faculty with research data from 2year BP funded research of the oil spill
on diatoms and biological silica in the Gulf this semester. Extend and expand scope of digital
curation of images of biological silica.

Collection # 3: Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Science – The Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Science
digital collection contains select digitized oceanographic technical reports contributed by several faculty
member for digitization and institutional repository population. This collection once existed offline in
faculty members’ offices inaccessible to the public now exists online accessible via FSU Libraries OPAC,
OCLC WorldCat, and digital content management system.
•
Current plans – reestablish faculty contribution participation with newly merged departments as a
recent of last year’s layoff of FSU faculty and merging of select departments including
oceanography, anthropology, and communication to name a few.
•
Future plans – acquire new and more content while applying stages of The Digital Curation
Lifecycle Model to the development of newer digital collections.

Section II - Tools for e-science initiatives, including the development of new frameworks,
platforms, and systems for discovery, access, management, and preservation of data;
strategies for metadata management, repository structures; and digital data curation
•
All three digital collections that once resided offline now exist online in a digital content
management system with access via OPAC and OCLC WorldCat.
•
FDA digital preservation and MetaArchive distributed digital preservation strategy have been
applied to collection # 2 with future application to collections #1, #2, and future collections.
•
FSU Libraries purchased BePress Digital Commons in Fall 2010 as part of new and improved IR
solution to the management of scholarly output including faculty pre-prints, ETDs, grey literature,
and research data.
•
Fall 2010 DLC begin exploring and using the METS creation tool to create METS XML SIP for FDA
ingestion for FDA preservation. This new workflow includes data curation and digital curation in
the development of data management of research data, born digital, and digitized content.
•
Boyer’s Model of Scholarship is being applied to all collections in tandem with Spring 2011 Digital
Library graduate course being taught by CCI faculty, Dr. Sanghee Oh. Boyer’s Model of
Scholarship includes:
1. Discovery – Build new knowledge through traditional research
2. Integration – Interpret the use of knowledge across disciplines
3. Application – Aid society and professionals in addressing problems
4. Teaching – Study teaching models and practices to achieve optimal learning
•
Applied aspects of the Conceptualise, Create or Receive, Appraise & Select, Ingest, Preservation
Action, Store, Access, Use, & Reuse, Transform, Curate, Preserve, Preservation Planning,
Representation Information, and Description stages from The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model.
•
The Submission Information Package (SIP), Archival Information Package (AIP), and
Dissemination Information Package (DIP) part of The Open Archival Information System (OAIS)
reference model international standard (ISO) 14721:2003 preservation planning &administration
via
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/curation/aboutoais.jspmaps
to
respective
required stages in The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model and Boyer’s Model of Scholarship whenever
scientists/curators/users interface in managing research data from producer (scientist) to data
management (curator) to access (discovery) to consumer (teaching).
The development of a digital curation theory building framework is necessary to address the
varied approaches in cost/benefit studies, tools, and methodologies focusing on long-lived data (Beagrie,
2010) in keeping research data safe in the emerging field of digital curation. However, despite the
continual advancement in research and development within the emerging field of digital curation more
work needs to be done on developing a theoretical framework with which to further build and develop the
emerging field of digital curation. Cursory review of digital curation literature reveals digital curation and
digital preservation terms sometimes being used synonymously and interchangeably. “To use them as
synonymous is to ab-use them. This [is] theoretically incorrect and pragmatically dangerous” (Callaos &
Callaos, 2002). Schutt (2006) triangulation and Lewis & Grimes (1999) metatriangulation are two
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research method approaches, which could be employed to explore and contribute towards, work in the
development of a theoretical correct and pragmatically sound framework within the emerging field of
digital curation. Future research will explore the concept of digital curation metatriangulation (DCM) for
the identification and analysis of digital curation exemplars.

Section III - Local, regional, national and international collaborations related to data
management
•
Local collaborations include FSU Dirac Science Library, Special Collections, Department of
Biological Science, Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Science
•
Regional collaborations include Florida Center for Library Automation (FCLA), Florida Digital
Archive (FDA), University of Florida (UF)
•
National collaborations include Educopia/MetaArchive
•
International collaboration potential with KRDS in the UK initiated 2011-01-05

In conclusion, all the research work, collaborations, digital collections development, digital curation
activities, and data management work involved beginning from SPARC 2008, IDCC 2008, ACRL 2009, OR
2009, GL11 conference poster, 31st IATUL 2010 conference poster presentations to the GL12 presentation
were used to in one way or another to engage scholars and faculty from 2008 to present as part of
outreach strategies that finally contributed to decision for FSU Libraries to purchase BePress Digital
Commons in Fall 2010, specifically to increase the visibility, discoverability, and accessibility of scholarly
research at FSU. BePress Digital Commons was selected asan improved institutional repository (IR)
solution for FSU Libraries for implementation in 2011. With the purchase of this product, senior
management recommended the development of an IR implementation charged with developing work
flows, policies, procedures, campus partners, and guiding IR content contribution. The IR implementation
team in addition to currently working to acquire faculty participation and representation from The
Graduate School, Humanities, English, and Science research disciplines has already acquired
representation and senior management participation from the following campus partners for 1st quarter of
2011.
•
College of Communication and Information (CCI) – includes tenured faculty
•
College of Law
•
College of Music
•
College of Medicine
•
Biological Science
•
Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences
•
Undergraduate Honors in the Major
•
Dirac Science Library and Goldstein Library
The IR implementation team will help to develop and implement a quality IR program for the display
of research data and information. This project paper will be extended to further explore and develop
digital curation metatriangulation and the difference between data and information as represented by
Bjorn Langefors infological equation of “I = I (D, S, T), where I stands for information, D data, S the
recipient prior knowledge as result of the individual’s life experience” (Johannesson & Söderström, 2008).
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Figure 0: Dr. Paul A.M. Dirac – 1955 Lecture, Ottawa, Canada
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Figure 1: Paul A.M. Dirac International Scholarly Certificates
Institute of Physics (Great Britain) – December 14, 1971
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Figure 2: Dr. A.K.S.K. Prasad’s select images of biological silica
Diatomscapes I – Images of biological silica

Figure 2 a: Dr. A.K.S.K. Prasad research data image ex # 1
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Figure 2 b: Dr. A.K.S.K. research data image ex # 2

Figure 3: Florida Digital Archive (FDA) preservation
FSU_DIATOMSCAPES preserved via FDA with online preservation reporting
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Figure 4: MetaArchive preservation
FSU Biological Scientist, Dr. Prasad Diatomscapes I & II Collections (TIFFs) being preserved by Auburn
University, Clemson University, Florida State University, Rice University, University of North Texas, and
Virginia Tech LOCKSS caches
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